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Abstract
·-\

In February 2007, a proposal was unveiled for a new stadium at the northern end of Dunedin's
urban waterfront. This thesis considers the wider built environment effects which could arise if

..\

the new stadium proposal is pursued by the Dunedin City Council, with a specific focus on urban
waterfront regeneration.

The aim of the thesis is evaluate the mechanisms which can lead to stadia acting as catalysts for
urban regeneration. Furthermore, it considers whether these mechanisms would be effective in a
small, peripheral city such as Dunedin. In addition, it seeks to determine whether any urban
regeneration occur in a way which is socially and environmentally responsible.
X
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The first stage of the research was to undertake a review of the relevant literature. This provided
a base of ideas and knowledge of cities where stadium-led urban regeneration had occurred in the
recent past. The next research stage involved a multiple case study examination of three locations
in Australasia where stadium-led urban waterfront regeneration had recently occurred. From
these two research stages, the possibility of stadium-led urban regeneration occurring in Dunedin
was assessed, and best practice lessons were suggested for any urban regeneration which might
occur.

The research found that new stadia ignite urban regeneration processes through stadium events
creating a people flow. Suggestions arising from the research were that stadium-led urban
regeneration planning should occur in conjunction with the planning for a new stadium, including
the simultaneous undertaking of consultation for both the stadium and regeneration. Connections
from central city areas to the regenerating waterfront area should also be planned from the outset
of a waterfront stadium proposal. Suggestions made to achieve social responsibility include
providing space for potentially gentrified communities elsewhere in a city, or finding a way to
have differing activity types within the regenerating space, as an attempt to try and limit the
negative gentrification and displacement that urban regeneration is known to sometimes cause,
although there are issues with both of these suggestions. Ecologically sustainable features should
be used in the regeneration development, including the need a new stadium to ensure
environmental responsibility.
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INTRODUCTION

-\

1.1

Introduction

Waterfronts are an interesting space m cities that have been developed on waterways.
Historically, waterfronts were a key aspect of the industrial era as a focus for transport,
production and warehousing of imported or exported goods. Since the industrial era concluded,
the infrastructures used for waterfront associated industrial activities have been reduced in terms
of size, moved to other areas, or eliminated completely and fallen into states of disrepair. These
changes meant that such areas were viewed as undesirable places for habitation or business. In
response, various prominent cities have revived their waterfronts, making them accessible areas,
with amounts of public, retail, residential and commercial space. It is now widely recognised that
waterfront regeneration is a worldwide phenomenon (Dovey, 2005).

Urban regeneration can be broadly defined as the process used to improve the social, economic
and physical elements of the urban environment. It is usually focused on places such as town
centres, old industrial sites or, as in the focus of this study, dockland or waterfront areas (Raco,
2003). In contemporary times, urban regeneration has commonly been initiated through
partnerships between local authorities and the private sector (Ball and Maginn, 2005; Brindley,
2000). Urban regeneration of city spaces has often been associated with redevelopment of post-

.,

industrial waterfronts. Re-developments of waterfront areas occur in a variety of ways, and can
include the provision of apartment-type housing, commercial sites and entertainment venues such
as bars, cafes and restaurants, as well as open public space. Well-known cities, such as New
York, Boston, Baltimore, San Francisco, Vancouver, London, Tokyo, and Yokohama (Young,
1992), and also New Zealand cities Auckland and Wellington, have regenerated waterfront

1
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spaces in recent times. fu some instances, city promoters have used the regenerated waterfronts to
place these cities as attractive tourist destinations on the global market.

It has been stated that urban regeneration can be 'design-led' (Sheard, 2005), which is interpreted
in Sheard (2005) as meaning a catalyst is often required for urban regeneration to transpire. This
has been described by some academics as the 'Guggenheim effect' (Arruti, 2003). Examples of
this type of 'design-led' urban regeneration have occurred in the urban areas surrounding stadia
built for large sporting events, such as the Olympic Games, Soccer World Cup, and Rugby World
Cup. Regeneration endeavours associated with this type of event is widely recognised, as host
cities look to rejuvenate themselves via self-promotion to a large worldwide audience. This was
seen in New Zealand when regeneration of the Viaduct Basin area in Auckland was stimulated
through using the area for the America's Cup yachting regatta, which was based at the site
between 1996 and 2003 (Auckland City Council online, 2007).
At present, Dunedin has urban waterfront as a space of low amenity value serving only an
industrial function (Market Economics, 2005). The Dunedin City Council have repeatedly
suggested through the media and public forum, that they wish to redevelop this area into a space
for all Dunedin residents to use and enjoy. The majority of the urban waterfront currently is of
limited use to a large proportion of Dunedin's residents (Market Economics, 2005). At present,
there is a proposal for a stadium at a waterfront site. There exists the prospect that Dunedin may
host games of the Rugby World Cup tournament to be held in New Zealand in 2011. The Rugby
World Cup is considered to be the third largest global sporting event with only the Olympic
Games and the Soccer World Cup exceeding it in terms of global television audiences (URS
Finance and Economics, 2004). The current sporting facilities in Dunedin are not viewed to be at
a standard, in terms of player, media and patron amenities, that satisfy the New Zealand Rugby
Union, and therefore Dunedin has not held a large international sports event since August 2005.
The enticement of potentially hosting international rugby tests for the Rugby World Cup 2011,
which would be televised to a large worldwide audience, provides Dunedin city planners,
marketers, and private investors, with a situation which could potentially generate long term
benefits for the city. Similar situations have previously occurred elsewhere, including in Toronto,
Canada. Toronto has twice used a bid for the Summer Olympic Games as a means to regenerate
the city, and even though it has failed in these two bids, its pursuit to host the Olympic Games

2
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continues to be an integral aspect of its economic revitalisation strategy (Tufts, 2004). According
to Tufts (2004), this approach has led to positive regenerative changes in Toronto.

This thesis explores and evaluates the effects of using sporting events and stadia as an urban
revitalisation mechanism.

The insights gained are then used to suggest ways in which the

proposed Dunedin stadium could be utilised to encourage regeneration of the Dunedin urban
waterfront.

1.2

Dunedin's Waterfront and New Stadium Opportunity

In 2005, a trust was established, known as the Carisbrook Stadium Trust. The Trust was charged

by the Dunedin City Council and Otago Rugby Football Union to instigate options for Dunedin's
main sporting venue (known as Carisbrook). In February 2007, a proposal was released by the
Carisbrook Stadium Trust to build a new facility at Awatea Street, located on the Northern end of
Dunedin's urban waterfront. The majority of the public and media focus and speculation since the
release of this particular proposal has been on the costs associated with it. This thesis is not a
cost-benefit analysis of the Carisbrook Stadium Trust's proposal, but a more general study on the
potential influence that a new stadium could have on an urban waterfront's built environment,
such as the implementation of ecologically sustainable design principles and the ease of access
into waterfront areas. This research attempts to determine whether urban regeneration processes
can lead to the implementation of these outcomes through analysis of the relevant literature and
examination of localities where similar processes have occurred elsewhere in Australasia.

Dunedin's city centre is currently 'disconnected' from its waterfront area. A barrier has long
existed between the central city and the harbour waterfront due to the location of industrial
warehouses and major road and rail corridors. This is not unique to Dunedin, and is evident in
waterfront areas globally. These barriers, as well as a declining industrial sector (Market
Economics, 2005) and movement of port activities to nearby Port Chalmers, have meant that the
waterfront is used less frequently for commercial activities and contemporary industrial purposes
as well as more historical uses such as shipping. Consequently there has been the creation of
brownfield areas within the Dunedin urban waterfront space. The distance between the Octagon
(Dunedin's main central public space), which is regarded as the city centre, and the waterfront is,
however, only 850 metres, a relatively small distance. This research will address any mechanisms
3
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which may arise in the future which could act as a catalyst for urban regeneration of the Dunedin
urban waterfront.

As previously stated, regeneration generally requires a catalyst (Sheard, 2005), and this thesis
attempts to identify the potential effects that a proposed new stadium at Awatea Street in the
Dunedin waterfront could have on regeneration of Dunedin City's waterfront space. Urban
regeneration can convert spaces suffering from urban decline into lively commercial, residential
and public space. This regeneration of space can lead to an enhanced city image. The Dunedin
City Council has explored options for regeneration of this space. If regeneration occurs, there are
potential risks that the cost to rent or own properties in the area may increase, along with city
rates, leaving current owners or renters of small businesses which are based in the area with no
choice but to find alternative locations for their activities, as the waterfront area could be seen as
a desirable place to be for those who can afford to pay inflated prices. These effects are examined
in this thesis. Further, urban regeneration usually means a degree of new development will occur
in the space. If urban regeneration occurs on Dunedin's waterfront, development is likely to
happen. This thesis also explores whether development resulting from urban regeneration can
occur in a sustainable manner that exerts less pressure on the natural environment.

When cities decide to develop new stadia and/or bid for hallmark events, time and effort is spent
calculating the economic impacts on that city (Gratton and Henry, 2001). There is little public
knowledge of the further effects from having a new stadium, and in the Dunedin case, there has
been minimal acknowledgment in the public arena of the secondary effects that new stadia can
have, such as acting as a key mechanism in urban policy and as an economic revitalisation
strategy.

It is important for a city which is going to make a multi-million-dollar decision on their future to
have knowledge of the potential effects of that decision. Dunedin may revitalise its waterfront
area with the building of a new stadium in the short term for the Rugby World Cup 2011, but it is
t-

the long term residents and businesses which will be left with any after effects on the built
environment that the proposed stadium may have on the shape and style of Dunedin City. These
after-effects can be both positive and negative, and essentially this is what this research explores:
the value of stadia to the local community's built environment. The key question addressed in
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this thesis is whether urban regeneration can be stadium-led, and if so, what are possible
consequences of this process for Dunedin's case.

1.3

The Research Aim and Objectives

The aim of this thesis is to determine whether the new stadium proposal could result in the
_,

regeneration of Dunedin's urban waterfront. To achieve this aim, two specific research objectives
have been formulated.

4

1. To evaluate if the mechanisms which have resulted in stadium-led urban waterfront
regeneration occurring elsewhere could be applied in a small, peripheral city.

The majority of cities which have used stadium-led urban regeneration strategies are prominent,
and globally recognisable. This research objective is to examine any factors which are deemed
necessary from the larger cities where stadium-led urban waterfront regeneration may have
occurred and consider whether any of the factors and lessons learned can be applied in a smaller,
less well-resourced, peripheral city, such as Dunedin.

2.

If urban regeneration is likely to occur, can mechanisms be used to make the

regeneration socially and environmentally responsible?

This objective follows from the first objective in that if stadium-led urban regeneration is likely,
can it occur in a way which minimises the pressure a stadium, and any subsequent urban
7

regeneration places on the environment and on existing communities. It is important to recognise
that regenerated spaces and new developments can adversely affect the natural environment.
Therefore, this research objective will attempt to determine practices which can be used to help
ensure that any new development minimises adverse effects on the natural environment, or if
possible, produces positive gains in this regard. Likewise, new developments can have adverse
effects on their surrounding social fabric, including gentrification and the displacement of
communities. This research objective will also attempt to determine methods which may reduce
any negative social effects that could occur due to any stadium-led urban waterfront regeneration.

This aim and subsequent objectives provide a framework for the study. The research includes a
review of the relevant literature, from which case studies of similar situations within Australasia
were developed. These case studies were undertaken in a qualitative manner, using interviews
5
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with city officials, developers, and long term residents, along with site and document analyses, to
determine changes that have occurred in the areas since the building of new stadia. Common
factors from the case studies and the review of the relevant literature have been drawn together
and used to make informed points for consideration concerning the Dunedin situation. This will
help to ensure that any regeneration on Dunedin's urban waterfront transpires in a positive way.
The information cbuld also be used to inform other small city developments involving similar

-~

projects.

1.4

Defining the Key Terms and Assumptions

Before proceeding, it is important to define how the term urban regeneration is used in this thesis,
t,

as well as its sub-terms of stadium-led urban regeneration and waterfront regeneration. It is also
important to outline the key assumptions that have been made surrounding the current Dunedin

I>

situation whilst undertaking the research.

Urban Regeneration
.I.

Urban regeneration can be defined as the transformation of an area or areas from derelict or
undesirable land into vibrant spaces, used by the area's population for purposes of public space,
new housing and public and private investment. Urban regeneration is significant as it is a
phenomenon which is occurring worldwide in developed countries. One of the main aims of
urban regeneration is to change the type of activity for which a space is used. It occurs on
brownfield sites, which have resulted as the global economy's focus has changed from the
industrial age to the information age (Stuart, 2003). Essentially, the urban regeneration goal is to
attract investment, middle-class shoppers and visitors by transforming spaces and creating new
places of consumption (Raco, 2003). Interchangeable terms used for urban regeneration in this
thesis are urban renewal, urban revitalisation and redevelopment.
Stadium-Led Urban Regeneration: This refers to stadia acting as a catalyst for the urban

regeneration process as outlined above .
.d

Wateifront Regeneration: This refers to the urban regeneration process as defined above

occurring in a waterfront location. The waterfront location can be a harbour, port or riverbank
area.
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The Dunedin Situation

The Dunedin situation refers to the February 2007 proposal by the Carisbrook Stadium Trust to
construct a stadium on the Dunedin waterfront at a site on Awatea Street. Current debate about
the new Awatea Street site or rebuilding the stadium at its existing South Dunedin site has not
been considered as part of this thesis. This research examines how a stadium may act as a catalyst
for waterfront regeneration, and the existing site is not a waterfront location. A more general
,l

view of this thesis would be to state that it is examining waterfront stadiums per se, and not the
rights or wrongs of the Dunedin site selection process. The author takes a neutral viewpoint on
the arguments for and against a new stadium at the Awatea Street location, and is aware of the
current debate about the site occurring in Dunedin.

1.5

Overview and Study Structure

The aim and objectives of this thesis provide a framework for the rest of the study. However, it is
important to contextualise how the aim and objectives fit with the existing knowledge of urban
regeneration theory. Figure I.I demonstrates how the aim and objectives of this research project
fit within and link to current urban regeneration theory:
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Plate 1.1 gives a visual demonstration of how the current research is shaped to potentially add to
the current urban regeneration knowledge. The top of the contextualisation considers the current
theory available on urban regeneration, waterfront regeneration and stadium-led regeneration.
From this theory umbrella, the research aim was formed. Issues and challenges were then
considered to hone the research aim, by determining the research objectives. The next step in the
research process is to gather information to determine, then discuss, the possible answers to the
research objectives. These answers could provide a model for or suggestions for how to
implement the factors and lessons learned from the research for the Dunedin situation. The
following step then provides an answer (if the research gathering process provides one) for the
research aim. The answer for the research aim could then feedback to the theory umbrella which
started the research, and therefore could add to the knowledge on urban regeneration. In order to
attempt to achieve this contextualisation, the thesis has been broken into chapters.

Following this introductory chapter, Chapter Two is a review of the academic literature currently
available on urban regeneration, stadium-led urban regeneration, and waterfront regeneration. It
provides a theoretical understanding for this research. Information from Chapter Two was also
used to determine the whereabouts of similar urban regeneration strategies that have taken place
internationally. In order to find where these strategies have been used in the past, a review of the
academic literature specifically about these international locations was undertaken. This review
critiques what has occurred in similar situations, and determines the foci for the Dunedin case. It
is critical to establish the purposes and objectives of cities which have previously used similar
regeneration strategies in order to help determine all the potential effects that the Carisbrook
>

Stadium Trust proposal could have on Dunedin.

Chapter Three outlines the research framework used for the study; this entails the use of case
studies in cities where stadia have recently been built in waterfront areas. It highlights how the
study was designed drawing on knowledge from the academic debate. This chapter also provides
a link between the primary and secondary research methods used for this study, and includes the
methodological practices that were used during the case study phase. Three case studies are used
from within Australasia: Homebush Bay, Sydney; the Docklands in Melbourne; and Lambton
Harbour Wellington. Following from this, Chapter Four places this research in a New Zealand
and Dunedin context and Chapter Five details the findings of the case study research phase.
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Chapter Six analyses and discusses the findings from the case study research, and examines any
links between these and the results in the existing literature. From this examination, the chapter
provides informed suggestions that could be used by the Carisbrook Stadium Trust and the
Dunedin City Council as they undertake possible development of the Awatea Street Stadium

.l

option. The suggestions are placed in this chapter due to their close relationship with the
outcomes of the analysis and discussion of the findings.

Finally, Chapter Seven is a conclusion to this study. It synthesises the research propositions,
evaluates and reflects on the merits and limitations of the study. In addition it provides the
implications of the study for planning theory and/or practice.

,.\
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2.1

Introduction

y'

The purpose of Chapter Two is to explore and review the academic literature that is related to the

·r

research. This thesis draws on the planning area of urban regeneration, and explores two angles:

"

urban regeneration of city waterfronts and urban regeneration in relation to stadia development in
cities. As stated in the previous chapter these aspects of regeneration have been selected because
of Dunedin's current situation: its city waterfront is in a state of low amenity value and receives
minimal public use. There is a current proposed new stadium for a site at the northern end of the
waterfront.
')

In this review of the academic literature, the history of urban regeneration is initially introduced
as this explores reasons for regeneration of urban areas and will determine the wider scope of the
study. In the second and third sections, regeneration is examined in relation to urban waterfronts
and sports stadia. These sections consider the theories behind these types of regeneration, and the
debates surrounding them. These three themes will provide a base theory to help determine the
framework for this study.

The fourth theme considered is governance. It is studied to determine the implementation of
waterfront and stadium urban regeneration strategies. It also critiques ways in which these
strategies have occurred in past instances. The last theme studied is relationships or links which
have occurred between communities and neighbouring stadia or waterfront developments. This
theme will consider the social effects on communities living and working in close proximity to
areas where waterfront or stadium-led regeneration has occurred. The fourth and fifth themes will
11
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help develop an understanding of any issues surrounding existing urban waterfront and stadium
regeneration cases.

2.2

History of Urban Regeneration

In order to understand the processes that may contribute to the regeneration of specific areas,

such as the Dunedin waterfront, factors which academics have theorised to underlie past
regeneration cases should be considered. Urban regeneration, redevelopment or renewal all
essentially refers to the simple concept of giving a new sense of place to a space. It is widely
acknowledged in the academic literature that urban regeneration is a planning process that has
been occurring in various forms since the late

19th

century (Ball and Maginn, 2005). Ball and

Maginn' s 2005 paper cites the first documented form of urban regeneration: 250 blocks of
dwellings erected in a slums district of London at the end of the

19th

century. This was a

partnership between the Peabody Trust and Central Government. Central Government provided
the funds, and the Trust initiated the development project. The aim was to eradicate poor quality
housing in London, as an attempt to end poverty. This project was a seen as a failure, as poverty
continued to be an issue in London. It is worth recognising that the regeneration was undertaken
in the form of a public-private partnership- a form prevalent in urban regeneration projects
undertaken today.

In more recent times, urban regeneration has been more closely linked to the definition provided

in the introduction to this thesis. In theory, spaces in different urban settlements have been
regenerated from derelict or undesirable sites to vibrant new urban areas which are used by both
public and private sectors.

The first subsection below will determine the different approaches that have been used in urban
regeneration worldwide. The second subsection will look at the reasons or 'catalysts' which have
triggered urban regeneration projects in cities.

2.2.1

Drivers of Urban Regeneration

This subsection explores some of the reasons why urban regeneration takes place. There are a
number of explanatory theories that have been put forward in order to understand the processes
behind urban regeneration. Spaces in many United Kingdom cities have been examined by
12
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academics in order to identify the reasons as to why they became regenerated. It is acknowledged
that regenerated areas are usually those that were heavily used during the industrial past, but for
which there is no demand in the post-industrial information age. This follows the declining trend
in Europe's industrial employment sector (Spaans, 2004). Examples of the United Kingdom cities
studied in the literature are Newcastle (Stuart, 2003), Sheffield (Dabnitt, 2005) and Bristol
(Bassett, Griffiths and Smith, 2002). It should be recognised however, that this process is visible
in most mid to large cities in the United Kingdom. The industrial city generally attracted a
working class people due to employment opportunities. The working class required affordable
accommodation, and so linked with past industrial cities are working class residential dwellings.
As industry has been shut down in these cities, members of the working class have become
unemployed and have either migrated elsewhere, where their skills are more suitable for other
employment opportunities, or looked for employment within the post-industrial city. A byproduct of the migration is the residential areas traditionally occupied by the working class
having a high number of vacant properties (Spaans, 2004). The people who continue to reside in
these properties are generally in the low income employment sector, are unemployed or
considered vulnerable, such as the elderly. Low housing demand develops economic weakness,
leading to population loss through migration (Stuart, 2003). The urban regeneration occurring in
these United Kingdom cities is focused on reversing trends of economic recession and declining
populations through revitalising their urban centres and economies. This is done due to the
perceived link between economic growth, and human geographic growth (as well as economic
recession and human geographic recession) (Dabnitt, 2005; Hubbard, 1996; Raco, 2003).

The urban regeneration goal can be expressed as attempting to attract national and international
investment and tourism by transforming city spaces to create new consumption spaces, whilst
leading to a renewed self-confidence in the local citizens (Hubbard, 1996; Raco, 2003; Spaans,
2004 ), with the theory that this will lead to renewed economic growth in these centres, and
therefore the perceived human geographic (population) growth. A theory to which this change in
economic and human movement patterns can pertain to is the fordism post-fordism premise, as
discussed by Hubbard (1996), who links urban regeneration with the fall of late capitalism:

13
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where rigid Fordist modes of production (supported by Keynesian state welfarism)
have given way to a more open and flexible post-Fordist mode of production which
thrives on the existence of an increasingly diversified range of products and
consumer tastes.
(Hubbard, 1996: 1444)
This theory links the worldwide changes in cities' economic structures, from an industrial to a
post-industrial focus, with patterns of urban regeneration. Various cities presently have spaces
which were once places of production that are being developed into places of consumption. There
have been a number of changes in the post-industrial era on which this theory is based. These
include technological changes in terms of transportation and production equipment, and the
globalisation of goods, which means individual cities no longer need to source their own
resources, such as food and materials, from proximal areas (Scholte, 2005).

Not every city will be ripe for urban regeneration, as a number of factors need to be considered to
start regenerating a city space. One of these is a need to ascertain where a city 'sits' in its region
(Monclus, 2000). This statement can be interpreted that the 'sit' which Monclus refers to is what
the city's purpose is within its region or country. In order to determine what this 'sit' is, the form
or function of the city requires examining. From the examination, it could be found that a
regeneration plan may not be necessary to reinvigorate a city area. When considering this thesis
research, Dunedin is the major city in the southern quarter of New Zealand, and is the second
largest city in the South Island behind Christchurch. It is the principal city of the Otago province.
Its functions include providing goods and services to residents and surrounding farmland,
business, tertiary education, and tourism.

Urban regeneration can be used to change the form or function of a city, and therefore change
how the city 'sits' within its region. This was done in Barcelona throughout the late 1980s and
into the 1990s. The city changed its image from being a large, industrial city, to a cultural city
which markets itself as 'The Pearl of the Mediterranean' (Monclus, 2000). Therefore, urban
regeneration is now a tool which some cities are using to position themselves in a national, and
even global, 'hierarchy' of cities. Again, urban regeneration relates to Monclus's notion of a need
<

to ascertain where a city 'sits' in its region, and more widely to Hubbard (1996) who stated that
"It appears urban restructuring is closely tied to trends of a global level. .. the key to prosperity is
for a city to position itself on the global economic stage" (Hubbard, 1996: 1443).

14
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In some cases, a city which is regenerating can be looking to serve its citizens by creating new

public, commercial and residential space, as well as attempting to attract visitors to the city and
use the new spaces to have a positive effect on the city's national or global prestige and
reputation. Cities where a driver of urban regeneration has included attracting more visitors to
centres by modifying their uses are seen in New Zealand (Auckland's Viaduct Basin and
Wellington's Lambton Harbour), Australia (Sydney's Darling Harbour), England (parts of
London's Docklands) and Estonia (Tallinn's waterfront space) (Feldmann, 2000). These cities
have changed their waterfront uses, which has led to redevelopment (Feldmann, 2000). These
projects have regenerated disused port space to construct an environment which is high in
amenity value to the population who reside in these cities, and also to tourists visiting these cities
(Feldmann, 2000) and will be discussed in further detail in the waterfront regeneration section.

A further example of a driver of urban regeneration is the 'Guggenheim effect'. This effect is
what happens when an attraction is built in a city, and the attraction (such as the Guggenheim
Museum in Bilbao, Spain), stimulates regeneration in the areas surrounding it (Arruti, 2003;
Vicario and Monje, 2003). This type of regeneration fits with the notion that there is an
inseparable relationship between architectural design and urban form (Monclus, 2000) and that
urban regeneration is 'design-led' (Sheard, 2005). This aspect of regeneration will be considered
in more depth in the following subsection.

'City Pride' has a role in all the drivers of urban regeneration (Thornley, 2002). This statement
can be interpreted as a city not wanting to have a reputation as untidy or unattractive, and so
therefore an effort is made to quell these notions. The urban regeneration process can be initiated
as urban governance changes its focus from looking after its citizens to increasing the city's
prosperity by attracting tourism and investment (Hubbard, 1996). However, it could be argued
that increasing the city's prosperity will not only attract tourism and investment, but also help to
support the citizens, as employment opportunities may be created, and if the regenerated area has
a degree of public space, it could be beneficial to the community. An increase in 'City Pride' can
help communities in a city to feel that they are an integral part of the city's fabric (Hubbard,
1996). The notion of city pride is further examined later in this chapter.

In digest, this subsection shows that urban regeneration can be used to change various urban and

economic phenomena, including reversing recession and improving a city's image. These
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phenomena could all be considered interrelated, as economic recession can lead to spaces of
decay, which reflect poorly on a city's image, and the urban regeneration projects can aim to
change the cities image, by aiming attracting national and international investment and tourism.
l

2.2.2

\

Catalysts of Urban Regeneration

It is regularly noted throughout the relevant academic literature that a catalyst is often required to

initiate the process of urban regeneration (Arruti, 2003; Chapin, 2002; Essex and Chalkley, 1998;
Monclus, 2000; Newman and Tual, 2002; Searle, 2002; Tufts, 2004) As stated in the previous
section, urban regeneration can usually be considered as a response to the de-industrialisation of
city economies, and Hubbard (1996) links the notions of de-industrialisation and catalyst
regeneration, stating:

r

r
~
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The construction of new urban spaces of consumption, frequently centred on
spectacular 'flagship' projects, designed to play an influential and catalytic role in
urban regeneration, has been an almost universal response to de-industrialisation in
British and United States cities.
(Hubbard, 1996: 1442)
This is key to the proposed Dunedin Stadium as the site selected for the stadium is in an area

)>-

•
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zoned industrial in the Dunedin City District Plan (2006). The site is currently used for industrial
activities, including a dairy refrigeration unit. However, many industries have shifted from the
Dunedin waterfront to Port Chalmers or larger ports north of Dunedin over the past 50 years, an

-I
"I--

example of which being the Sealord Company (Hepburn, 2006).

This efflux has left an

underutilised infrastructure. The proposal for the Dunedin Stadium could be interpreted as a

"r

spectacular 'flagship' project, which Hubbard (1996) and Searle (2002) allude to as intending to

v

,.

play an influential and catalytic role in promoting urban regeneration, in this case of the Dunedin
urban waterfront.

I>

v

Demonstration of the theory that 'flagship' projects play a catalytic role in regeneration can be
seen in many cities, which have tried to replicate the Guggenheim effect in an effort to attract an

-:i

..J,

A

increase in investors, as well as placing themselves on the international 'map' (Arruti, 2003). The
instigation of these projects has often come in the form of public-private partnerships, as city
officials want to change the city's image, with significant funding coming from the private sector.
Public-private partnerships can be interpreted as a more entrepreneurial form of governance, as
local governments may look to change the city image, and place the city on a regional, national or
global market for tourism and investment (Bassett et al., 2002). This is a move away from the
16
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more traditional form of local governance, where the local government performed a role of
ensuring its citizens were provided with basic infrastructure required for everyday living. The
proposal for the Dunedin Stadium involves funding from both local government and private
sector sources, and therefore can be considered a public-private partnership. Public-private
partnerships will be investigated further in the section on governance.

Catalysts do not necessarily need to be tangible, as a 'flagship' project is, but can be policy
developed at the local government level. These policies are usually related to 'city image'. City
image can be defined as how a city will be viewed by a local, regional, national or international
audience (Waitt, 1999), and relates to Thornley's (2002) notion that city pride plays a role in all
~'

7'

urban regeneration projects. City image can foster city pride through local support if
orchestration of media, press and advertising is carried out in a cohesive manner through strong
leadership demonstrated by city officials (Hubbard, 1996). Reimaging of a city is not focussed
just on attracting investment, but can also rebuild internal citizen confidence in their city (Chapin,
2002). Munoz (2006) recognises that in order for a city to have a 'positive' image, it needs to be

>-

recognised as diverse, both in economic and social terms. The more diverse a city is the more
attractive it appears to global capital and other investments, which could be located in a number
of cities (Munoz, 2006). This could be because the chosen city has national and global tourist
appeal, and businesses which rely on their global empire aim to be seen in as many cities over the
world as possible to help improve their image as significant businesses. It could be argued that
Dunedin is not a major international tourist city, however it has attracted businesses which can be
considered to have a global empire, and therefore could sit within Munoz's (2006) positive image
notion. Contrary to this global approach, is Bristow' s (2005) regional competitiveness concept.
This is a concept which underlies a city image based on the firms and businesses which originate
in a city or region, and therefore a positive city image is intrinsic in the regional success of its
own firms, from which their successes can help to attract the more globally orientated firms to
that city or region. From the two contrasting approaches of Munoz (2006) and Bristow (2005), it
can be seen that imaging, from an economically attractive viewpoint, is a positive feedback loop,
with the success of a cities firms making it attractive for more global firms, and the global firms
enhancing a positive image of a city as the city gains global capital which could have gone
elsewhere.
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Changing or enhancing a city's image is an approach often used when that city is about to host an
)-

event that will be viewed by an international audience. Therefore, this is where 'flagship' catalyst
type urban regeneration projects and promotion of city image become entwined. A change in a
city's image is discussed in much of the literature written about the role of stadia in urban
regeneration projects. Many of these writings focus specifically on the effect that the world's
premier sporting event, the Olympic Games, has on host cities. Chalkley and Essex (2000) state
that the host city has a unique opportuniJy to use the Games as a promotional tool to advertise its
qualities and enhance its position on the global stage. Hosting the Olympic Games often requires
the development of new stadia, and attracts the largest global television audience (URS Finance
and Economics, 2004). This type of opportunity can apply to the Dunedin situation, as New
Zealand has been confirmed as the host of the Rugby World Cup 2011. The Rugby World Cup

f

event occurs every four years and as stated previously, is billed as the worlds third largest

·,

sporting event (in terms of global television audiences), with the Olympic Games and FIFA
Football World Cup paramount to it (URS Finance and Economics, 2004). Therefore, along with
the regeneration benefits which could occur to the Dunedin public, in terms of opening up access

,>--

to the waterfront, and improving the amenity of its waterfront space, an opportunity exists for
Dunedin to promote its image on the world stage if it is selected to host some games of the Rugby
World Cup 2011. The building of a new stadium with the possibility of associated waterfront
redevelopment could help, amongst other benefits, to promote the city's global image.

The image of a city that 'flagship' projects can promote is not necessarily positive. Image can be
poorly reflected due to factors such as construction accidents, construction problems, and delays

-.
>
>
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(Chapin, 2002). If development of new stadia is not on track, especially when stadia development
is in a restricted timeframe to host an event, negative press can lead to a negative image. This
happened in the build up to the 2004 Athens Olympic Games, where the main Olympic Stadium
was plagued with construction issues (Otago Daily Times, 2004 ). It was finished in the required
time, but the problems were highlighted globally through the media.

One of the more regular cases of urban regeneration worldwide which many cities have used to
promote their image is that of waterfront redevelopment. Changes in economic structure and
technological advancement, which led to a decline or migration of the traditional waterfront
industries, left cities with a decaying space in their constituency. Construction of a new city
image can go hand-in-hand with the creation of a new urban landscape (Hubbard, 1996), and the
18
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'opening up' of waterfronts worldwide due to the aforementioned changes has helped cities
change their urban landscapes, and therefore their images.

2.3

Urban Waterfront Regeneration

The regenerated urban waterfront is now a globally recognised phenomenon (Dovey 2005). There
are a number of reasons for this, and these will be covered in the following subsections. It is
essential that the theories and reasons behind urban waterfront regeneration is considered, as an
objective of this thesis is to determine if the factors which lead to waterfront regeneration are
applicable to Dunedin. To be able to establish the necessary factors, an understanding of why
urban regeneration occurs at waterfront should be examined, and this is what the first subsection
will explore.

2.3.1

Theoretical Approaches to Examining Urban Waterfront Regeneration

This section examines how the change from the industrial to post-industrial eras and more
specifically from fordist to post-fordist eras has affected the urban waterfront space. The term
I

)

'industrial era' portrays the transformations in technological, economic and social conditions
which were commenced by the Industrial Revolution. The economy was defined by use of
machinery in the production of goods instead of manual labour. Fordism is a term used to
describe the last segment of the industrial era. It is named after Henry Ford and describes Ford's
theory, which is now the theory behind fordism, of the mass manufacturing of goods (in Ford's
case automobiles) to optimise economic industrial production.

The term 'post-industrial era' is defined as the modification of the economy by having an
increase in the size of the service sector, coupled with a decrease in the size of the industrial
sector. It does not necessarily mean that there has been a decline in the amount of goods
production, but that there has been a change in technology meaning machines can do the manual
work which was previously being carried out by humans. This has led to an increase in largescale factories, with former sites being left empty. Post-fordism is a term which can loosely be
used in conjunction with, or instead of, post-industrial to describe the change in economic
structures from the production based economy to a more knowledge and service based economy.
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The industrial era saw urban waterfronts as a hive of activity, with many factories using
waterfront space as a place for production, due to the proximity to and therefore ease of
transferring goods to ships for trade (Hoyle, 2000). Continual changes in maritime technology
required deeper water as ship size increased, and there was a need for large amounts of port space
-'

for storage, with the advent of 'containerisation' (the bulk movement of goods) (Hoyle, 2000;
Jones, 1998). The traditional port space became too small, and the water to shallow to
accommodate this technological advancement. These developments have coincided with the
degeneration of urban port space, which has led to cities losing an historic symbiotic relationship
with their waterfronts, describe by Hoyle (2000) as "Ships and cities have grown dissociated,
semi-detached and have lost a once relished intimacy" (Hoyle, 2000: 396). This can be seen in
Dunedin, with the movement of the main port and container-based activities to Port Chalmers,
where there is deeper water and easier access for large ships. This movement led to a worldwide
problem of having an abandoned 'doorstep' in the traditional port cities, and contributed to
waterfronts becoming a problematic planning area (Hoyle, 2000). The Dunedin waterfront has
become a site for small-scale industrial activity, and is not used by the wider Dunedin public or
visitors as it has minimal aesthetic appeal (Market Economics, 2005). It is classified as an
Industrial Area by the Dunedin City Council. The dawning of 'containerisation' and the
technology that is associated with it has meant that ships have opened up large-scale change in
the world's economy and meant that the effects of the post-industrial era have been felt in unison
over the western world (Sairinen and Kumpulainen, 2006), which could be described as a
function of globalisation.

Globalisation is another theory from which points can be taken to explain why urban waterfront
degeneration and regeneration has occurred. It is closely related to the technological change that
saw the commencement of the post-industrial and post-fordist eras. Containerisation meant cities
which wanted to stay economically buoyant in a global market were required to adapt to new
infrastructural needs. Globalisation has numerous interpretations, including internationalisation,
where the theory can be described as a growth of transactions and interdependence between
countries, and the global world is one with an increase of messages, ideas, merchandise, money,
investments and people crossing national borders (Scholte, 2005). If cities did not adapt to the
globalisation evolution, they risked missing the benefits of being in a global market, such as an
increase in tourism, international finance, and investment (Schaeffer, 2005). As globalisation
changes were being undertaken by cities worldwide, a 'hole' was left in many urban waterfront
20
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spaces. These changes were recognised in the 1960s in North America, the 1970s in Britain and
the 1990s in Australasia and Japan (Hoyle, 2000). The under-used waterfront 'holes' in some
cities became an area known for crime and other illicit activities, so were frequently regarded as
'no-go' areas (Saz-Salazar and Garcia-Menendez, 2003). Simultaneously, there was a growing
public desire for increased amounts of open space in urban areas (Bruttomesso, 1993), as well as
market forces pushing for residential space close to water (Jones, 1998). An opportunity arose for
investing in and regenerating these 'hole's' in the urban waterfront, which would partially fill
these public desires (Hoyle, 2000). Regeneration of waterfront spaces is now considered a
worldwide phenomenon (Dovey, 2005; Hoyle, 2000; Sairinen and Kumpulainen, 2006). In the
recent past Dunedin too has started to open up its city waterfront space. Development of public
space has occurred at Steamer Basin, and the Dunedin City Council has recently accepted a
proposal from the private sector for a mixed use precinct on the northern area of Steamer Basin,
known as Dunedin Harbourside. This proposal is to be examined under the New Zealand
planning process.

Successful waterfront regeneration has commonly been defined as projects which have a mixture
of uses such as public space and residential, commercial and cultural use (Bassett et al., 2002;
Hoyle, 2000; Munoz, 2006; Sairinen and Kumpulainen, 2006; Saz-Salazar and Garcia-Menendez,
2003). Mix use areas usually create a vibrant urban space (Munoz, 2006), as generally there are
people out in the area for more hours of the day as various activities occurs. Research suggests
leadership which emphasises a mixture of uses is required by city officials to ensure that the
desired mixed use space eventuates, as it is possible that developers who help finance the
regeneration of the area can become fixated on profit, and the original plans are exchanged with
plans which maximise revenue. In other terms, more residential and commercial spaces are
created instead of less profitable public space which could mean less vibrancy, and therefore
possibly less successful regeneration. Problems such as these have been encountered in
waterfront redevelopment in the United States of America, especially concerning the extent that
. -~

commercial and tourism uses are catered for versus the extent to which environmental excellence
is achieved (Jones, 1998). This notion of public-private partnerships will be further explored in
the section on governance later in this chapter. The vibrancy premise can be linked to the 'eyes in
the street' ideal proposed by Jacobs (1961). A crude definition of 'eyes in the street' is essentially
the idea that the more people there are using an open space, the more safe people feel as there is
'do-it-yourself-surveillance' (Jacobs, 1961). 'Eyes on the waterfront' could occur due to the fact
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that if there as adequate access to the water, humans by their nature are drawn to water areas
(Hoyle, 2000). Adequate access to the water could occur through the use of public space planned
during waterfront redevelopment plan drafting. The defined new 'vibrancy' of regenerated
waterfront areas is in contrast to the former reputation that waterfronts had when they were
degenerated spaces and described by Saz-Salazar and Garcia-Menendez (2003) as unsafe. If
waterfront redevelopments cater for a mix of uses and become vibrant spaces, they are likely to
improve the image of a city and its attractiveness for activity and investment.

City politics exert a strong influence over waterfront regeneration patterns. City politicians
should ensure that waterfront redevelopment processes have the key successful elements of
mixed use as highlighted in the relevant literature. If waterfront regeneration is successful, it is
likely to increase city pride and image (Saz-Salazar and Garcia-Menendez, 2003), and therefore
could increase the likelihood of city officials being re-elected. Saz-Salazar and Garcia Menendez
(2003) argue that waterfront regeneration takes physical planning which requires a level of
political and technocratic consensus that takes five to ten years. If urban regeneration is a
possibility in Dunedin, a physical planning process which includes both public participation and
political influence is required. The physical planning process could help to give developer and
city officials guiding principles for any redevelopment projects on the Dunedin urban waterfront,
and could help to ensure this space becomes an asset to the city.

2.3.2

Sustainability

If waterfront regeneration is successful (vibrant, mixed use precincts, with use by all

demographics of the population), it is likely that waterfront areas will become sustainable, as
opposed to being a 'white-elephant'. As cited in the previous section, Hoyle (2000) states that:
The popular success of many new waterfronts reflects the inherent 'magic' of
water, drawing people together, bringing citizens and visitors back to the water's
edge, all interpreted as a tangible sign of the continuing vitality of cities.
(Hoyle, 2000: 405)
Here, Hoyle is stating how the use of the physical element of water can be a tool in helping to
create the vibrancy of newly redeveloped waterfront areas. This statement follows the notion that
the vibrancy of regenerated waterfront areas is one of the continuing ideals throughout the
relevant literature which indicates the successful aspects of waterfront redevelopment projects:
The use of the regenerated areas by people, and the use of water as a tool which pulls people to a
new area should not be undervalued.
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Research undertaken by Bassett et al. (2002) shows that the predominant mix of uses in
regenerated waterfront space is residential, recreational and tourism activities. These activities do
[;

not necessarily mean that new facilities need to be constructed, but a modification of the existing
waterfront buildings, such as old warehouses and significant historical structures can be

f-.'.\

undertaken to house the mix of activities. The presence of historically, as well as architecturally,
significant buildings can add to the improved image of the space through a synthesis of heritage
assets with the new kinds of activities that are taking place in the same space (Saz-Salazar and
Garcia-Menendez, 2003). Preserving heritage is seen by some academics as a key notion of the
sustainability concept, due to it providing future generations with links to past values (Albers,
2006).

The movement of people into waterfront residential areas is linked to urban densification by
Sairinen and Kumpulainen (2006). This can be described as an element of sustainability, as urban
densification minimizes investment in infrastructure, energy consumption and emissions from
private car traffic (Cooper, Donegan, Ryley, Smyth and Granzow, 2002). The development of
L

mixed use precincts in these areas is possibly why they have generally been viewed as successful,
as the open space which is seen in these precincts can act as amenity space for many of the
residents of waterfront apartment blocks, which usually have little or no private amenity space.
Alternatively, mixed use high rise redevelopments have been described by some academics as
leading to an over-compacted area which has flow-on effects such as pedestrian and vehicle
congestion, and increased pollution (Skovbro, 2002). An evaluation of the positive and negative
effects of urban densification needs to be undertaken in order to assess the effectiveness of

v-

densification in achieving environmental sustainability.

In order for sustainable waterfront regeneration to be successful, the sustainable development
goal may need to be demonstrated in the leadership from city officials, depending on if
sustainable development principles are legislatively required or not. Knowledge of the academic
debate which surrounds waterfront regeneration should be considered to both city officials and
any advisors or researchers when such redevelopment projects are occurring, and this is the focus
of the following subsection.
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2.3.3

Debate Surrounding Waterfront Regeneration

It is known that waterfront regeneration is a worldwide phenomenon, and there have been many
papers published on why this is so, including Craig-Smith and Fagence (1995), Feldmann (2000),
Hoyle (2000), Jones (1998), McCarthy (1996), Monclus (2000), and Sairinen and Kumpulainen
(2006). Hoyle (2000) states that almost every city with water frontage in advanced countries, and
some cities in developing countries, are doing something to reinvigorate, sometimes in different
dimensions, their waterfront spaces. It is the author's opinion that this worldwide redevelopment
of waterfront space derives from theories of globalisation: Individual cities, whilst trying to be
unique in how they present themselves, conclude with an end waterfront product similar in
characteristics, and sometimes almost indistinguishable, from other cities waterfront spaces in
terms of what has been remodelled and redeveloped to improve the individual city image. These
waterfront redevelopments are undertaken in a similar vein, as that is what people consider as
successful for attracting investment and affluent residents, and to a point, this is correct. This
section is about the ways in which waterfront regeneration has transpired in cities around the
world, as opposed to the reasons why regeneration occurred.
L

Many 'successful' waterfront redevelopments have used a (local government) masterplan
approach (Bassett et al., 2002; Young, 1992). This approach helps to create an economic,
;)

environmental, spatial and social awareness from the outset of development, as masterplans state

r

amounts of public open space and access to the water, as well as shaping boundaries for any

l 'i

commercial and residential development which are likely to be undertaken by public or private
enterprise. It can also allow for community input through consultation, and therefore links to

y

various community interaction theories. Cities which have used the masterplan approach with
immense success, in terms of public use, and viable business, include Amsterdam (McCarthy,

I','

1996) and Bristol (Basset et al., 2002).

The success of the new found regenerated waterfront space is also related to human aesthetic
values. Saz-Salazar and Garcia-Menendez (2003) indicate in their paper that "It is widely
j

recognised that human beings find water an innately attractive medium, both aesthetically and as
the location for a variety of recreational activities" (Saz-Salazar and Garcia-Menendez,
2003:2118). This statement is supported by Hoyle's (2000) suggestion that humans find water an
attractive location, and draws people together. The theories behind why humans find water an
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aesthetically pleasing is outside the scope of this thesis, but is worth recognising as it is a factor
in the continued success of waterfront regeneration projects.
l

It is argued throughout the literature that regenerated waterfront areas are seen as an essential
'
~

''

feature for cities that are looking to improve their image. This links to the notion of city pride,
and the change of waterfront functions and spatial variation from places of production to places
of consumption (Doome, 1998; Sairinen and Kumpulainen, 2006). It also continues the
connection between the theory and implementation of waterfront redevelopments. Barcelona was
a city which was previously seen as an 'old' city, with a neglected waterfront area, and is now
considered as the 'Pearl of the Mediterranean' (Monclus 2000). The catalyst of this urban spatial
change and waterfront regeneration was the awarding of the 1992 Olympic Games to Barcelona,
as it created the grounds for investment to improve the city's image. The following section will
explore the impact that sports and in particular sports stadia have had on urban regeneration
patterns.

2.4

Urban Regeneration and Sports Stadia

Sports Stadia can be considered as catalysts which regenerate surrounding urban areas (Thomley,
2002). There are a number of factors and theories proposed for why stadium-led urban
regeneration has occurred, and these will be discussed in this section. It is important to consider
r ,,,

the theories of stadium-led urban regeneration, as part of the aim of this thesis is to determine the
potential for regeneration of the waterfront area proximal to the proposed Dunedin Stadium site.
To be able to establish the potential in Dunedin, an understanding of any relationships between
urban regeneration and sports stadia should to be explored. Much of the academic literature

' 'i

surrounding sports stadia and urban regeneration does not focus on the implementation of new
sports stadia as an individual project, but in the wider context of a sporting mega-event. This
literature is relevant to the Dunedin situation, as a potential host city of the 2011 Rugby World
Cup, which is regarded as a sporting mega-event by Jones (2001). It should be recognised
however, that stadium development is not always attached to a global mega-event. Since the
advent of professional sport in North America, major league teams, from various sporting codes,
have shown a willingness to change their host cities. Team movements, such as these, are
discussed in the forthcoming subsection on types of regeneration and sports stadia. Due to the
limitation of available literature purely on stadium-led regeneration, the scope of the study has
25
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been widened to include sporting mega-events, such as the Olympic Games (both summer and
winter), and the Football (Soccer) and Rugby World Cups. Since the 1960s, these events have
often required the development of new stadia in host cities (Chalkley and Essex, 1999; Essex and
Chalkley, 1998), and are therefore are valid for the purposes of this thesis.

2.4.1

Theoretical Approaches to Examining Stadium-Led Regeneration

There are correlations in the academic thoughts which provide the theoretical grounds explaining
stadium-led urban regeneration and waterfront regeneration. These ideas primarily concern the
change in era from industrialisation to post-industrialisation (Essex and Chalkley, 2004;
Thornley, 2002). Essex and Chalkley (2004) assert that there are many reasons, similar to those
of waterfront regeneration, in terms of economic restructuring and technological advances, as to
J

) '
l
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why stadium-led regeneration has occurred:
Globalisation, deindustrialisation and deregulation have made cities less dependent
upon a production based economy of manufacturing, local capital investment and
public sector intervention. Instead, in order to respond to a consumption-based
economy, more emphasis has to be placed on service industries and tourism.
Securing new inward investment has become highly competitive, given post-fordist
modes of production and the mobility of global capital. The local state often adopts
a 'boosterism' role and uses its power and resources to encourage and support
potential inward investment. The nature of the local state is thereby transformed
from bureaucratic and hierarchical forms of decision-making to more responsive,
entrepreneurial and business-orientated approaches .... In this context, mega events
have become an attractive option in urban policy as a means of improving the
appearance of the environment, creating a 'spectacle' to attract global investment.
(Essex and Chalkley, 2004: 202)
The point which has been made in this statement is that with the change to the structure of the
city and global economy, hosting of a sporting mega-event becomes a viable tool in terms of an
individual city positioning itself on the world stage. Therefore, a concept is forwarded about how
the relationship and effect that stadium development can have on regeneration, through the
contemporary economic structure and focus.

The importance of tourism in host cities usually continues after the event has been staged, with an
architecturally spectacular stadium used as a tourist attraction (Thornley, 2002). This is related to
urban regeneration as urban regeneration can be 'design-led' (Arruti, 2003; Sheard, 2005) and
buildings of architectural significance have a role in the ignition of the regeneration process (SazSalazar and Garcia-Menendez, 2003). An architecturally significant stadium on Dunedin's
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waterfront may have the potential for an increase in tourism, as well as for possible waterfront
regeneration as wider changes in Dunedin's built environment.

Taking into account sporting mega-event led urban regeneration; the consumption-based
economy has increased the importance of tourism, as a 'spin-off' effect of hosting these megaevents is the number of people which travel to attend the sporting spectacle. These sport
orientated tourists require accommodation, so there can be an increase in hotels and other
accommodation facilities. They also require a means of travelling between the locations where
the event is being staged and where they are staying. Due to the numbers of spectators at these
events, private travel is generally not a suitable option due to expense and congestion, and
therefore public transport, and often improvements in public transport takes place in host cities
(Essex and Chalkley, 2004).

2.4.2

Types of Regeneration and Sports Stadia

The previous section demonstrates that new sports stadia can have a variety of effects on
regeneration in the urban environment. This section examines these effects in greater depth, and
considers further effects which were ascertained during the literature review process. The first
effect that will be discussed is how new stadia and mega-events can catalyse already planned
developments.

fu some situations, regeneration of a derelict area is planned, but the process of redeveloping it

has not started. This situation has occurred in the Olympic host cities of Sydney (Young, 1992)
and Barcelona (Essex and Chalkley, 1998; Monclus, 2000). These situations have seen the

I-'

implementation of pending regeneration plans. In the Sydney situation, Homebush Bay, where
the main Olympic development took place, was an area where the traditional government
industries that once used the area had become obsolete, and different plans had been proposed to
develop the area since 1982 (Searle, 2002). fu 1990, plans were proposed for the area to become
a new sporting and cultural hub for West Sydney (Young, 1992). These plans had been produced
two years prior to Sydney winning the right to host the 2000 Olympic Games. When Sydney
decided it would bid for the Olympics, the 1990 sport and cultural masterplan was revised to
include a larger main stadium and other subsequent Olympic infrastructure. A further draft was
developed which included a new 'Multi-use Centre' for Western Sydney. The original 1990
masterplan was also kept with sporting facilities in combination with a mix of industry, parklands
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and housing (Searle, 2002). This gave the New South Wales State Government three options,
which depended on the results of the Olympic Games bid, for regenerating the Homebush Bay
area. Sydney won the bid to host the 2000 Olympics and implemented the masterplan which had
a focus on required Olympic Games infrastructure. The waterfront space at Homebush Bay was
regenerated with roading and a pedestrian path constructed, which span the length of the Bays
waterfront and linked through to the main stadium area, the 'hub' of the Olympic Games (Young,
1992). There was also significant rejuvenation of mangrove forests and improved access to the
area through a new railway line. Regeneration of the Homebush Bay area varied from the original
masterplan, and in 2001, a new masterplan was designed, as the area seemed likely to generate a
significant metropolitan centre through proposals to establish new residential buildings at the site,
which were not envisaged at the time of the Olympic bid. A new metropolitan centre was thought
likely to have an adverse effect on the viability of the smaller surrounding retail areas, such as
Paramatta (Searle, 2002). The Homebush Bay area was regenerated with the awarding of the
Olympic Games. Some academics however, are of the opinion that the regeneration may have
occurred anyway, as Sydney was under pressure to develop housing, although the scale of the
Homebush Bay regeneration may have been smaller (Searle, 2002).

A city where regeneration has been seen as a great success, with an extensive influence on the
population, is Barcelona, which hosted the 1992 Olympic Games. Chalkley and Essex (2000)
describe the Barcelona Olympics as being "Widely acknowledged as using the Olympics as the
catalyst for successful regeneration schemes in the most effective way" (Chalkley and Essex,
2000: 116). Hosting the Olympic Games had a broad range of effects on the people of Barcelona,
7

that continued after the Olympics concluded. These effects included instigating the planned
development of the city's waterfront (Monclus, 2000), which encompassed environmental
improvements and the regeneration of 5 .2 km of coastline, through the addition of new beaches
and waterfront amenities such as stores and accommodation (Chalkley and Essex, 2000).
Barcelona also embarked on an upgrade of the cities transport infrastructure, with improvements
being made to airport terminals, rail network, and the development of a new ring-road (Chalkley
and Essex, 2000).

··r

One of the queries which needs to be explored when studying these 'improvements' to a city is
whether the pending plans would have been implemented anyway. A city may historically attract
investment (Lee, 2002), and the need to catalyse investment through an improved city image may
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not be necessary, especially if the city is not administered on a neo-liberal capitalistic ideology. It
could conceivably be possible that awarding of a mega-event to a city could 'fast-track' the
planning and development process for the stadium, meaning wider effects, such as urban
regeneration occur earlier than anticipated, or occur quickly and are therefore 'sprung' on a city.
This could mean that public involvement may not have occurred, and therefore some social,
cultural and environmental impacts of implementing these regeneration projects may have been
overlooked. Community inputs will be further explored in the section on community
relationships.

It is not necessarily the awarding of a mega-event which can effectively initiate regeneration

projects planned for a city. Toronto, a city which bid for the 1996 and 2008 Olympic Games and
has not won the right to host them, has used the bidding process as the catalyst for regeneration of
derelict areas of the city (Tufts, 2004). However, stadium development in North America is
slightly different to other parts of the world, due to the fact that professional sports teams are
mobile in terms of their 'home' cities (Chanayil, 2002; Tufts, 2004). Toronto built a new
waterfront stadium which could host the Olympic Games, but knew that if it was not awarded
them, it may attract a professional sports franchise from another Canadian city (Tufts, 2004 ).

One of the criteria which a North American sports franchise looks for when changing home cities
is a state-of-the-art stadium (Chanayil, 2002). The proposal for the Dunedin stadium states that it
will be a multi-purpose venue, capable of hosting an array of events including rugby league,
soccer, international concerts, corporate games, outdoor cinema, religious gatherings, extreme
1

games (skateboarding, BMX riding) and equestrian events. However, it is indicated that the most
consistent use of the facility will be from rugby union, with the main aim for the facility to play
host to international test matches, which are currently not held in Dunedin. The New Zealand
Rugby Union sets criteria for cities wishing to host international test matches, and included in

7

that criterion are stadium merits. The proposal by the Carisbrook Stadium Trust meets the
stadium criteria. Another criterion set by the New Zealand Rugby Union is accommodation
available in the city (specifically the number of hotel beds). New hotel developments are a
potential regeneration effect of having a new sports stadium and hosting a mega-event.
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2.4.3

Sustainability

Hosting a sport mega-event is a major opportunity for urban planners to raise awareness of
't

environmental impacts (Chalkley and Essex, 1999). This is due to the regeneration impacts these
events promote. It is argued by Chalkley and Essex in their 2000 and 2004 papers that the
planning and development process will be sped up in response to a city being awarded the
hosting rights to a mega-event, but the opportunity exists for urban planners to increase the city's
awareness on environmental issues, as a secondary outcome of the event and stadia development.
The first case of environmental impacts being at the forefront of host city redevelopment was the

I~ ,.
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Sydney 2000 Olympic Games (Chalkley and Essex, 2000; Searle, 2002; Young, 1992). The
Sydney games were marketed by Olympic officials as the 'Green Games' (Chalkley and Essex,
2000; Searle, 2002). This was due to the environment at the Homebush Bay site being enhanced
through revitalisation of the derelict industrial space, ridding the area of noxious discharges
(Young, 1992), regeneration of mangrove swamp areas (Searle, 2002) and extending public
transport routes to ease congestion and reliance on use of the private vehicle (Essex and
Chalkley, 2004; Searle, 2002). However, opponents of the Sydney games, such as Greenpeace,

11

criticised the attempt to call the Olympic Games 'green' as a shallow public relation exercise,
used to gain public support for the development of the site (Essex and Chalkley, 2004). Queries
arose over whether the improvements in the transport networks which were implemented would
have occurred with or without the catalyst of hosting the Olympics. It is stated in Searle's 2002
paper that improving the transport infrastructure was part of a long term plan for Sydney.

A further, economically unsustainable, aspect of stadia and urban regeneration is the use of a
stadium pre and post the mega-event. A lack of pre and post event planning for the Homebush
Stadium for example has led to it being labelled a 'white elephant' (Horne, 2007; Liao and Pitts,
2006; Searle, 2002). The infrequent use of the stadium is a result of the scarcity of major events
in Sydney which require a large venue and also competition for those events from existing stadia
in the city (Searle, 2002). This issue should have been realised by planners and developers who
~--/

worked on the Sydney Games, and maybe use or modification of existing sports infrastructure
should have been implemented. This problem may not occur in Dunedin if the multi-purpose
aspect of the proposal is realised. The current Dunedin sporting venue only hosts rugby matches,
and therefore is not multi-use. It has been described as inadequate and archaic by users of it, and
if sporting activities in Dunedin move to the proposed site, there is an opportunity to regenerate
the former stadium site in Caversham.

This has happened previously in New Zealand, at
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Wellington, where the main city stadium was in the suburb of Newtown, and when the new
waterfront stadium was built in the late 1990s, the former site was redeveloped into a public park
and a retirement village. A further consideration for the Caversham site is to redevelop the

7

current Dunedin stadium. It is unlikely that any significant urban regeneration effects would
occur if the Dunedin stadium was rebuilt on its current site, as the area could be considered to
have already reached its development saturation point, with little or no land left to build on.

This section has demonstrated that there are both positive and negative aspects of sustainability
which occur with stadium development and urban regeneration, and may remain in the area as a
legacy of having the stadium. The positive aspects consist of the opportunity to use projects as an
example of how environmental sustainability principles can be applied when developing an area.
The negative aspects include the potential environmental impacts during any construction, the
environmental cost of tourists travelling to Dunedin, and limited use of the stadia outside of
periods hosting a mega-event.

2.4.4

The Legacy of Event Hosting

The legacies of hosting mega-events are the wider effects on the host city which can be
quantified after the event has occurred. These effects can exert a positive or negative influence on
the city. There is agreement in the academic literature that the positive legacies are centred
around additional investment in tourism, transport infrastructure, hotels, environmental

7

improvement, new development sustainability and an increased global profile (Essex and
t

Chalkley, 2004; Munoz, 2006). Often these developments are 'fast tracked' through the planning
7

process (Chalkley and Essex, 20000; Essex and Chalkley, 2004) in order to see there completion
in a relatively short time frame due to time limitations placed on cities when awarded mega-
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events. Fast-tracking however, could mean that some of these effects are not necessarily good, as
if they are not comprehensively assessed for any social, cultural or environmental impacts on the
7

local community, development can happen quickly without appropriate consultation with, and

--

.
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consideration of, the local community. When the consultation process is not completed
appropriately, any 'positive effects', in terms of additional investment and increased tourism, can
have negative consequences on the local community, through price inflation effects (Davies,
2005) which may lead to gentrification. Gentrification could mean certain sections of the
community are socially disadvantaged through unintentional exclusion from the wider benefits
that are derived through the hosting of mega-events (Essex and Chalkley, 2004).
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A further negative effect that has been identified from stadium led urban regeneration is the effect
on neighbouring commercial areas. This type of effect has occurred in western Sydney since
regeneration of the Homebush Bay area, with the neighbouring suburb of Paramatta not growing
as predicted (Searle, 2002). Searle attempts to explain this growth pattern by considering the
regeneration of the Homebush site has attracted users which, if the regeneration there had not
occurred, would visit the Paramatta commercial precinct. Searle considers that the Homebush
Bay urban regeneration has led to the Paramatta commercial area being underutilised.

There is heavy debate on the literature concerning whether new stadia can be considered
economically viable (Chapin, 2002; Lee, 2002; Thomley, 2002). Chapin, in his 2002 paper, states
that:
To the dismay of sports facility boosters, every systematic study of the economic
impacts of sports facilities has concluded that these facilities deliver very little in
economic returns to a city.
(Baade, 1996, Baade and Dye, 1990, Coates and Humphries 1999, Buchner, 1993,
Hudson, 1999, Noll and Zimbalist 1997, Rosentraub et. al., 1994) (as cited in
Chapin, 2002: 566)
These studies tend to focus on the primary economic impacts of stadia development, such as
substitution effects (i.e. people who attend the stadium will spend their disposable income at the
stadium) (Chapin, 2002). These studies do not necessarily take into account any wider effects on
the community. It is possible that the wider effects caused by stadium development, including
regeneration effects, increase tourism and attraction of investment through an enhanced city
image. The full impact of wider effects may be not immediately be seen (Essex and Chalkley,
1998), but given time, start to appear. The issue of economics will be further discussed in the
governance section.

It is important to examine the notions of environmental sustainability and improvement in
7

relation to stadium-led urban regeneration. The Sydney Olympics promoted themselves as the
'Green Games', although the environmental image opponents claimed this to be no more than a
public relations exercise (Searle, 2002). Seoul, South Korea, which hosted the 1988 Olympic
Games, had an environmental beautification project in the lead up to the event (Chalkley and
Essex, 1999). Environmental beautification does not necessarily equate to environmental
improvement, as the project may have occurred in order to improve the aesthetics of the city
landscape in order to enhance Seoul's city image. Academic examination into whether there are
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similar outcomes at Homebush Bay in terms of aesthetic improvement or environmental, as there
were in Seoul should be undertaken, in an effort to respond to the debate highlighted in Searle's
paper about Sydney's 'Green Games'.

\

2.4.5

Globalisation

The change in technology which was influential in the change of economic focus from the
industrial to the post-industrial eras is also responsible for Globalisation. Globalisation is a very
'loose' term, describing many different processes which are occurring worldwide (Scholte, 2005)
and is defined earlier in this chapter (see Urban Waterfront Regeneration section). The aspects of
globalisation which are important for stadium-led urban regeneration are the increase of
messages between nations, as cities seek to enhance their city image in other countries. An aim of
the increase in messages is to gain an increase in people crossing borders, for tourism and
investment opportunities. This relates to stadium led urban regeneration as host cities look to
benefit from the potential tourism and investment impacts of hosting mega-events, as quantified
by Essex and Chalkley (2004).

Globalisation is an important consideration when studying stadium-led urban regeneration. The
advent of worldwide broadcasting meant host cities could use the television medium as a further
pathway through which they could promote their city image. As such, mega-events have become
a key strategic tool for justifying urban regeneration projects (Essex and Chalkley, 2004 ), as
cities look to develop their global 'package'. This assertion is enhanced by Munoz (2006), who
indicates that the globalisation of sport, in terms of its visual mass-consumption, goes hand-inhand with growing plans for entire sport districts as a new way of extending and transforming a
city. In dissecting these statements, it can be gathered from the literature that regeneration is not
the primary objective, but is a secondary effect of the host city attempting to improve its image to
a global audience. This is applicable to the Dunedin situation, as if it plays a role in hosting the
2011 Rugby World Cup there is a marketing opportunity to push a city image to the global
'.-i

viewers of the event. There is also a similar opportunity with tourists who are following the event
through New Zealand. Marketing usually has a role in regeneration of space in the city. It is noted
in the literature that regenerated waterfront areas which are seen as successful can cause an .
increase in tourism to cities (Basset et al., 2002; Jones, 1998). Therefore the opportunity may
arise for Dunedin to increase its aesthetics and popularity, both to local residents and visitors.
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2.4.6 Debate Surrounding Urban Regeneration and Stadia
There is little debate in the academic literature surrounding the implications new stadia can have
on regenerating their surrounding areas. The literature surrounding new stadiums in the Southern
.\

Hemisphere and Europe mainly focuses on stadia built for sporting mega-events. As previously
stated, the North American situation varies, as the reasons for stadium development are to attract

\

the movable sporting franchises which dominate the North American sporting landscape.
However, in most instances, the literature, whether it is based on North American or Southern
Hemisphere and European cities, indicates that the development of new stadia fosters urban
regeneration. This makes it difficult to provide an interpretation of the literature, although the
literature is worth analysing as it could provide guidance for the Dunedin situation. One of the
main differences between the Dunedin situation and the academic literature is the size of the
>

cities studied where stadium development and regeneration has taken place. Most mega-events
are held in large cities. A brief analysis of the Olympic Games shows that since 1960, they have
all been hosted by prominent global cities. Dunedin is not as prominent and has a much smaller
population (118,683 (Department of Statistics, 2007)) than these cities, and effects on cities this
small are not identified in the literature. An assumption that the author has made in due to the
lack of literature on small city stadium-led urban regeneration, is that most cities of Dunedin's
size cannot normally support such an expensive, significant piece of infrastructure.

The cities which are highlighted numerous times throughout the literature on this topic are
Barcelona (Chalkley and Essex, 2000; Essex and Chalkley, 2004; Monclus, 2000; Munoz, 2006)
and Sydney (Chalkley and Essex, 1999; Searle, 2002; Young, 1992). Other cities regularly
discussed are Atlanta, Cardiff, Seoul, Toronto and Turin. All of these cities have populations
which exceed Dunedin's. This difference means that the practices used in these larger cities, in
terms of using sport and stadia as a catalyst for urban regeneration, may not directly apply to a
smaller city such as Dunedin, as these larger cities may already have a sustained prominence on
.,

the global stage. As stated in the introduction of this thesis, the present research will attempt to
determine the potential for regeneration of the Dunedin waterfront, with the recent Stadium
proposal resulting as a catalyst for regeneration. It will also attempt to determine any similarities
or difference that may occur between large, prominent cities, that the academic literature is
primarily about, and smaller peripheral cities, such as Dunedin.
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This concludes the consideration and development of the base theories behind the types of
regeneration that this thesis focuses on. The section has discussed how stadia have influenced
urban regeneration patterns, and how these have been examined in the academic literature. It
.\

gave examples of different effects of having a stadium in the vicinity, with an improvement in
roading and public transport infrastructure, and it can enhance the city's image through

.\

relationships with investment and tourism. The following two themes examine the contemporary
issues which have arisen as cities have undertaken urban waterfront and stadium-led regeneration
in the past 40 years.

2.5

Governance

As eluded to previously in this chapter, the issue of governance in the management of
development projects is an important part of the urban regeneration process. This section will
explore the issue of public-private partnerships, in terms of financing regeneration projects, and
the issues surrounding these partnerships. Political and power issues will then be discussed,
followed by the consultation processes which cities have used in any urban regeneration plans.

2.5.1

Public-Private Partnerships

Often, local authorities wish to implement development projects in derelict areas of their cities,

.,

back lack the resources to employ them. In many cases of urban waterfront redevelopment and
stadia development, public authorities have worked in coalition with private sector investors, in
order to gain the funding for the projects (Bassett et al., 2002; Doome, 1998; Essex and Chalkley,
2004; Hubbard, 1996; Jones, 1998; Lee, 2002; Searle, 2002; Thornley, 2002). Public debate is
sparked as soon as it is indicated that public money will be used in ventures such as regeneration
projects, as it is repeatedly viewed that public money is being used to help the private sector
(Essex and Chalkley, 2004; Thornley, 2002). Frequently, what is being developed with the aid of

r

public money is not considered as needed by all residents of the city (Lee, 2002). Analysing the
involvement of public-private partnerships in stadium development and urban regeneration is
applicable to the Dunedin situation, as the Carisbrook Stadium Trust has budgeted for a private
sponsor for the stadium and will fund the difference between proposed monetary investment from

{

the Dunedin City Council and Otago Regional Council, and the projected cost of building the
stadium. It is also likely that any urban regeneration which may occur from building a new
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stadium will be undertaken in a partnership type process between the Dunedin City Council and
the private sector.

Debate has occurred over the need for, and success of, public-private partnerships. The issue is
often examined from a standpoint that public sector money is being used to subsidise private

\

sector goods (Essex and Chalkley, 2004; Thornley, 2002). What is not always considered when
using this interpretation is the opposing view: That private sector money is boosting public sector
investment in a project which will devise a public good such as an accessible, aesthetically
pleasing waterfront and public space. These could be described as the intangible effects of publicprivate partnerships in urban redevelopment projects (Lee, 2002).

The costs and benefits of using public-private partnerships have been heavily contested in the
academic literature. The arguments are based around the economic viability of implementing
projects, against the wider impacts which can occur due to the implementation of these types of
projects. Academic literature solely focusing on the economic benefits of new stadia concurs that
stadia are not viable projects (Chapin, 2002; Lee, 2002; Searle, 2002) and therefore public money
should not be used in the development of them. Public-private partnerships can help to alleviate
some of the concern surrounding the use of public money for projects which economically do not
make sense, but can generate wider benefits to the local community (Lee, 2002). There is
'i
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however, the same argument to this that public-private partnerships are the public sector
subsiding private profits (Essex and Chalkley, 2004; Thornley, 2002) and therefore public money
should not be used. Searle's 2002 paper demonstrates that public-private partnerships do not
necessarily eliminate the economic risks of new stadia development, and that the private investor
decisions do not guarantee profit. The funding issue remains unresolved, and development of and
research into this debate is outside the scope of this thesis. The current research is focussed on the
wider effects of stadium implementation, and the literature surrounding this states that although
the wider effects are harder to quantify (Chapin, 2002), the effects which have been found are
generally positive (Lee, 2002).

Public-private partnerships are not necessarily formal arrangements. This is evident in the
regeneration patterns in Olympic cities. Since the 1980s, the required Olympic Games
infrastructure, such as stadia and athlete accommodation, have been privately financed, whereas
non-Olympic urban development, such as improved transport infrastructure and environmental
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enhancement projects, are usually publicly funded (Essex and Chalkley, 2004). Searle (2002)
develops an argument that in the Sydney 2000 Olympic Games case, the infrastructure
J
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development led to reactive and short term planning. This situation shows the influence and
excitement a mega-event can create in a host city, with the mega-event becoming the sole focus

r~

of redevelopment. Whilst lack of foresight situations are not regularly highlighted throughout the

i

literature, they are an issue which can arise.

The different political mindset of cities executing waterfront redevelopment or new stadia
projects is a large factor into how the structures of public-private partnerships are managed. The
political impetus involved in stadium-led and waterfront regeneration projects is the focus of the
next subsection.

2.5.2

Power and Politics

Local, and depending on their scale and perceived importance sometimes national, politics are
necessary in the initiation of urban regeneration projects. In highly visible city spaces, such as
waterfronts, revitalisation of the area is of ready interest to authorities, the community, and
developers, but will not occur unless there is local political support for the project (Hoyle, 2002).
In some instances it is in the public authority's interest to allow regeneration projects to occur, as

some cities choose to be entrepreneurial in their approaches for city imaging. Other cities choose
more of an economic approach to enhance their city image (Bristow, 2005), as stated earlier in
this chapter. Entrepreneurial forms of governance generally use flagship projects with aggressive
marketing and consumption campaigns. These are often well exemplified by large scale urban
waterfront regeneration projects (Sairinen and Kumpulainen, 2006). It can be assumed that new
stadia development also fits within this definition, as they could be considered as flagship
projects.

The change in the focus of local governments to increase city prosperity through an enhanced city
image, either by being economically competitive, or using entrepreneurial forms of governance
(or a combination of these) can mean that aspects of the former local government focus,
protecting their citizens, can be overlooked. In an effort to promote the city on an international
stage, such as hosting a mega-event, Thomley (2002) questions the degree of democracy used if a
stadium is to be developed in a restricted timeframe. The time restrictions placed on a city if it is
preparing to host a mega-event, may mean that communities do not get the opportunity to have
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input into the decision making process that they would usually get. A city awarded a mega-event
is more than likely to host it, and this invariably means that new developments and infrastructure
will be required, even if it is against some residents wishes (Essex and Chalkley, 1998).
.,

'

Community input should not be overlooked as decisions are made surrounding the hosting of a
mega-event. Effective leadership and legislation is likely to be necessary to ensure public
participation occurs with these types of projects. The current New Zealand legislative processes
for new developments, including stadia, means it is highly unlikely that community input will be
overlooked. It is also unlikely that new legislation will be written to help the ease with which the
development can occur for a regional issue such as the Dunedin situation.

2.5.3

Consultation

It is the local government's responsibility to ensure that communities have an input on the

decisions which affect their surroundings (Smith and McDonough, 2001; Renn, Worker, Rakel,
Daniel and Johnson, 1993). Holding a sporting or other mega-event invariably means that
development will occur (Essex and Chalkley, 1998). New stadia developments have been viewed
by Gratton and Henry (2001) as projects tailored toward more affluent members of the population
and inaccessible to the rest of the community. When developments are funded with public
money, there are members of the public who believe that these funds may be better spent on other
projects which are more applicable to them (Lee, 2002). Differences of opinion on how to spend
'/

public money will range throughout the community (Hoyle, 2000), varying from seeing
investment in stadium development as a prime opportunity, to thinking it is preposterous. It is the
local government politicians decision as to what option is the best for the community, but it is
important that all views are weighed with equal thought, and that the process is transparent so the
community can see how the decision was made, as well as that their input was meaningful. The
'fast-tracking' of development, as discussed by Essex and Chalkley (2004) and Monclus (2000),
should not mean that the process of consulting the community is evaded. However, avoidance of
community participation could be a reason why 'fast-tracking' of development was initially

/t

employed.

The academic literature demonstrates different formulae which have been used by local
governments to discuss options with communities in past instances when a city has decided to
regenerate a waterfront space. There is no literature on how consultation and the implementation
of sports stadia have occurred in cities. The literature on sports stadia generally focuses on the
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economic impact of stadia due to public authorities wanting studies to justify the use of public
expenditure purely on economic grounds (Chapin, 2002). Some examples of what cities have
done in terms of consultation for different aspects of developing and funding waterfront areas

..,
\

include:

\

Box 2.1: Public Consultation Methods used in Wellington, New Zealand

\

Consultative forums and workshops were established to identify the community perspective.
These forums and workshops took place during the concept initiation phase. They were
advertised and people were encouraged to attend. The outcome of these workshops led to a
decrease in the amount of commercial space planned for the waterfront area, and an increase in
the amount of recreational space. This may reflect the increase in inner city apartments in
Wellington with little or no open space (Doome, 1998).

t•

Box 2.2: Public Consultation Methods used in Castellon, Spain

Public participation was undertaken in the form of a postal survey prior to a plan being
developed for the waterfront area. Attempts were made to gain a good cross-section of the
population, both demographically and economically. The results gave an indication of how
much the community were willing to pay at the time for a future public good (Saz-Salazar and
Garcia-Menendez, 2003).

Box 2.3: Public Consultation Methods used in Helsinki, Finland
'J

A Social Impact Assessment (SIA) was undertaken on the local commurutles in the predevelopment phase, in order to determine the effects of the waterfront development plans. The
SIA sought different perceptions the residents had of the waterfront, and the qualities the
waterfront then held for the community (pre-redevelopment). It also asked and looked for any
physical, recreational and cultural relationships between members of the community and the
waterfront. The main task of this SIA was to predict how the community would change as a
result of waterfront redevelopment, and to identify the stakeholders, winners and losers of the
proposed activities (Sairinen and Kumpulainen, 2006).

The above boxes are just three examples where the public participation in waterfront regeneration
:,

situations has been evaluated. All of the above cases demonstrate practical elements of what to
and how to include the community in the democratic decision making process, although
weaknesses are still prevalent. These weaknesses are aspects such as how to ensure the whole
community is included in the participatory process, as there are some members of communities
who will shy away from coming to public forums, and members who will not return postal
surveys. Other possible reasons for people not participating in the consultation process are time,
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economic and social constraints (Bond, 2002). Bond (2002) indicates that each community
consultation method employed is likely to exclude some members of the community, but every
conceivable effort should be made for community members to offer their opinion in a democratic
''

society. The more general situation is that people with a vested interest in the proposal, whether
they are for or against will get involved, and others, even though the proposal may have an effect
on them, may not realise this at the time and therefore do not get involved (Renn et al., 1993).
These types of issues plague the public participatory process throughout the planning realm, and
are not limited to just urban regeneration.

It is important to realise that sound planning ethics and good planning practice should ensure that
each member of the community is afforded an equal opportunity to have input into the goings on
surrounding them, as it is their lives and environment which will be the most affected by the
decisions made when deciding to instigate projects intended to regenerate and re-image an area.

2.6

Community Relationships with Stadia and Waterfront Developments

It is important that community issues are considered when developing new stadia or regenerating

waterfront areas. This section continues the notion from the previous section, in terms of how the
community is regarded when decisions are made which influence them. The first subsection

),-

considers what can happen when communities are not protected from developments, and the
:, :,,-

second subsection examines the benefits to the community from having neighbouring stadia and
waterfront developments.

?

:,-.

.

2.6.1

Gentrification and Displacement

As seen throughout this chapter, there are benefits of having a regenerated area, but little has
been discussed on who benefits. It is well documented that urban regeneration can lead to issues
of gentrification (Chapin, 2002; Davies, 2005; Essex and Chalkley, 2004; Munoz, 2006; Sairinen

7

I

I,,

.,\

and Kumpulainen, 2006, Waitt, 1999). Poorer communities are displaced through an increase in
property prices due to the increased popularity that regenerated areas see (Davies, 2005; Essex
and Chalkley, 2004; Tufts, 2004). This can lead to socio-spatial polarisation, with the gentrified

--'\

community being socially disadvantaged and excluded (Essex and Chalkley, 2004). In terms of
how this is applicable to this thesis, there is an aim to have the stadium proposal completed by the
2011 Rugby World Cup. Chapin (2002) notes that gentrification is often one of the issues
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overlooked when there is time-pressure to complete a project. Questions need to be raised as to
how can it be ensured that gentrification of communities does not get overlooked when a city is
hosting a mega-event.

r

L"

I'

waterfront space is a tool to improve city image and attract an increase in investment and tourism.
Barcelona has seen a dramatic increase in house price since the 1992 Olympic Games. Prices are

>-

\
'
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Waterfront regeneration can also lead to gentrification. As alluded to previously, regeneration of

now at the point where home ownership and affordability is difficult (Munoz, 2006). A similar
situation occurred in Toronto, and queries need to be raised as to the forgoing of citizens quality
of life in terms of affordable housing to increase the quantity of visitors to the city (Tufts, 2004 ).
Munoz (2006) argues that the apparent multicultural scene in Barcelona is more to do with the
number of tourists who now visit the city, than the residential demographics of it. Sairinen and
Kumpulainen (2006) show in their paper on social impact assessment, how in the Helsinki case
study, attempts were made to limit the gentrification of working class waterfront communities
through the implementation of affordable housing legislation as the waterfront area was being
regenerated. Similar measures are used in the United Kingdom, where a certain proportion of all
new developments (including developments occurring as part of urban regeneration) are required
to have affordable housing (Department of Communities and Local Government, 2006).
However, Sairinen and Kumpulainen (2006) find that even though there have been measures
placed to limit the process, gentrification can appear anyway.

In terms of the Dunedin situation, gentrification of the waterfront area is unlikely to affect
residents, as the area generally houses industrial-type business. These businesses have the
potential to be gentrified, because if the area becomes a desirable space for Dunedin residents and
visitors to use, commercial establishments are likely to try and capitalise on the popularity
through the set up of commercial type businesses, and property value, rent prices and rates for
properties in the area could increase, meaning current business may not be able to afford to be
located in the area. If Dunedin's city image is enhanced by the wider effects of having a new
stadium located on the waterfront, tourism to Dunedin could increase, and this could lead to a
property value increase across the city, similar to what Munoz (2006) found had occurred in
Barcelona post the 1992 Olympic Games and the ensuing waterfront regeneration which
occurred.
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The building of the French national stadium (Le Stade de France) for the Soccer World Cup did
not lead to gentrification, as shown in the case study produced by Newman and Tual (2002). The
suburb that the stadium is located in (Seine-Saint-Denis) was a traditional working class
industrial area, which had been struggling in the post-industrial era and suffered from a high
crime rate, high unemployment levels and low income levels. Hosting the 1998 Soccer World
Cup saw the effects of urban regeneration on the Seine-Saint-Denis area, with new transport
routes and new public parks improving the image of the area to the international tourists that
would be visiting due to the World Cup. However, gentrification did not occur as more affluent
people were not attracted to the area. The reasons for this are not explicitly explained by Newman
and Tual, but an analysis of their writing hints at reasons why it may not have occurred. It is
stated that secondary schools in the area have poor reputations, and that the quality of housing in
the area has not increased. This could mean that middle-class households have not been attracted
into the area, despite its good transport and improved aesthetics, and consequently the processes
which can lead to gentrification have not taken place.

A method needs to be determined to ensure any potential gentrification effects in the Dunedin
situation are managed, so no negative effects occur to anyone in the community. The United
Kingdom (Department of Communities and Local Government, 2006) and Finland (Saz-Salazar

,-

and Garcia-Menendez, 2003) concept of having a percentage of housing in regenerated areas
affordable could be followed, but for this to happen, urban regeneration needs to occur in the

;,

area. Affordable housing also may not alleviate the problem for small business which could be
displaced, and a process may need to be used to ensure that these businesses are not displaced, or

>-

are catered for, if regeneration occurs.

2.6.2

Potential Public Benefits

Stadium led and waterfront regeneration can benefit neighbouring communities. These
,._

communities should be considered whilst planning to redevelop an area, as they could have a
mutually beneficial relationship with any regeneration project. This section examines potential
benefits that communities neighbouring redevelopment projects can gain.

In terms of the benefits of stadia, and how they are integrated into the fabric of the community,
the literature shows that stadia can be used to implement a wide range of policies, as was done in
Seine-Saint-Denis with the implementation of Le Stade de France for the 1998 Soccer World Cup
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(Newman and Tual, 2002; Thornley, 2002). The case study produced by Newman and Tual
(2002) demonstrates the stadiums positive relationship with its surrounding locality. An
estimated 4000 new employment opportunities were created during the stadium development
period. A significant portion of these jobs was providing labour for the construction of the

'

.}

stadium, construction of new transport links and landscaping urban parks in the area. There was
also a growth in service sector jobs. The fact that Seine-Saint-Denis was not gentrified means that
the original community lives amongst and can enjoy the regenerated benefits that having the
stadium located in their suburb brings, such as improved public open space, and efficient public
transport to and from the suburb.

The effect sporting success can bring to an area can help to boost the identity of the people living
there. An area may be a town, city, region, or even a nation (Chalkley and Essex, 2000). This
was seen in the Seine-Saint-Denis community, who were proud of the fact that their suburb
hosted a Soccer World Cup final (Newman and Tual, 2002). However, these two pieces of
literature give no indication of the time period that these effects are felt for. This type of 'boosted
identity' may be short term only, as future generations who were not around at the time of
sporting success may not feel the 'boosted identity'. Tufts (2004) indicates that the reverse to
sporting success, the lack of success of a sporting side or venue, could have a detrimental effect
on the community.

>

The advent of regenerating waterfront areas, has seen an increase in public space in waterfront
areas, and in many cases, public space has been the dominant feature of waterfront regeneration
projects (Jones, 1998). Academics have given a variety of reasons why public space and
waterfront redevelopment go hand-in-hand, although they are generally underpinned by the fact

?

that success of waterfront areas has been the vibrancy created by having the areas as mixed use
precincts. It is perhaps best summed up by Munoz (2006) who stated that the whole idea of a
'metropolitan waterfront' was emphasizing the possibilities of converting a problematic urban
area into an opportunistic urban area, with a great success of the new area being a vibrant urban
space used by different cross sections of the urban population. It has been well documented that
public space creates the vibrancy mentioned by Munoz and other academics, but there have been
queries raised by other academics as to who the public space is actually for.
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The waterfront has overwhelmingly been defined as a 'place for the people' (Doome, 1998). But,
7

in terms of the entrepreneurial city, which aims to attract investment and tourism, Doome (1998)
questions who waterfront redevelopments are for, recognising that public space in waterfront
areas has become the norm for new developments, but queries if the public space is for the
residents of the city, or is it for tourists. This brings up an issue as to who feels they own the
waterfront space. Different community groups can all feel they own public space, but in some
cases, public space development has been targeted at tourists (amongst other groups), and
therefore city residents do not feel ownership and consequently do not use the area (Newman,
1995).

If a democratic process of consultation is followed in waterfront development, then city

communities should have a say in how a waterfront area is redeveloped. Hoyle (2000) classifies
the common community concerns into six main themes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public access to the waters edge.
Prevention of inappropriate development (what is inappropriate development).
Enhanced rapprochement between waterfront areas and the urban core.
Increased green space.
Cultivation of difference and sense of community.
Maintenance of links with the past.
(Hoyle, 2000: 404)

These themes follow the main notion of waterfront development, in that mixed use precincts
create the viable waterfront spaces which have been seen as successful throughout the world.
>

Overall, when the local authority involved in stadium and waterfront development provides high;>

quality control over the project, the citizens of the city can benefit in a variety of ways. Primarily,
these benefits include an increase in public space and community interaction, and secondarily
include economic impacts such as an increase in investment attracted to the city, and an increase
in tourism.

2. 7

Conclusions

This analysis of the relevant literature has provided an overview of the impact that stadia have
had on waterfront urban regeneration. It has attempted to find and examine cases where stadiumled urban regeneration and waterfront regeneration have occurred either simultaneously or
waterfront regeneration has occurred as a result of stadium construction. In addition, there is a
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focus on the wider impacts of these two situations. There is limited acknowledgment of economic
impacts, which are difficult to avoid when discussing implementing new stadia. Also offered in
this chapter is a history of urban regeneration and debates concerning issues of governance and
public participation, which have arisen as key themes from the relevant literature.

In undertaking this review, key understandings and frameworks for addressing and analysing the

primary research data for Chapters Five and Six have been found. These understandings and
frameworks concern key elements as to why spaces on waterfront areas are available for urban
regeneration, the reasons why these areas were chosen for redevelopment, the effect that stadia or
sports mega-events have had on any of the reasons, and the planning processes which can be used
to regenerate these areas. Further key themes include how environmental sustainability principles
can be applied to stadium-led urban waterfront regeneration and the approaches to public
participation in this type of urban regeneration. By using these key themes for the investigation
that follows, it is hoped that lessons can be learned in order to ease any process of stadium-led
urban regeneration which may occur in Dunedin as an impact if the recent new stadium proposal
proceeds.

The three chosen case studies, which were determined from reviewing the literature, were
Homebush Bay, Sydney; Melbourne's Docklands; and Lambton Harbour, Wellington. These case
studies were chosen due to them being previously acknowledged in the literature on stadium-led
and waterfront regeneration, and due to their proximity to Dunedin for the purposes of the
research process. Financial constraints were also a factor in choosing case studies from the
review of the literature. These constraints will be further disclosed in the following chapter on the
research framework.
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THE RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

3.1

Introduction

For research to be valid, it needs to be based on a proven framework. This chapter contains a
discussion of the methodological plan supporting the research. For the purposes of this research,
the case study approach was employed, as it was considered the most appropriate via which the
research could be undertaken. The methods used were key informant interviews, site analysis and
document analysis. The primary research source of data was key informant interviews, in order to
gain the views of decision makers and affected persons, supplemented by a site analysis of the
case study locations. This information was enhanced through an analysis of documents produced
by key decision makers and local authorities at the case study locations. This chapter also
contains information on data collection methods, data analysis, ethical considerations and the
limitations of the study.

3.2

Research Design

In order to undertake the research, it needed to be designed in a way that is appropriate in order
for the results to be valid. The research was exploratory and investigative in its nature. The focus
of the research, as stated in the introduction to this thesis, is not attempting to quantify any
economic impacts of a new waterfront stadium in Dunedin, but to study any potential qualitative
wider impacts the proposed Dunedin stadium could have on the Dunedin waterfront built
environment. This means investigating the wider impacts that waterfront stadium developments
have had on proximal areas, and how people in those areas have accepted or rejected these
impacts. These people included urban professionals such as planners, developers, councillors and
academics who have been involved in or have an interest in stadium development and its effects,
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and representatives of communities proximal to stadia, in order to gain their experiences of these
1

impacts. To acquire such information, a qualitative research approach was particularly useful.

3.2.1

The Qualitative Research Approach

A qualitative research approach is appropriate when investigating the urban regeneration impact
stadia have had on waterfront areas. Qualitative research is a naturalistic, inductive form of
inquiry, which, in essence, is an attempt to gain personal insights and understand phenomena
within a particular context (Patton, 1990, Hoepfl, 1997). Such an approach is valuable in order to
gain people's perceptions and experiences of the impacts of previous stadium-led urban
regeneration situations. Qualitative research is particularly appropriate when examining stadium
regeneration impacts due to its holistic nature, in that it seeks to understand complex phenomena
as a whole (Sarantakos, 1998).

Hay (2000) states that qualitative research is concerned with

both the social structures and individual experiences of the surrounding environment. These
characterisations of qualitative research would suggest that it is very appropriate for this study,
due to the need to investigate people's perceptions of spaces and changes that have occurred at
waterfront areas proximal to new stadium developments.

While qualitative research tends to be inductive in nature, meaning that it generates theories, it is
important that the research process is guided by theory, as "theory without research is mere
speculation; research without theory is merely data collection" (Davidson and Tolich, 2003:17).
In respect of this, an interpretative rationale was adopted to provide a theoretical base to guide the
present research. The justification for adopting an interpretive paradigm is provided by
Sarantakos (1998) who views the interpretive rationale as helping researchers "to 'interpret and
understand' the rationale behind the actions of stakeholders involved in a particular activity, and
their reflections on decisions made" (Sarantakos, 1998:38). Thus, by taking into account the
diverse views and actions of planners, developers, councillors, academics and community
representatives, meanings can be interpreted and understood.
: j

A qualitative research approach investigating similar cases allows identification of potential
urban regeneration effects that may occur as a result of implementing the proposed Dunedin
waterfront stadium. It also allows the scope to determine different methods to manage such
effects.
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In order to obtain the qualitative data required, three case studies were selected from cities that
recently constructed new waterfront stadia, and were identified in Chapter Two.

3.2.2

Case Studies

The Case Study is defined by Yin (2003) as an "empirical inquiry that investigates a
contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context especially when the boundaries between
L

phenomenon and context are not clearly evident" (Yin, 2003: 13). For the purposes of this thesis,
,I

urban regeneration could be classified as the phenomenon, and waterfront areas proximal to
stadium developments could be classified as the real-life context. However, as stated in the
review of the relevant literature, the urban regeneration phenomenon may occur without the

I
I,

stadium context, or the development of a new stadium may occur without urban regeneration of

f

I .
/

its proximal area. Here there is a blur in the boundary between the context and the phenomenon,
and therefore it would be useful for the present research to be undertaken through the use of case
studies.

There are different types of case studies, which are tailored to the different characteristics of the
research being undertaken (Yin, 1993). In order to determine the type of case study needed to
obtain the required data, Yin (1993) sets out criteria based on whether the research is based on

single or multiple cases, and further, if the case study is exploratory, descriptive, or explanatory.
Multiple case studies are two or more cases of the same phenomenon and can be set-up so that
they directly replicate each other, (Yin, 1993) or are predictably different representations of the
same phenomenon (Stake, 2006). The cases chosen need to be similar in some ways, but due to
the phenomenon being studied, may be limited in their scope due to differences in the planning
process of the locations. Stake (2006) identifies three main criteria for selecting cases:
•
•
•

Is the case relevant to the qunitain?
Do the cases provide diversity across contexts?
Do the cases provide good opportunities to learn about complexity and contexts?
(Stake, 2006: 38)

Note that quintain means the hypothesis or aim, which in this case is the likelihood that
construction of a stadium on Dunedin's urban waterfront acting as a catalyst to regenerate the
urban waterfront space.

The selection process regularly starts with cases already partially identified, and sometimes they
are all known in advance (Stake, 2006). The cases for the present research were partially
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identified before the selection process took place, however they still had to fit within the criteria
J

determined above by Stake. The cases chosen were the Telstra Dome and surrounding Docklands
area in Melbourne, Telstra Stadium and Homebush Bay in Sydney, and Westpac Stadium and
Lambton Harbour in Wellington. Each of these cases is relevant to the quintain of being a
stadium located in a waterfront area, and were all built within the last 10 years (Construction on

\

the Telstra Dome was completed in 2000, Telstra Stadium in 1999, and Westpac Stadium in
1999). However each context is different, as the stadia were developed for different reasons- the
Telstra Dome was a privately funded venture, Telstra Stadium was developed for the Sydney
Olympic Games in 2000, and Westpac Stadium was built to replace an ageing facility located
,,

elsewhere in the city. It is hard to determine an answer to the third question set out in Stake's
criteria, as it is the author's opinion that one can only tell if the cases have provided good

/

opportunities to learn about complexity and contexts after one has studied these issues in a case

1'

I ,

i

study, although it could be possible to tell to a degree of the basic contextual factors prior to
undertaking the research.

The reason why a qualitative case study method was used instead of a quantitative method is that
the phenomenon, which is what quantitative case studies determine (Malinowski, 1922/1984,
Ragin and Howard, 1992, and Yin, 1992)(as cited in Stake, 2006), was known to be urban
regeneration in regard to stadium-led urban waterfront redevelopment. The phenomenon is
indicated in Chapter Two, which demonstrates that urban regeneration is likely to result from the
implementation of a new stadium (Thomley, 2002). The cases selected are opportunities to study
this phenomenon (Stake, 2006). For the purposes of this study, case studies are appropriate, as
t

they are a purposive sample of cases, selected because they are tailored toward the focus for the

I~

study: urban regeneration on Dunedin's urban waterfront, catalysed by stadium implementation.

l.i.

This will create opportunity for intensive study of the potential urban regeneration mechanisms

I

and effects which may occur in Dunedin as a small scale, peripheral city .

.>

As part of the case study method, both primary and secondary research was undertaken, as
I,

outlined in the following subsections.

j
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3.2.3
'>

Primary Research

Within each case study, two primary fieldwork research techniques were used- a site analysis was
undertaken, and key informant interviews were conducted. This fieldwork was conducted

•\

between 14 June and 13 July 2007.

Key informant interviews were conducted m a semi-structured format.

Semi-structured

interviews differ from structured interviews as they are more flexible. They are similar to
structured interviews, as question guidelines are prepared before the interview takes place, but are

•

different due to the researcher having the ability to move away from the predetermined questions
to clarify answers or ask the interviewee to expand on an answer and take the interview in what
they perceive to be a fruitful direction for the purpose of the research. This allows greater depth
and breadth of answers (Berg, 1998). The formulating of the interview question guidelines, was
done following the techniques outlined by Dunn (2000) . These are summarised in Box 3.1
below.

Box 3.1: Formulating Good Interview Questions

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Use easily understood language that is appropriate to your format
Use non-offensive language
Use words with commonly and uniformly accepted meanings
A void ambiguity
Phrase each question carefully
Avoid leading questions
(Dunn, 2000:55)

It is important to consider the order of the questions and topics that are to be covered in the
interview. The order of questions asked contributes significantly to the rapport that is built up
j,

between the interviewer and the interviewee (Hay, 2000). For this reason the hybrid approach
referred to by Hay (2000) was used. The hybrid approach to interviewing begins with simple to
answer questions, which helps to create a relaxed atmosphere and allow the interviewee to
become comfortable with the process. The interview then becomes more reflective and sensitive,
with questions which require deeper thought and are often of a more personal nature to the
interviewee (Hay, 2000).

All the questions asked were open-ended to allow for more

comprehensive answers, with prompts, such as 'How?' and 'Tell me more', given by the
interviewer if clarity or a greater depth of answer was required (Berg, 1998; Kitchin and Tate,
2000; Tolich and Davidson, 2003). The interview topics are listed in Appendix B.
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Site Analysis is another form of primary research which was undertaken. It is an observation
technique and involves the researcher attending the case study site and examining any processes
and phenomenon which may be occurring there. It can occur in both structured and unstructured

·I

forms. For the purposes of this research a structured form was used. Structured site analysis
,\

involves a "formal and strictly organised procedure with a set of well-defined observation
categories, and is subjected to high levels of control and standardisation" (Sarantakos, 2005:
222). The categories are organised and determined before the study begins. This allows the

•

researcher to accurately specify what is to be observed, and by what means, and how the
observation results will be recorded (Sarantakos, 2005). Sarantakos (2005) summarises a set of
criteria that can be used during structured site analysis observation, and are featured in Box 3.2
below:

Box 3.2: How Criteria can be used during Structured Site Analysis Observation

t>

•
•
•
•
•
·•
•

•

Employs a strict design
Is a non-participant observation
Employs high levels of standardisation
Focuses on aspects of the setting
Works in natural settings
Is a formal observation
Is unobtrusive observation
Is direct observation
Adapted from Sarantakos (2005: 222)

These criteria were used in conjunction with placecheck 'walkabout' criteria to select the
categories which were examined at each case study site. The site analysis technique is closely
tied to the 'placecheck' walkabout technique. A placecheck 'walkabout' is an evaluation method
that uses questions to assess areas whilst walking through and observing them. Placecheck can be
used to determine the positive and negative urban design aspects of an area, and assist in the
identification of potential improvements. The method was developed by the Urban Design
1

Alliance in the 1990s and is widely used throughout the United Kingdom (Urban Design
Allegiance, 2006). Elements of the placecheck 'walkabout' method were employed when
determining the categories that were used for the site analysis, as listed in Box 3.3 below:
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Box 3.3: Categories used for Site Analysis to determine any Urban Regeneration Effects in
Waterfront Areas Proximal to Stadia

1,

\

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

People's use of the area
Public space and public access to the water
Connections to and through the area
Use of sustainable development principles
Signs of identity of the area
Mix of uses within the area
What, if any, improvements could be made?
Adapted from Sarantakos (2005) and Urban Design Allegiance (2006)

"
Each category was marked on a likert scale from one to five, with one being very bad and five
being very good. Comments were also made about each category. The process of physical
observation of the site assists in testing the validity of the results gathered from both the literature
review and key informant interviews (Sarantakos, 2005). The full site analysis form used in the
present research is provided in Appendix C.

3.2.4

Secondary Research

Secondary research is the analysis of secondary information sources which relate to stadium-led
urban regeneration of waterfront areas. Secondary information sources are described by Stewart
and Kamins (1993) as:
Sources of data and other information collected by others and archived in some
form. These sources include government reports, industry studies, archived data
sets, and syndicated information services as well as the traditional books and
journals found in libraries. Secondary information offers relatively quick and
inexpensive answers to many questions and is almost always the point of departure
for primary research.
(Stewart and Kamins, 1993: 1)
Secondary research has already been partly undertaken in Chapter Two of this thesis. This
chapter used books and journals to analyse past situations in which stadium-led urban
:,

regeneration has occurred, and the subsequent effects of any regeneration. In essence, Chapter
Two set up the framework for the rest of this study.

For the purposes of the case studies that are the subject of this research, government documents,
of both central and local authorities which related to case study stadia and surrounding
neighbourhoods, were analysed to provide further insight into any regeneration impacts. There
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were also some planning documents relating to stadia development and urban regeneration of
waterfront areas which were produced by private planning consultants. These were also obtained
as they provided further insight for analysis of any regeneration effects.

Since all documents are subjective and represent a particular viewpoint (Kitchen and Tate, 2000),
secondary documents were critiqued carefully with regard to the purpose and objectives of this
research. Care had to be taken when transferring the statements from their unique written
situation if they were to be applied to more general circumstances (Kitchen and Tate, 2000), as
they can contain a bias (Bryman, 2001) due to them being subjective and from a certain angle.

3.2.5

Conclusion

Stake (2006) states that "[r]esearchers in social situations deal with a lot of impressions- their
own, as well as those of others" (Stake, 2006: 33). This is true of the present research, which
deals with the impressions that the key informants give on stadium-led regeneration in their
specific locality, as well as the impression gained through site analysis undertaken by the author
at each site. However, Stake (2006) continues by stating that good researchers want assurances of
what they are seeing and hearing so they do not oversimplify the data. This assurance was given
through the use of the secondary data. Gaining assurances for the impressions is a process called
triangulation (Stake, 2006).

I
(

'
,>

)

Triangulation is important to researchers as individual perceptions of processes and phenomena
are subject to different interpretations. Using the document analysis technique in conjunction
with both primary research techniques, helped to keep misinterpretation of the data to a
minimum. Three sources of data increases the validation of the important findings that were made
when analysing each case study. Stake (2006) indicates that each important finding needs at least
three confirmations and assurances to ensure that key meanings are not being disregarded. The
use of key informant interviews, site analysis and document analysis during each case study
ensured that the triangulation premise was addressed, and therefore further validated the data and
any subsequent statements made.

The above section gave comprehensive coverage about what was done in order to gather the data,
and ensures that the process was a defensible piece of academic research. It should be noted
however, that this is not the only methodological process that can be taken in order to gain the
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results analysed for this research, although due to time and monetary constraints it was the most
applicable. Research limitations are further explained later in this chapter. The following section
is more descriptive and concerns how the case study research was undertaken, as opposed to what
the research was.

3.3

Data Analysis

In order to be able to understand the processes of urban regeneration, sports stadia and waterfront
!

regeneration, the data needs to be collected and analysed. This section describes how the case
study research was undertaken. It goes through each data gathering technique and explains how

I

that technique was applied, and how the raw data gathered from that technique was analysed. It
should be realised that for each individual case, the same techniques were used to analyse the
data. This follows the procedure highlighted by both Yin (1993) and Stake (2006), which is that
in order to gain creditable comparisons between cases used in multiple case study analysis, the
exact or predictably different replication of methods need to be made in each individual case.
This means that essentially the same processes were used in the three case studies of Telstra
Dome and the Docklands, Telstra Stadium and Homebush Bay, and Westpac Stadium and
Lambton Harbour. The first process explained is key informant interviews.

3.3.1

Key Informant Interviews

Key informants were identified through completing a stakeholder analysis of each case study, and
were contacted by telephone to invite their participation in the process. Twelve people and/or
associations were invited. This was followed by an email outlining the nature of the research.
This resulted in ten replies being received with interviews being scheduled accordingly. When
conducting interviews, respondents were asked whether they knew of anyone else who may hold
relevant knowledge and be willing to participate. Consequentially, these people were also invited
to participate.

This method is called snowballing and provides for a broader coverage of

respondents (Miller and Brewer, 2003). One further interview was gained from this. In total
eleven key informant interviews, took place. They were of 30-90 minutes duration and were
>'

'

conducted by the author. All interviews were recorded and later transcribed. A list of Key
Informants is provided in Table 3.1:
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Table 3.1: Key Informants

7

Key Informant 1
Key Informant 2

'\

Key Informant 3
Key Informant 4

Key Informant 5
t
,\

Key Informant 6

Key Informant 7
Key Informant 8
Key Informant 9

Key Informant 10
Key Informant 11

Sydney Olympic Park
Authority Planner
Long Term Auburn Resident
and Political Party Member
Local Planner
Melbourne University
Academic and Docklands
Book Author
Architect who has worked on
Docklands Projects
Long Term Melbourne
Resident and Former Railways
Worker
Department of Sustainability
and Environment
Real Estate Agent
Wellington Waterfront
Limited and Former Stadium
Advocate
Wellington Regional Stadium
Trust Employee
Developer

Sydney
Sydney
Sydney
Melbourne

Melbourne
Melbourne

Melbourne
Melbourne
Wellington

Wellington
Wellington

:.,

It should be noted that the numeric representation of key informants outlined in the above table
will be used throughout the rest of the thesis.

!
While the interviews were taking place, one of the first steps in analysis of the data was
occurring, as the interviewer was listening for any key conceptual issues which may have been
stated by the interviewee. This follows the process outlined by Minichiello, Aroni, Timewell and
Alexander (1990), who state that if analysis does not occur in the field, further data analysis lacks
direction.

There are several techniques which have been developed for analysing qualitative interview data.
The interview transcriptions from each case study were analysed using the method determined in
Minichiello et al. (1990). This involved a coding system of the interview transcripts. A coding
system is a process where the researcher reorganises the data according to conceptual themes that
have been identified during the interview phase (Davidson and Tolich, 2003; Minichiello et al.,
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1990). The steps involved in coding the each interview, as outlined by Minichiello et al. (1990),
is described in brief in Box 3.4 below:

Box 3.4: Steps Involved in Coding the Data

'\

1,

"
I

1. Develop a list of coding categories- give a name to the code that is closest to the concept
it is describing
2. Format the transcript file- make sure the pages are numbered sequentially, and that the
margins are wide enough to be used to write down the coding categories
3. Read through the transcript file and code the units of data by placing the relevant letter
and/or number and/or colour corresponding to each category in the margin. Units of data
mean sentences or paragraphs in the transcript. The same unit can fall under different
categories.
4. Assemble all the data coded to each category and sort it into subfiles. It is important to
include a means of identification as to where the material comes from to enable identity
of the original transcription.
Adapted from Minichiello et al. (1990: 297-298)

Coding helped to clarify which issues were most important to the key informants, due to the
frequency with which the subject was referred to. From the subfiles created, case summaries of
::.

the three locations were written. These were basically condensed data, and used to link the
material presented in the transcript to conceptual themes and topics relevant to the research
questions. This helped to provide ease of comparison between the three case studies.

The next process of data analysis explained is site analysis .

.,
3.3.2

Site Analysis

Each case study site was observed to understand how it is presently functioning and whether the
site appeared to be under pressure. Detailed notes were recorded regarding the researcher's
interpretation of the site, and compared against a set of criteria outlined by placecheck and
Sarantakos (2005). Observations at each site were noted next to the set criteria. The same criteria
were used for each case study. Photographs of each site were taken to support this data. As a
second step, a comparative analysis was undertaken with photos taken prior to the stadium
development to help determine the regenerative impact the stadium has had on the area. The
following table lists the Site Analysis locations:
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Table 3.2: Site Analysis Locations
Site Analysis
1
2

.,

3

'\

Location
Homebush Bay, Sydney
Docklands, Melbourne
Lambton Harbour, Wellington

The placecheck data was analysed by reviewing the answer that the researcher gave when
interpreting the site to the criteria. If the criteria were fulfilled by the researcher's interpretation
the stadium was considered to be having a positive influence on its proximal area, and if the

,.

criteria were not fulfilled the stadium was considered to have a negative influence. If the criteria
were partially fulfilled, then improvements could be made to the impact that the stadium was
having.

>

The comparative analysis of before and after aerial photos of each site helped to determine the
where regeneration had occurred in the area since the advent of the stadium. This was done to
determine if any significant changes in the surrounding environment could be physically seen.

3.3.3

Document Analysis

As a form of secondary research, document analysis was undertaken of documents which have
been produced about the Dunedin situation, and of documents which were obtained from the case
studies. These documents were obtained by asking key informants if they had any relevant
documentation of the stadium and waterfront development process, or if they knew where
documents of this nature could be attained. These documents provided case study specific
information, and outlined the processes which were followed throughout the stadium
development, waterfront development due to stadium implementation, and any subsequent urban
regeneration process that may have occurred.
I>

When analysing these documents, common factors between them were noted, and examined for
any correlations between the documents and statements made during the interview process. This
helped to determine if aims and objectives which were set by local authorities were met in
actuality. If it was discovered that aims and objectives were met, it provided a suggestion to the
Dunedin situation about what it is the Dunedin local authorities should be trying to implement
with regard to the stadium proposal and any subsequent waterfront development, and how these
factors should be employed. Document analysis was a practical tool during cross-case analysis,
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as it enabled the researcher to discover similarities and differences of how stadium-led urban
regeneration was managed in the different case studies.

The following section explains how analysis between cases was undertaken .

.\

3.3.4

Cross- Case Analysis

In order to make creditable use of the data gained for the conclusions and recommendations of

this thesis, cross-case analysis was needed to undertake a valid synthesis of the individual case
study findings. Cross-case analysis provides a deeper understanding and explanation of the
research problem (Miles and Huberman, 1994). Stake (2006) suggests "many readers look to the
cross-case analysis to find what is common across the cases, not what is unique to each" (Stake,
2006: 39). This is needed, for if the case study research is to be used to help form suggestions for
the Dunedin situation, the cross-case analysis will help the author or the reader to understand the
common successes and failures of the three case studies as a whole.

The cross-case analysis was undertaken by reading the collected reports of each case study and
examining them for differences and similarities. As predicted by Stake (2006), the outstanding
differences between cases were easily identified, but similarities were often harder to find. The
process of cross-case analysis was undertaken in a similar approach to what is described in
Chapter Three of Stake (2006). In order to find the similarities, a worksheet was drawn, with key
themes being identified on it. These themes were similar to the themes identified when coding the
interview data. Each statement in the case was placed under the theme that it best suited. This
gave a broad picture of the similarities and differences which existed between the case studies.
Whilst themeing the statements, systematic notes were being taken by the author about patterns in
the data. The next step in the process was to collate these notes and place them under the same
themes. A matrix was then created, in which the assertions made by both the researcher and the
interviewees were put. The matrix was again themed, but the themes were based on the objectives
·)

of this research in the vertical columns of the matrix, with the themes of the coding in the
(

,--r

horizontal rows. This process gave -the researcher a broad and in depth overview of the
similarities and differences between the case studies, and hence provided the cross-case analysis
to be used when writing results, drawing conclusions and making informed suggestions.
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This concludes the section on how the data was collected and analysed. The next section of this

I,

chapter considers the ethical considerations which were required as a part of this research.
Following from this, the limitations of the research are discussed.

3.4

Ethical Considerations and Ethical Approval

\

Ethical considerations are a critical component of any research involving human participants.
Whilst the nature of this research and the interview technique used would not normally be
considered as litigious, ethical considerations were still a minor part of the research framework.

Prior to each interview, the interviewee read an information sheet which briefly stated the
purpose of the research, informed the interviewee that all attempts would be made to ensure
anonymity and confidentiality, and outlined their right to decline to answer without repercussion.
The interviewee then signed a form giving their consent to be interviewed. These forms are
provided in Appendix A. The study was reviewed and approved prior to the research being
undertaken by the Head of Department, Department of Geography, University of Otago.

3.5

Research Limitations

The research undertaken generated a wide range of results, which were used to address the
research objectives. However, when considering the research framework that was implemented,
there are several aspects which must be recognised as limitations.

Given the nature of the study, time and monetary constraints inevitably meant that the study
>

could not have been as comprehensive as preferred. Ideally, as part of the case study research, the
impact that the Olympic Games has had on Barcelona's waterfront would have been a case study
location, as it is frequently referred to in the relevant literature as the prime example of stadiumled urban waterfront regeneration (Chalkley and Essex, 2000, Monclus, 2000). Three case studies
are considered the minimum amount of studies for cross-case analysis, which can be used to draw
valid conclusions (Stake, 2006). More case studies may have made this thesis more valid,
however the three case studies selected were the only three cases relevant to the study that were
relatively accessible due to the constraints laid out above.
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Within each case study, limitations also occurred. The primary research phase of each case study
was extremely valuable to this research, as it is a method which gave the author key insights into
what a broad range of the community thought were the positive and negative aspects of having a
stadium in their neighbourhood, and the effects which were felt in each location. However, it did

[\

raise complications within the research process. The key informant interviews undertaken may
not have covered all the key informants involved in stadium led urban regeneration in each case
study. One key informant declined to participate in the research. Other key informants may have
been overlooked when the stakeholder analysis was undertaken, and therefore not contacted to
take part in the research.

Not all documents relating to stadium development and urban regeneration may have been
obtained during the research process, meaning some secondary information may not have been
identified. This may have had a small effect on the validity of the primary data, as Stake (2006)
comments that secondary data can be used to enhance and confirm conclusions made from the
primary data, however it is unlikely that this would have had a major impact.

When analysis of all data gained was undertaken, bias may have occurred. The source of bias is
from two sources- the key informants and the researcher. The bias from key informants could be
from the views and statements that were made during interviews. This bias may have been
increased when interviewing developers, as it is likely that if they were heavily involved in the
phenomena being studied, are likely to only focus on positive effects, and not reveal any negative
consequences of the development. The bias from the researcher may have occurred during the
codification of interviews, the site analysis process, and the cross-case analysis process.
However, by following the methodology laid out in this chapter, all reasonable steps were made
in the research framework to ensure that bias from any source was kept to a minimum.

The case studies were undertaken in cities which are all larger, in terms of population and
geographic size, than Dunedin. They also serve different functions to Dunedin and could be
classified as being more prominent on the global 'scene'. This means that caution needed to be
.·~

exercised when transferring conclusions made from case analysis to the Dunedin situation.
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3.6

Conclusion

This chapter has provided a detailed outline of the methodological framework used to generate
the results of this research. The limitations of the methods used were recognised, as well as
acknowledgment made that this method is not the only way of conducting research of this nature.
These restrictions have helped to justify why this approach was used ahead of other
methodological frameworks. Any further limitations which may arise from application of this
framework will be acknowledged in either the results or concluding chapters. As a result of this
research framework, in-depth data emerged informing the researcher of processes which have
occurred in locations other than Dunedin. This data is presented in the following chapters, which
endeavour to build on the literature review, and provide suggestions to answer the research
objectives.

'j

(
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CONTEXT

4.1

Introduction

Preceding any analysis of results gained, it is important to understand the background concerning
why a new stadium has been proposed for Dunedin, and the implications that this proposal has
regarding New Zealand's current planning legislation. This chapter provides the relevant
background information, and therefore places this piece of research in its real-life context. Also
highlighted is the different New Zealand planning processes that the current legislation outlines.
It is likely that one of these processes would be required if any subsequent urban regeneration is
to occur on the Dunedin urban waterfront.

4.2

The History of Carisbrook

The current Carisbrook site in Caversham, Dunedin, was established in 1907, when the Otago
Rugby Football Union purchased the land and developed a grandstand. Development continued at
the site and the Carisbrook ground developed into a stadium. It remained relatively the same until
the 1990s, when the Otago Rugby Football Union decided parts of it need to be renovated.
$14million was invested in the ground, with a new stand developed at the northern end, corporate
suites built along the eastern side, and floodlights were installed for any scheduled night matches
(Carisbrook Stadium Trust online, 2007a). However, with the advent of professional Rugby in
,I

1995, the stadium's facilities, in terms of broadcasting and team requirements, were deemed
inadequate for it to hold major rugby events, which the stadium was historically renowned for.
This was decided by the New Zealand Rugby Union, the organisation who delegate major games
(Sam and Scherer, 2006). In response to this, the Otago Rugby Football Union and the Dunedin
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City Council commissioned a report in 2004 to determine the best options on how to approach
the Carisbrook situation. This report was undertaken by consultants, who recommended that an
upgrade was the most viable option. Another consultancy was engaged in 2005 to report on a
$50million upgrade of the ground. The monetary limit was deemed insufficient to bring the
ground up to the standard imposed by the New Zealand Rugby Union. Also in 2005, New
Zealand was awarded the rights to host the Rugby World Cup 2011, a sport mega-event. This
.'

meant there was additional pressure to upgrade the stadium if Dunedin wished to host any of the
tournaments matches (Sam and Scherer, 2006).

In November 2005, a leading Dunedin businessman and former Councillor was appointed by the
'>

Otago Rugby Football Union to establish a trust, known as the Carisbrook Stadium Trust, which
was to investigate all options available for Carisbrook. It also took over the everyday running of
the facility. The Trust employed specialists to consider the options for Carisbrook. This coalition
of experts determined that the best option for Carisbrook was to construct a completely new
facility at Awatea Street, situated at the northern end of the Dunedin City waterfront. This site
was chosen due to the opportunity to integrate the development with the University of Otago, and
the need from the University for additional space for its functions. There were also development
limitations at the present Carisbrook site due to it being proximal to a residential area, including

,l-

height restrictions and shading effects, and traffic management issues. The Awatea Street site is
the site that the Trust is pursuing to develop the proposed stadium on.

,'-

4.3

The Present New Carisbrook Proposal

On 9 August 2006, the Carisbrook Stadium Trust announced that they were going to pursue the
construction of a new stadium at Awatea Street, in North Dunedin. The Stadium Trust then
established a design and calculated potential costs. This information was released to the public on
23 February this year (2007). Included in the February announcement were six options for
stadium development in Dunedin- two designs for the Awatea St location (one with a roof and
one without a roof), and four for the current Carisbrook site (two refurbishment options of the
current facility, and two complete replacements of the current facility on the same site). The
t,

Stadium Trust favoured the Awatea Street roofed Stadium option due to the University of Otago
indicating that it would be involved if this was the option selected and in doing so would help
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with funding requirements. Therefore the Awatea Street roofed Stadium is the option which is
being pursued through the New Zealand planning process.

The Awatea Street site forms the northern section of the Industrial area of the Dunedin

l

waterfront. Historically, this area encompassed a wide range of activities, from the receipt of raw
material to the dispatch or use in another process or disposal of any product or waste material

.\

:,

(Dunedin City Council, 2006a). The site currently houses a refrigeration unit used by a diary
company. In order for the land to be used for the purposes required by the stadium, the proposal
needs to be analysed under the relevant planning legislation.

4.4

i

The Legislative Planning Context of the Present Proposal

At the national level, the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) is New Zealand's main
y

legislation for managing planning activities. Under Section 72 of the RMA, territorial local
authorities are required to prepare district plans as a means of achieving the Acts purpose, which
is set out in Section 5 as "the sustainable management of natural and physical resources". The
Dunedin City Council is the territorial local authority with jurisdiction of the proposed stadium
site. The Dunedin City Council prepares the Dunedin City District Plan, which is an essential

.\

>

document to the proposal, as it sets the objectives and rules relating to development at the
proposed stadium site.

j

4.4.1
I>

The Dunedin City District Plan

The method by which the Dunedin City District Plan sets objectives and rules is through the use
of zones. The Dunedin City Council divided the city into 15 different zones, and provided
objectives and rules for each zone, so that "within each'zone, activities are managed on the basis
of the effects of those activities" (Dunedin City Council, 2006a: 1:14). The zones are divided into
broad areas of rural, residential, activity, industrial, port and campus.

The proposed stadium site is located in an industrial area, as part of the Industrial zone 1. Under
,I

the objectives and rules in the district plan, the proposed stadium can be classified as a
recreational activity, as this is what the current stadium facility in Dunedin is considered, and
therefore is a Discretionary Activity (Restricted). This means that a resource consent is required
for the activity to proceed, with the Dunedin City Council having reserved its discretion when
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deciding if resource consent should be granted. The proposed stadium activity must comply with
the standards, terms and conditions imposed by the district plan. However, the proposal also
includes educational and retail facilities. These activity types are not provided for under any
activity classifications of Industrial 1 zone, and therefore are considered Non-Complying. These
supplementary activities mean it becomes significantly harder to gain consent for the proposal.
Therefore, it was recommended to the Carisbrook Stadium Trust by a planning consultancy that
_,

the optimal way for the proposal to gain consents was through the utilisation of a plan change
application.

Under Section 73(2) of the RMA, "any person may request a territorial authority to change a
::,-

District Plan". A plan change application must be provided in the manner set out in Schedule 1 of
the RMA, and all requests which are considered by the local authority must be publicly notified.
The plan change applicant can provide a suggested set of objectives and rules for the zone that

r,

they want to change, which will make it easier to gain the consents required, and these objectives
and rules are either adopted or modified by the local authority. It is expected that a plan change
request will be lodged by the Carisbrook Stadium Trust in November 2007 (Smith, 2007). If a
plan change request is accepted by the Dunedin City Council, it will become relatively easier for
the proposed stadium development to gain the required resource consents .

.\

In terms of any subsequent regeneration which may occur on the Dunedin urban waterfront, a
similar process of requiring resource consent or requesting a plan change will be needed for any
developments. The land between the proposed stadium site and the Steamer Basin is a mixture of
:,-

Industrial 1 and Port 2 zones. Regeneration activities, if they occur, are likely to be classified as
recreational, residential or retail type. Under the current Industrial 1 zone rules, recreational
activities would be classified either as Permitted or Discretionary (Restricted) activities.

:,

Residential activities would be either Permitted or Discretionary (Restricted) activities,
depending on the proposed location in the area. Retail activities would be Non-Complying
activities. Under the current Port 2 zone rules Recreational activities would be classified either
Permitted or Discretionary (Restricted), and both Residential and Retail activities would be NonComplying. All Discretionary (Restricted) and Non-Complying activities would require resource
consent from the Dunedin City Council, unless there was a plan change which changed these
activities to being permitted.
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4.4.2

Otago Regional Plans and Policy Statements

The RMA also provides for regional authorities, whose functions under the RMA include
primary responsibility for the management of water, air and soil conservation. Regional
authorities establish objectives, policies and methods for the integrated management of the
natural and physical resources of the region. The regional authority with jurisdiction for the
Dunedin region is the Otago Regional Council. The Otago Regional Council provides a number
of plans and policy statements to manage any regionally significant effects of the use,
development and protection of land.

\

Of these plans and policy statements, there are a number which could influence the proposed
stadium and any subsequent urban regeneration. These are:
•

)'

•
•
•

The Otago Regional Policy Statement, Built Environment Chapter, due to potential effects
on the built environment.
The Regional Plan: Air for Otago, due to potential air discharge and air quality effects
during any construction phases.
The Regional Plan: Waste for Otago, due to possible contamination of sites.
The Regional Plan: Water for Otago, due to the area in question being adjacent to the
Water of Leith and Otago Harbour.

It should be noted, however, that the key document which the stadium proposal and any
subsequent urban regeneration that may occur will effect is the Dunedin City District Plan, as the
land in question is under the jurisdiction of the Dunedin City Council.

4.4.3

The Local Government Act and the Long Term Community Council Plan

The Local Government Act 2002 (LGA) is also an important statute in the stadium development
case, through the Dunedin City Long Term Community Council Plan (LTCCP) which is created
under the LGA. The LTCCP is a document produced by the local territorial authority in
conjunction with intense community consultation, every three years. It provides detail about what
the community desires for the district, and from that a long-term focus for the decisions and
activities of the local authority is gained. It is unlikely that the current Dunedin LTCCP will
provide for any stadium development activities, but if a stadium is built, it is likely that any
redevelopment of the urban waterfront will be partly controlled by what the community desires
for the area, as acknowledged in the then existing LTCCP.
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4.4.4

Central Government input into Local Government Planning

There is provision under Sections 24 and 140 of the RMA for the Minister for the Environment to
be called in and become the consent authority for a project which is considered by the Minister to
be a proposal of national significance. There are criteria which need to be met by the Minister
when considering if a proposal is of national significance. Of the criteria, the current Dunedin
stadium proposal could fit within s140(2)(a)- The proposal has aroused widespread public
.\

concern or interest regarding its actual or likely effect on the environment (including the global
environment). It should be noted that environment is defined in Section 2 of the RMA as
including:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

ecosystems and their constituent parts, including people and communities;
and
all natural and physical resources; and
amenity values; and
the social, economic, aesthetic, and cultural conditions which affect the
matters stated in paragraphs (a) to (c) or which are affected by those
matters.

v

The proposal could be considered by the Minister as being an appropriate proposal to be called in
for, and it is a matter of waiting to see if this is what the Minister decides. In any case where the
Minister is called in, the Minister must consider the public's opinion, but being the final decision
maker, can disregard this, as with any other opinion, so long as it is justified. This means that if
the Minister is called in, any concerns the public may have could be disregarded. As stated in
Chapter Two, the disregarding of public concerns has repeatedly occurred with stadium
development decisions at overseas locations.

4.5

Conclusion

This chapter has outlined the background as to why, and who, has proposed a new stadium for
Dunedin. It also outlines the legislative and planning process which the proposal is required to
>

partake before any possible development of a stadium. It is important to consider the legislation
and planning processes, as a similar process would be required for any urban regeneration which
may occur if the stadium proposal is accepted by the local, and possibly national, decision
making authority.
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Chapter five now follows with the establishment of a context and description of results from the
three case study locations where stadiums have recently been implemented, and how urban
regeneration, if any has occurred, has been managed.

\
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CASE STUDY FINDINGS

\

5.1

Introduction

The current research evaluated, through the use of three case studies, the urban regeneration
mechanisms and effects that relatively recently constructed stadia had on their adjacent
waterfront spaces. The aim of this chapter is to present the results gained from the data collection
process through a number of themes. These themes are a combination of the key findings from
the data collection as well as key findings which have followed through from the review of the
relevant literature (Chapter Two). The key themes which are used are: former site uses; new
development types and current area usage; planning processes used in regeneration projects;
connectivity to existing urban areas; and sustainability principles used in any development. These
themes will also be carried through to the discussion (Chapter Six).

This chapter is divided into six main sections. The first section provides an overview context of
each case study (Sydney, Melbourne and Wellington). There are then five sections which are
based around the key themes, as outlined above. A concluding section ends the chapter. Each
case study is analysed in respect to the themes of the research. This is done in order to provide a
basis for the results to be comparatively analysed, both with themselves and also with the
Dunedin situation. All aspects of the research framework (key informant interviews, site analysis
and document analysis) have been combined to achieve the results for each theme. The key
informant interviews provided the greatest insight into how each area has changed since the
advent of the new stadia, with the site analysis and document analysis providing clarity and
further insight into the ideas suggested in the key informant interviews. Each Key Informant was
asked similar questions.
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The conclusion provides an overview of the results which were similar between each case study,
as well as the differences, and therefore is an appropriate place from which an in depth discussion
of the meaning of the results can be generated in the following chapter.

5.2
,\

Case Study Contexts

This section provides a general overview of where each case study is located, and the reasons
why a stadium was built in a waterfront location at each site. It also covers who the local
planning authority is at each site, and the reasons, if any, as to why this may be different from the
surrounding area.

5.2.1

Sydney: Sydney Olympic Park at Homebush Bay

The Sydney case study was based on the Homebush Bay Olympic Park development. Instead of
y

focussing on one specific stadium, it focussed on the wider facilities which were built as part of
:,

the 2000 Olympic Game infrastructure, including the Olympic Stadium (Telstra Stadium),
Superdome (Acer Arena), Athletic Centre, Aquatic Centre, Hockey Centre, Golf Centre and
Tennis Centre. None of the venues are explicitly waterfront locations, but the Olympic Park

.l

redevelopment area, as governed by the Sydney Olympic Park Authority jurisdiction bounds the
southern end of Homebush Bay and the south-eastern headland of the Paramatta River (see Plate
5.1).

The Sydney Olympic Park area was formerly state government owned land at the northern
boundary of the Auburn Council local government jurisdiction. However, as part of the Olympic
Games planning, control was handed over to the newly formed Olympic Co-ordination Authority.
The goal for this authority was to ensure that all the facilities required for the Olympic Games
were built and any other factors, such as giving the area improved aesthetic value, were also
made prior to the beginning of the games in September 2000. In 2001, the area was taken over by
the Sydney Olympic Park Authority, who are currently the local authority for the area, and
therefore responsible for managing any urban development and planning matters. The following
Plate (5 .1) shows the jurisdiction of the Sydney Olympic Park Authority.
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Sydney Olympic Park Authority's Jurisdiction

Plate 5.1: Sydney Olympic Park Authority Jurisdiction
(Source: UBD, 2006a)
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5.2.2

Melbourne: Docklands and Telstra Stadium

The Docklands in Melbourne is a 220 hectare waterfront development situated at the western end
of Melbourne' s city grid. The reason it was chosen as a case study is because it is home to the
Telstra Dome, a stadium situated in the area. The following Plate (5.2) shows the location of the
Docklands compared to Melbourne city:

't>

.

.

Key:
Melbourne City Grid
Docklands (as defined by the Docklands Authority Act 1991)

I>

Plate 5.2: Location of Docklands and Melbourne City Grid
(Source: UBD, 2006b)
The Docklands was a brownfield development site owned by the Crown. The idea to regenerate
the site into a mixed-use type development was floated in the late 1980s and early 1990s. The
State Government at the time decided the optimal way to do this was to break the area into nine

C>

precincts and tender these out to developers. New legislation was drafted to ensure the legality of
this idea, through the Docklands Authority Act 1991 . This Act set up the Docklands Authority,
who were effectively the planning authority for the area, although their brief was to get the land
developed with as little restrictions and development control as possible. The Docklands
Authority was funded with public money.
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Construction on the stadium commenced in 1997, and was completed in 2000. It was a fully
privately funded enterprise, with money being provided by a consortium of developers, including
the Australian Football League and the Channel Seven television station (Key Informant 4). It
was also the first development to be finished in the Docklands area.

5.2.3

Wellington: Lambton Harbour and Westpac Stadium

The Wellington Waterfront regeneration project was first floated in 1982 by the Wellington Civic
Trust (Wellington Waterfront Limited, 2000). Various proposals for how the waterfront should
be developed were prepared in 1986, with a mixed use of residential and public open space being
a common theme throughout the different proposals. In 1987, the Wellington Harbour Board and
Wellington City Council supported the Lambton Harbour Development Concept, proposed by
Lambton Harbour Group (which was a partnership group of the two authorities established in
1985). Legislation was passed by Central Government called the Wellington City Council Vesting

and Empowering Act 1987. This effectively allowed the Wellington Waterfront to be developed
as a 'single, special [planning] zone' (Wellington Waterfront Limited, 2000), and therefore eased
the implementation of the Lambton Harbour Development Project.

The idea to develop a stadium in the waterfront site was "accidental" (Key Informant 9), and was
a combination of financial and land availability factors. It had not been included in any
waterfront development plans. Building of the stadium started in 1998 and was finished in 2000.
The stadium is situated at the northern section of Wellington's commercial port, and is linked to
the Lambton Harbour space by a concourse, which provides the main thoroughfare for stadium
patrons, as shown on Plate 5 .3:
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,.
Plate 5.3: Wellington Stadium in relation to Lambton Harbour
(Source: Wellington Waterfront Limited Collection)

...

r

The overview contexts of the three case study stadia and waterfront areas demonstrate that each
case has its own, unique, context. Sydney Olympic Park' s sports facilities are not waterfront,
although the planning authority' s jurisdiction covers waterfront spaces. A waterfront stadium was
the first development in Melbourne's Docklands. The Wellington stadi um's location was not
planned specifically as a waterfront stadium, but factors led to it being located in an area
proximal to an on-going waterfront regeneration project. Therefore, while the case studies can be
viewed as being under the basic premise of a stadium in a waterfront location, the context
providing as to why they are located there are all different, with the only similarities coming in
each respective areas former uses.

.

5.3

Former Site Uses

The three case studies are alike in the fact that the former land use of each site was industrial
activity. Each individual case study has had various types of industry using the respective space,
which has meant that different problems and remediation challenges have been necessary in order
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to convert the space for its current use. Further common ground between the case studies is
revealed when examining who the land that each stadium and any subsequent regeneration that
has occurred, previously belonged to. When a question of this nature was asked of Key
Informants who would have knowledge of previous ownership, the answers were as follows in
Table 5.1:
l

Table 5.1: Key Informant Quotations on Former Ownership of Case Study Sites

Sydney
"[Olympic Park] was built
umm, on the site just because
it was, you know, there was
government land available"
(Key Informant 1)

Melbourne
Wellington
"[the land] was disused public The Stadium Land: "[the land]
land" (Key Informant 4)
was gradually being sold down
by the Crown" (Key Informant
9)
The Waterfront Land: "[the]
land was vacant, and the
decision was to let the Council
own it" (Key Informant 9)

Table 5.1 shows that in each case study, the land on which each stadium and its surrounding built
environment was to be constructed was all Government owned (in Sydney and Melbourne cases
State Government, and in Wellington's case Local Government) and therefore was publicly
owned.

Melbourne's Docklands and Wellington's Lambton Harbour both suffered from the effects of
containerisation, as described in the review of the relevant literature (Chapter Two). Taking
Wellington for example, as demand for larger shipping berths and deeper water increased,
Lambton Harbour's use as a port diminished, and construction was made on a new container port
to the area north of Lambton Harbour- "The Harbour Board moved [its] operations down to the
new container wharf, and so this left the [Lambton Harbour] land vacant" (Key Informant 9).
This occurred in the early 1980s (Wellington Waterfront Limited, 2000). Around the same time,
New Zealand was undergoing major economic restructuring, and as a part of this restructure was
the selling of state owned enterprises, including New Zealand Railways.
"Following the corporatisation and then the privatisation of rail, [the government]
had a lot of room in the rail yards which [was] sitting, and wasn't going to be
used ... Stadium advocates approached the Minister of Lands and said "we're
thinking of building a stadium, would you hold the land for us?" This was agreed
to by parliament."
(Key Informant 9)
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Naturally, due to their mutually beneficial relationship, railway lands and port lands have
historically been sited in proximal, if not the same, area. This occurred in Wellington, with the
main rail yards located next to the p01t space, with feeder links connecting into the waterfront
space. Elements of this can still be seen in Lambton Harbour today (Site Analysis 3). It can also
mean that associated infrastructure, such as roads which can be used to truck heavy freight are
also located in these areas. Wellington's waterfront has a main arterial road which effectively
acts as a barrier between the main commercial and business area of the city and the waterfront.
This road is highlighted in Plate 5.5, being the road immediately to west of the Lambton Harbour
redevelopment. This issue will be further analysed in the section on connectivity.

The Melbourne historical situation is similar to Wellington's. Key informants were in agreement
that the Docklands area was previously used as a port space as can be seen in Table 5.2 (below),
and has become available due to the advent of containerisation.

Table 5.2: Key Informant Quotations indicating Melbourne's Docklands Former Use

Key Informant 5
"It was just warehousing and
docks ... there'd been no
factories and that type of
thing down there"

Key Informant 6
"It was all cargo and freight,
train
shipping,
and
transport ... we [Melbourne's
public] all went right around
it ... The port is now down at
Footscray"

Kev Informant 7
"Previously .. .it was just used
for the port ... You couldn't
really go there"

Key Informant 6 also makes reference to the use of rail transport. The Docklands again show the
symbiotic relationship that port areas and railway have historically had. The Docklands is
immediately proximal to Melbourne's, and Victoria's, major intra- and inter-state railway station,
Southern Cross Station. This has also presented a problem in the form of a barrier, and this will
also be further explored in the section on connectivity.

Homebush Bay in Sydney varies from the containerisation process seen in the other case studies.
At no stage in the past was Homebush Bay used as a major port area. The industry that existed at
Homebush Bay consisted of heavy, noxious types (Key Informants 1 and 2). Key Informant 2,
who is a long-term resident of more than 60 years in the Homebush Bay region, throughout the
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interview noted many forms of heavy noxious industry which had occurred in the location. These
are summarised in Box 5.1 below:

Box 5.1: Farmer Industry Types located in Home bush Bay, as indicated by Key Informant 2

•
•
•
•
•

State Brickworks
State Abattoir
Naval Armament Store
Chemical factory which .made Callan Gas
Paintworks

The area was also used as a site where unrestricted and unmonitored industrial waste and rubbish
was dumped, "it was seen as a backwater dumping ground for lower quality industries that the
rest of Sydney, and probably Australia, didn't want" (Key Informant 1), as well as being a
decommissioned ship-dumping ground (Sydney Olympic Park Authority, 2005). This meant that
the site, prior to the 1990s, was considered hazardous, with amounts of dioxins and lead
contaminating the area (Key Informants 1, 2 and 3). A large amount of remediation work was
required to bring the land up to an acceptable standard for recreational, commercial and
residential use.

Industry remnants remain at Homebush Bay. The Brickpit, where the ingredients for bricks were
extracted, remains (see Plate 5.4). The Brickpit has been preserved due to biodiversity issues, and
will be further explored further in the section on sustainability principles. A liquid waste
recycling plant is currently in operation in the Homebush Bay area. It is the only facility of its
nature which exists in New South Wales, and therefore it was not removed for the Olympic
Games. Key Informant 1 stated that there were plans to remove it as part of developing the
Olympic Game infrastructure, but it was easier for it to remain due to the amount of investment
that had been put into it. A prison is the only other former use which has continued to be used at
the site.
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Plate 5.4: The Former Brickworks Brickpit Excavation at Homebush Bay, Sydney
(Source: Personal Collection)

Lambton Harbour in Wellington also has fragments of its industrial past visible today. The
remnants of former fingers of railway line which connected the rail yards and the waterfront space
still exist; however, their railway function has been discontinued. The stadium concourse, shown
in Plate 5.3, passes above current railways operations. Other former industrial signifiers in the

,..

area include a number of former harbour board and port associated buildings, which are still used,
although their function has been significantly altered. An example of this is Shed 21 at the
northern end of the Lambton Harbour redevelopment. It was built in 1911 as a wool store, was

.

then largely unused throughout the 1980s and 1990s, and then was renovated into apartments and
office space in the late 1990s (Key Informant 11 ).

,.

In contrast to Sydney and Wellington, Melbourne has very limited remnants of its former port use
remaining in the Docklands area. The main railway hub of Southern Cross Station remains, but
none of the former lines into the Docklands space still exist. Key Informant 6 notes:

0,

Where I worked, there were cargo sheds, on that corner of Flinders and Spencer
Streets ... the goods would come off the ships, be stored in these sheds, and then
transported by train to wherever they were going ... There's one remaining cargo
shed and it has only been kept for posterity reasons, and it's even been cut in half.

•)

This remaining cargo shed was renovated to accommodate a planned road, which meant the
middle of the shed was demolished. It currently hosts a classic car collection.
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In synthesis, in the two case studies where containerisation had an effect, only pockets of former

industry signifiers remain, mainly in the form of old buildings. Homebush Bay has continued
with two of its pre-stadium industrial uses, being the prison and liquid waste recycling facility.
However, Key Informant 1 considers, that the recycling facility "won't be there in the longer
term .. .it probably will reach the end of its economic life, so there will be a time to convert it to
other uses. We're proposing residential uses as a particular option".

The advent of new stadia in two of the three areas (Sydney and Melbourne) has led to a change in
the built environment at those locations. Wellington differs, but has effectively incorporated a
stadium into its waterfront redevelopment plans, therefore offering a slightly different slant on
the way that it has influenced its built environment.

The following section will explain the changes which have occurred in these spaces since the
introduction of stadia, or the implementation of a redevelopment proposal.

5.4

New Development Types and Current Area Usage

There is academic agreement that new stadia bring changes to their surrounding space (Essex and
Chalkley, 2004, Thornley, 2002). However, the degree and type of these changes can vary
between different stadia, and this has been acknowledged in the review of the relevant literature
(Chapter Two). The current research agreed with this literature, as it was discovered that whilst
the stadia in each case study did lead to forms of urban regeneration; the degree, type, and
outcome aims in each case study was variable, as was the reason stadia were introduced into
these areas. This section examines the changes that have occurred in each case study space, and
compares the planned future outcome of each location. The boxes below show the aims for each
area smTounding a new stadium:
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Box 5.2: Development Aims for Sydney Olympic Park (Homebush Bay)

11

II
II

The current masterplan allows for 10,000 workers on the site and 3000 residents (Sydney
Olympic Park Authority, 2006). The Sydney Olympic Park Authority is in the process of
drafting a new masterplan:
"The new masterplan [to be known as 'Masterplan 2025'] will provide for a capacity
for 16,000 residents and 17,000 workers, and 5-6000 students on the site as well"
(Key Informant 1).
Note: the new masterplan had not been published at the time of thesis submission.

Box 5.3: Development Aims for Melbourne's Docklands
"In 12 to 15 years' time, Melbourne Docklands is expected to become:

•
•
•

...

a home for 20,000 [people]
a workplace for 30,000 people in a wide variety of employment
a world-class destination for 55,000 visitors on average per day"
(VicUrban, 2003: 6)

Box 5.4: Development Aims for Lambton Harbour, Wellington

Ii

.

The vision for Lambton Harbour has evolved over time, since the Lambton Harbour
Development Concept was produced in 1986. The main features in this document were to
provide:
• generous public open spaces
• retain, enhance, or relocate existing buildings
The facilities proposed in the concept plan were "to provide a range of activities for people
with varying interests and values" (Lambton Harbour Group, 1986: 15).
The most recent development-guiding document is The Wellington Waterfront Framework,
produced in 2001. The vision statement in this document is:
"Wellington's Waterfront is a special place that welcomes all people to live, work
and play in the beautiful and inspiring spaces and architecture that connect our city
to the sea and protect our heritage for future generations"
(Waterfront Leadership Group, 2001: 11).

Each development aim makes reference to a mixed-use type development in the spaces.
Homebush Bay and Docklands explicitly state population and employment goals, whereas
Lambton Harbour is more ambiguous in its vision of the area developing into place for the
Wellington community and visitors to live, work and play (Waterfront Leadership Group, 2001).

Mixed use of space type developments have become the norm in recent urban regeneration
projects (Sairinen and Kumpulainen, 2006). The standard mixture of uses which occur with
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waterfront regeneration projects include public space, and residential, commercial and cultural
uses (Bassett et al., 2002, Hoyle, 2000, Munoz, 2006, Sairinen and Kumpulainen, 2006, SazSalazar and Garcia-Menendez, 2003).

All case study developments have occurred in a staged manner. This refers to the fact that as one
area is finished it is opened for use, while work continues on another area in the redevelopment.
The first development to occur in the Docklands was the stadium (Key Informants 4, 6 and 7).
The stadium led to the area becoming connected with the city (Key Informants 4 and 6), and
therefore it became the first time the general public had access to the Docklands (Key Informant
6). There has been significant construction since this time, and commercial operations have
opened in the area including cafes, restaurants and bars (Key Informants 5, 6 and 7). There are
also some corporate businesses moving into the Docklands. Channel Seven Television has its
Melbourne Studio in the area, and the ANZ Bank Victoria office is in the process of shifting into
a building in the area. However, the majority of the buildings house residential apartments as
"that's what the market has indicated it wants, so therefore that is what is going in" (Key
Informant 8). If the 20,000 resident population in the Docklands is reached, it will double the
population of Melbourne's current city area (Key Informant 5). The demand for housing in
Docklands is high, with "mainly young professionals" being the demographic leading this
demand- "Apartments are being bought off the plans" (Key Informant 8).

Conversely, at Sydney Olympic Park, Homebush Bay has been struggling to attract new
residents, and a reason for this could be a drop off in the residential market (Key Informant 1).
This statement is challenged however, by Key Informant 3, who stated that demand in the
residential market for Western Sydney (the broad Sydney region within which Homebush Bay is
situated) is increasing. Other factors than residential demand need to be examined to find out why
the demand for apartments in the Sydney Olympic Park is low, such as the ease of access in
getting to the area.

Wellington is almost at its development capacity in terms of the original area outlined in 1986,
but there are now plans to expand the southern end of the development onto the Overseas
Terminal wharf, and Wellington Waterfront Limited is also waiting for the outcome of consent
application for a hotel development in the Queens Wharf area (Key Informant 9). As with the
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Docklands, Lambton Harbour also caters for a degree of residential apartment type dwellings,
and a reason for doing so is:

·'

We've put in a good lot of residential because [Lambton Harbour] was pretty dead
at nights. And if you get that residential, firstly you get people there, you wake it
up at night and secondly, you get that custodial influence ... We're quite keen to
have residential spread right along, not just in one enclave
(Key Informant 9)
Having people reside in new developments does give benefits to an area at night, but if a
development has a large proportion of residential development it can lead to a feeling of dullness
during the day (Site Analysis 2). This occurred in the Docklands. When this was to put to Key
Informants, the comments were as follows:
.A lot of new developments of any kind feel like that for a time. You know, a new
car in a new neighbourhood on a new waterfront. They feel like that because they
are new. It's like a new car, and, over time, it becomes worn and events accrue
there, and it gets these layers of life.
(Key Informant 4)
Well, I guess it's still early days. There's a lot of people, obviously, who live there
but with high rise apartments, people are not on the ground. They're actually in the
buildings so you tend not to see those people ... The majority of people residing in
the Docklands area, in fact, work in the city or nearby and that's probably why they
have bought there.
(Key Informant 5)

.,

The first statement from Key Informant 4, above, provides insight into the fact that it is a long
process to get a new redevelopment feeling like it belongs as a part of the city. The second
;,

statement gives an indication to a way of facilitating how people can be in a newly developed
area at an early stage: this is the need for employment space to be incorporated into any project
without delay. If there are employment spaces as well as living spaces in an area as it 'grows up',
not as many people will be leaving the area during standard working hours, and also people will
be commuting into the area to work. Docklands does have some commercially functioning
buildings currently, but the ratio between commercial and residential space heavily favours the
residential.

This section has shown that a mixed use of activities is needed in new developments to ensure
·r

they become vibrant spaces. A number of factors need to combine to encourage vibrancy,
including offering commercial space as well as residential early in the development stages.
Commercial space can be used to draw people into an area during standard working hours.
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Another factor which needs to be considered, and is done later in this chapter, is the ease of
connection from existing urban areas into the newly developed space. There needs to be a
combination of pull factors for waterfront developments to seem lively, and therefore an
attractive place for residents, workers and visitors alike.

Each case study location is using different tools to achieve their desired outcomes. These tools
are a result of a legislative and policy directive from a hierarchical type of local, state and
national governments. In Australia, individual States are responsible for their respective planning
legislation, whereas in New Zealand there is national legislation governing regional and district
planning.

To achieve the visions outlined in Boxes 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4, each redevelopment is

required to undergo the legislative and policy planning process for that state or region.

5.5

Planning Processes used in Regeneration Projects

Each case study is unique in terms of the requirements that determine how the planning is
undertaken at the respective locations. This section will attempt to demonstrate that these
requirements are usually based on a combination of factors derived from political pressure of the
government which is responsible for planning. This section examines the planning legislation and
pressures which each case study faced, and from these pressures examines how public
consultation was assumed by these statutory documents. The section then determines how the
?

planning process and subsequent development was financed, which was either by the private
sector, or in some form of a public-private partnership.

5.5.1

Planning Legislation

The factors which lead to how planning is undertaken usually stem from the aims and objectives
of the responsible government. Crudely speaking, the political pressure often comes from a prodevelopment government or a no-development government, and this refers back to the political
party in power, and what values form the basis of that party. A further factor which influences
planning legislation can be time pressure, such as mega-event deadlines for developments to be
finished. However, one similarity between the three cases does exist: Each area where an attempt
for urban regeneration has occurred, specific developmental legislation was written from its
controlling government:
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•
•
•

New South Wales: Olympic Co-ordination Authority Act 1995 and Sydney Olympic Park
Act 2001
Victoria: Docklands Authority Act 1991 and Victoria Urban Development Authority Act
2003
New Zealand: Wellington Harbour Board and Wellington City Council Vesting and
Empowering Act 1987

The Sydney Olympic Park Act and Victorian Urban Development Authority Act (and their
predecessors, as shown above) have guided the majority of the development in their respective
jurisdictions since they were passed.

The Wellington Harbour Board and Wellington City Council Vesting and Empowering Act 1987
was effectively replaced four years after it was passed, by New Zealand's current planning and
development legislation, the Resource Management Act 1991. However, the 1987 Act had, under
Section 4, determined that the land indicated for regeneration under the aforementioned Lambton

Harbour Development Concept be vested in the Wellington City Council. The Wellington City
Council then set up a company to manage the development of the area, known as Lambton
Harbour Management Limited. This company, which has evolved into Wellington Waterfront
Limited, has, since 1991, been under the legislative authority of the RMA and its associated
mechanisms. Lambton Harbour has been developed as a single planning zone as determined
under the 1987 Act, but development has been guided by the 1991 Act mechanisms, including the
Wellington City District Plan. However, the management company, under the district plan, was
given leeway to develop the area as per the 1986 Development Concept. This led to the creation
of facilities which the public had limited input in and backlash ensued. Lambton Harbour
Management Limited arranged public meetings, and the district plan was eventually amended to
ensure an increase in public consultation.

The Homebush Bay area had been earmarked for development prior to Sydney winning the right
to host the Olympics (Searle, 2002). The pipeline mechanism to develop Homebush Bay had
always been to create a development authority for the area. This development authority has had
different guises since this decision- The Homebush Bay Development Corporation, The Olympic
Co-ordination Authority, and currently the Sydney Olympic Park Authority, which was formed in
r

2001. Each development authority has effectively owned the land, as they are state government
subsidiaries. The Olympic Co-ordination Authority had the 2000 Olympic Games date as its
major focus, and therefore gained a large amount of capital and works (Key Informant 2), but no
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bigger visions were really considered by this authority (Key Informant 1); "the pragmatic nature
of the need to actually deliver the venues, meant they just decided to put [any future planning]
issues aside" (Key Informant 1). The Olympic Co-ordination Authority was introduced by the
Olympic Co-ordination Authority Act 1995, which basically let them cut across normal planning
processes. "They new what they were going to do and they did it. The justification was
timescale" (Key Informant 2) .
.\

When the Sydney Olympic Park Authority took over in 2001, a new vision for the area was
I ·~

needed, which incorporated the Olympic facilities. The Sydney Olympic Park Authority Act
2001 stated under Section 3, the function of the newly constituted Sydney Olympic Park
Authority was to make all reasonable attempts to:
(a) ensure that Sydney Olympic Park becomes an active and vibrant town centre within
metropolitan Sydney, and
(b) ensure that Sydney Olympic Park becomes a premium destination for cultural,
entertainment, recreation and sporting events, and
(c) ensure that any new development carried out under or in accordance with this Act
accords with best practice environmental and town planning standards, and
(d) ensure the protection and enhancement of the natural heritage of the Millennium
Parklands.
The function of the authority, is, under Section 13:

i'

>

(a) to promote, co-ordinate and manage the orderly and economic development and use of
Sydney Olympic Park, including the provision and management of infrastructure,
(b) to promote, co-ordinate, organise, manage, undertake, secure, provide and conduct
cultural, sporting, educational, commercial, tourist, recreational, entertainment and
transport activities and facilities,
(c) to protect and enhance the natural and cultural heritage of Sydney Olympic Park,
particularly the Millennium Parklands,
(d) to provide, operate and maintain public transport facilities within Sydney Olympic
Park,
(e) to liaise with and maintain arrangements with Olympic organisations, such as the
International Olympic Committee and the Australian Olympic Committee
Incorporated.
Sydney Olympic Park Authority Act (2001)
The Sydney Olympic Park Authority assumes the role a local government council would have
over their jurisdiction under Section 19 of the Act. The authority decided the best way to achieve
the statutory obligations and therefore the vision was to masterplan the area. A post-games
masterplan was published in 2002, which established a small town centre around the Olympic
facilities, but this has now been surpassed by the aforementioned 2025 vision. Even though it has
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been considered by one key informant that the residential market in Sydney is starting to "die",
residential and commercial development is still occurring in Homebush Bay, as if you "give the
developers anything to build on, they'll do it'' (Key Informant 3). And the assumption from a
neighbouring community's representative is "that when everything is totally built in 50-100
years, [Sydney Olympic Park Authority] will vanish" (Key Informant 2), without any of the
affected residents being properly consulted. The Sydney Olympic Park Authority, like all local
governments in New South Wales is still bound by planning regulations as set by the New South
Wales Department of Urban Affairs and Planning.

Melbourne's Docklands were subject to special planning rules under Section 10 of the Docklands
Act 1991, which outlined the functions of the Docklands Authority (later to become VicUrban,
under the Victorian Urban Development Authority Act 2003, who are essentially the same
(X

authority, but with power to develop land elsewhere in Victoria). They are therefore not subject
to the standard Victorian Planning regimes. The functions of the Docklands Authority, under
Section 10, was to:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

...

to develop the Docklands area
to promote and encourage the involvement of the private sector in that development
to oversee and co-ordinate the development by others of the Docklands area
to investigate development options and prepare and implement development
strategies
(e) to investigate infrastructure options and prepare and implement plans for
infrastructure co-ordination
(f) to take, support or promote measures to encourage people to live and work in the area
(g) to take, support or promote measures to create in the area an attractive environment
(h) to encourage appropriate public involvement in that development
(i) to promote, assist in and co-ordinate the economic, cultural and social development of
the Docklands area
(j) to facilitate and, with the consent of the Minister administering the Port Services Act
1995, plan and implement the reorganization of port facilities
(k) to facilitate and, with the consent of the Minister administering the Transport Act
1983, plan and implement the reorganization of transport facilities
(1) to promote tourism to, in or for the benefit of the Docklands area
(m)to promote recreational, social and cultural activities in or for the benefit of the
Docklands area
Docklands Authority Act (1991)

The Docklands area was given to the Docklands Authority to develop the space, and involve the
private sector as much as possible. The method the Docklands Authority used to do this was to
divide the area into precincts and tender them to developers. In order to determine where the
boundaries for these precincts should be, real estate agents were consulted, and the real estate
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agents determined that the precincts should be as big as possible (Key Informant 4). Originally
the Docklands was divided into seven precincts, but this was later reshaped to nine. The public
were not involved in any of the decision making processes
The way in which private planning sees it is the bigger the bite, the more control
you can have and more profit essentially, and you can subcontract out different
sites within that. So it is a type of private city planning.
(Key Informant 4)
One of the reasons that this style of private planning development was used in Docklands could
be due to the political force which was governing Victoria at the time. The party in charge was
the Liberal Party, led by the then Premier, Jeff Kennett. He wanted Victoria to be known as a
state on the move (Key Informant 4). To become this state on the move, they wanted to show
they could get projects completed and therefore needed to invest significant amounts of money to
get some signifiers that they could point out to show this. Projects in wider Melbourne which
were undertaken during this reign were the redevelopment of the Y arra South Bank, including the
Crown Casino development, a new Melbourne Exhibition centre, and the Docklands
redevelopment. The Docklands Authority Act and Docklands Authority was established by this
government to complete the regeneration of the Docklands.

The Docklands Authority chose not to use a masterplan to show how streets and other urban
utilities would work through the space and how the space would be connected to Melbourne city,
as it was assumed the private sector would cover the cost of this. However, the standard planning
paradigm which the developers understood was that the public sector sets out the urban utility
framework and then the developers will fill this framework up. The confusion over who paid for
the urban utilities meant that the Docklands was not developed at a rate which the government
expected it would. The first development to commence in the Docklands was the Telstra Dome,
which was at the time known as Docklands Stadium. There is debate over whether a stadium in
this location is good, as one key informant points out "it's a great big inward looking thing on
prime waterfront land" (Key Informant 4). However there is general key informant consensus
that the stadium implementation was a catalyst for further development in the Docklands, as seen
in Box 5.5:
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Box 5.5: Key Informant Consensus concerning Docklands Stadium Catalyst Impact
·1

"The stadium was a kick-start, and in many ways it worked as a kick-start, because no one knew
about Docklands, it was the arse end of the city" (Key Informant 4)
"Developments down there [the Docklands] have been, apart from the football stadium which
was the catalyst, is now like office blocks and apartments" (Key Informant 5)
"The stadium has been the [Docklands] focal point, a fantastic focal point, just to recognise how
close the water is, to realise that that area exists" (Key Informant 6)
"The area was opened up with the incorporation of the stadium" (Key Informant 7)
It can be seen from the Box above, that stadium construction was instrumental in transforming
the Docklands from a post-industrial port space into a new urban area. It could be said that
having the stadium construction project underway gave the other Dockland precinct developers
the confidence to commence their construction projects.

In conclusion, a common theme that has been threaded through all three case studies is the lack
of public consultation on the development projects, although this was later changed in
Wellington's case. There is agreement on the lack of public consulting between what was found
in the academic literature, and what was found during the case study field research. The
following section examines the consultation processes used in greater detail.

.
5.5.2

Consultative Processes used in New Developments

There were differing political natures and pressures for development in the case study

.

regeneration projects (Sydney: time pressure to build for the 2000 Olympic Games, Melbourne:
the autocratic nature of the Kennett government, and Wellington: the democratic nature of the
New Zealand planning system). These pressures influenced the legislative approach to how
public consultation was undertaken in the case studies. The table below briefly outlines the
consultation processes which are used in each location:
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Table 5.3: Legislative Approaches to each Consultative Process

Case Study
Sydney

Melbourne

Wellington

-

Legislation outlining development
of each case study area
Olympic Co-Ordination Authority
Act 1995
Sydney Olympic Park Authority Act
2001
Docklands Authority Act 1991
Victorian
Urban
Development
Authority Act 2003
Wellington City District Plan under
the Resource Management Act 1991

The duty to consult under this
le~slation
No duty to consult with the public
No duty to consult with public
No duty to consult with public
No duty to consult with public
Duty to consult with public as per
activity status determined by the District
Plan.

Table 5.3 demonstrates that there has been no duty to consult with the public in either of the

•

Sydney or Melbourne Case studies. This did not mean that the respective authorities did not
consult, but the consultation which did happen can be considered as 'tokenistic'. In Melbourne,
there "was some kind of pseudo-debate in the early stages" (Key Informant 4 ), but the Melbourne
public had little input into any decisions made (Key Informant 5), as the development was "what
the state government is going to do. Just bang, this is what we want, we're going to do it, and
they did not consult" (Key Informant 7). The academic literature concurs over the fact that time
pressure when a city is awarded the right to host a mega-event usually leads to little or no public
consultation, and this is what occurred under the Olympic Co-ordination Authority Act.
However, in the post-Olympic development phase under the Sydney Olympic Park Authority
Act, the no duty to consult assertion has continued. In a situation similar to Melbourne, there has
been a tokenistic effort to publicly consult over the development of Homebush Bay. As stated in
the quote below, all new developments are advertised for public consultation in local papers and
libraries:
Everything [Sydney Olympic Park Authority] do they advertise, its available for
comment, and if you put [a submission] in, you get a letter back saying, well thank
you for your objection or comment, it will be considered. But when the final plan
comes out, absolutely nothing changes.
(Key Informant 2)
The reasons for having no duty to publicly consult on development issues in the pre-Olympic
phase may refer back to the time pressure to complete development prior to the Olympic Games

J

commencing in Sydney. There does, however, seem little reason for the Sydney Olympic Park
Authority Act not to consider public consultation a necessity. If public consultation was
undertaken in both the Sydney and Melbourne cases, Key Informants have argued that problems
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which have arisen in hindsight may have been foreseen at the time of construction. Examples of
these are the new railway line which was used to link Homebush Bay with the rest of Sydney's
rail system "was rushed in with no consultation, and consequently, it doesn't serve a very good
purpose. You know, it doesn't do far enough" (Key Informant 2). Key Informant 4 suggested that
if public consultation had been used properly in Melbourne, the problems which arose with
connectivity between the regenerating space and the city space are less likely to have arisen.

Under the Wellington City District Plan, Lambton Harbour Management Limited was only
required to publicly consult in a limited manner. Two buildings were erected in the area in 1995,
which were considered by the public as not having a high aesthetic value in a highly visible
waterfront area (Wellington Waterfront Limited, 2000). Lambton Harbour Management Limited
had also applied for a plan change to the Wellington District Plan which was to allow an increase
in the number of buildings in the Lambton Harbour zone. Under the Resource Management Act
1991, the council was required to undertake full public consultation as per requirements under the
Act. From this consultation Lambton Harbour Management and their parent, the Wellington City
Council experienced a public backlash. A Community Consultative Committee was then
established by the Wellington City Council. This committee undertook a wide range of
consultative tools, including stakeholder group interviews, public workshops, and surveys. The
upshot of this consultative committee was the Wellington Waterfront Framework 2001
document, which is controlled by the District Plan, and under that every activity, development or
D

otherwise, requires a publicly notified resource consent, with full public consultation on the
matter. The Wellington Regional Stadium Trust, which is a separate entity from Wellington
Waterfront Limited, undertook, and continues to undertake extensive consultation with a
community liaison group. The community liaison group is comprised of Thorndon Residents,
Thomdon business or Thomdon commercial, TranzRail and Centerport (Key Informant 10) who
all neighbour the stadium. In addition to this, before development of the stadium was undertaken,
the Stadium Trust ran public meetings, and undertook pamphlet drops on what they were doing.
The pamphlet drops were distributed to all letterboxes in the neighbouring suburb of Thorndon.
Advertisements were also placed in the regional newspaper for people who did not live in the
stadium's immediate vicinity. The Stadium Community Liaison group still exists, and is viewed
by the Wellington Stadium Trust as an important tool in the continuing success of the stadium:
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[T]he quality of people that have been on the liaison group have been first class
and they've been very constructive and responsible. And have made a contribution
to the success of Westpac Stadium
(Key Informant 10)
The Wellington method of consultation, since its initial issues, has attempted to gather an as
comprehensive as possible coverage of community opinions by providing different avenues of
consultation methods for the community.

If public money is being used to help fund stadium-led urban regeneration projects, community

consultation should be undertaken, as it is the community's money which is being spent. The
literature has shown that public money is often used in these type of regeneration projects,
usually in the form of public-private partnerships.
)·

5.5.3

Use of Public Private Partnerships in Regeneration Proiects

Each case study has made use of public-private partnerships to a varying degree, and this degree
can depend on the nature of the relevant planning legislation. Similar types of public-private
partnership processes were used in the Sydney and Wellington cases. This process basically
entails the public-owned land being zoned by the relevant planning authority for different uses.
Commercial, residential and sometimes open space land is then tendered for development, but
under the policies and rules for each zone, developers are restricted in how they can use it.
"'

Therefore, the public authority retains control over the urban design of the areas, and the private
sector pays for the development.

A different process was used in Melbourne's Docklands. As stated earlier in this section, the
publicly owned land was tendered out to developers. The tender was completed without any
significant amount of master planning taking place, just a limited strategic plan which stated that
the State Government wanted the area to be developed. This approach is well summed up by Key
Informant 4:
'>
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Box 5.6: Key Informant 4 's summary of Docklands Public- Private Partnership Approach
'7

•
..).

.

"With the Docklands, you can't understand their planning process with old models, that the
state was responsible for planning and the market fills up the framework that was set by the
state [as in Sydney and Wellington cases]. This was abandoned .. . [The Docklands Authority]
entered a series of agreements with different developers, and those agreements are subject to
commercial confidence .. .the urban design of the area was effectively given to the private
sector."
The theory behind this approach was that no public money was required to regenerate the
Docklands, and that proved to be the justification for the lack of public consultation. However,
this approach led to a number of problems, as exhibited by the connectivity issue mentioned in
the previous section and discussed further in the following section, and public money has been
used to remediate these problems. The main problem was that "there was no infrastructure plan"
(Key Informant 4). This led to the owners of the precincts hesitating, as they did not know how
there precincts were going to be serviced "It was like building an apartment block where all the
apartments are designed separately, and at the end you put it all together and figure out how to
get out" (Key Informant 4). The Docklands Authority was required to get the owners of the
precincts together and figure out the connectivity and infrastructure plan. The best example of the
connectivity problem and having no public money used at the outset of the development project

>

was the connectivity issue between the stadium (which was the first precinct to be completed)

.

/:

and the Southern Cross railway station:
You have the stadium for instance, and the stadium people said 'ah, we will put
this money in, thank you for the public land, its great, its right next to a train
station' . Except there is no way for the people to get from the train station and city
to the stadium. The Docklands Authority took this back to the state government
and said 'we've got this stadium but with no way to get to it. The stadium people
don't want to pay for it so we have to. So the state government ended up put
$70rnillion into connections between the wider Docklands and Melbourne.
(Key Informant 4)
Public-Private Partnerships are a classic way of financing city regeneration projects, as often
Public Authorities do not have the monetary resources to afford large, extravagant projects.
Arguments can be placed concerning the need for these projects, but in a capitalist,
consumptionist, type of political environment, such as the current globalisation period, cities
view it as important as being prominent on the world stage, and a perceived system of achieving
this is by having an improved city image. Having aesthetically pleasing, attractive areas in a city
as opposed to a run-down, post industrial space is seen as a way in which a city can improve its
image. From the case studies used in the current research it can be seen that public money is
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required in all regeneration projects, as where Melbourne decided not to use this, it came back
and cost them more than what it would have from the outset (Key Informant 4). Having a
skeleton of infrastructure and services in the regenerating space is necessary for the development
to occur in a smoother, more controlled way, such as what occurred in Sydney and Wellington.
However, public-private partnership type arrangements can be seen as a necessity in these type of
large scale regeneration projects. A large degree of capital is needed to regenerate an area, and
often this burden is too large for the relevant government. Public-private partnerships bring a
larger funding pool to the table for these large projects.

In concluding how planning processes were used, each planning process examined can be
considered as unique, due to the differing pressures faced when proposing and developing a
regeneration type concept. Commonality does exist however, in the way each case study
development area being developed as a single planning zone, and furthermore with each
regeneration continuing to evolve in a staged manner. The most pertinent planning process of the
three case studies to Dunedin was Wellington, due to the same legislative process occurring in
Wellington as would likely be imposed if the Dunedin Stadium and redevelopment of the
>

Dunedin urban waterfront occurs.

This section has also shown the importance of consulting with the community when undertaking
a development. Even if community consultation is not a requirement under the relevant planning
legislation, it should still be undertaken as it can unearth factors which may have been
overlooked when designing the development concept. This occurred in Melbourne, when Key

L

Informant 4 stated that how connectivity issues in the Docklands were overlooked. Key

!

Informant 4 indicated that if consultation was undertaken surrounding the Docklands

I

development, then the issue which arose with how to connect the Docklands to Melbourne city

l)

may have been recognised at an earlier stage. Instead the issue was missed and ended up
requiring public money input to rectify. Community consultation should be seen as a necessity
when large sums of public money are being used to fund projects, even if there is a degree of
private money involved as well.
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5.6

Connectivity to pre-existing Urban Areas

The Melbourne and Wellington case studies encountered problems connecting the new
developments with the respective central city areas due to existing, man made, physical barriers
of rail and road respectively, as seen below in Plate 5.5. These barriers had previously acted as a
type of central city boundary.

"

Melbourne's Docklands:

•
J-

;;,-

The Physical Barrier
Plate 5.5: Physical Barriers Which Exist in Melbourne and Wellington
(Sources: Personal Collection (Top Frame) and Wellington Waterfront Collection (Bottom
Frame))
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Due to differences in the need for connection to the respective areas, there is a combination of
vehicular and pedestrian bridges in Melbourne, and two footbridges in Wellington. The area in
Melbourne is much larger and the demand for vehicular traffic into the area is therefore greater.
The barrier to the Docklands is road and rail, whereas Wellington's is solely road, and therefore
there are vehicular access points from this road into the Lambton Harbour area. The pedestrian
flow is what the Wellington barrier affects. There have been issues addressing this barrier in

l

Wellington:
This has been a huge debate because one would think more bridges would be
helpful, but all the evidence is that people don't walk over bridges if they can help
it, they just run across the road. So then people say 'what about tunnels? ' Well,
they like tunnels even less actually ... What we need is to calm the traffic a bit there
and make it more kind of user friendly for pedestrians to get across the road.
(Key Informant 9)
'f

However, even though there are some problems with connecting the Dod<lands and Lambton
Harbour to their proximal city spaces, the problems cannot be considered as detrimental to these
areas, as they are still readily used. The Homebush Bay connectivity issue varies from the
Melbourne and Wellington situations. The difference in Sydney is that Homebush Bay is
approximately 14km from the city centre as demonstrated in Plate 5.6:

,}

•
;

...

•
?

Plate 5.6: The Location of Homebush Bay in Greater Sydney
(Source: UBD, 2006a)
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There was unanimity from the Sydney key informants about how Homebush Bay is also detached
from Auburn and Lidcome, its neighbouring suburbs, and these key informant comments are
summarised in Box 5.7:

Box 5.7: Key Informant Comments on Homebush Bay's Poor Connectivity

"Olympic Park is currently reasonably isolated" (Key Informant 1)
"They put a railway line and that was sort of the last minute, which was rushed in with no
consultation, and consequently it doesn't serve a very good purpose. You know, it doesn't
go far enough" (Key Informant 2)

.,.

However, the connectivity attempts which have been made were viewed by one key informant as
being instrumental in igniting the development which has occurred in the area; "it's unlikely that
the development would have occurred without the Olympics, as it opened up access to the site"
(Key Informant 3). Therefore a conclusion which can be made about Homebush Bay's
connectivity is that it is connected to its neighbouring urban areas and wider Sydney, but it is not

.

as well connected as it could potentially be, and this has resulted in the area feeling 'sterile' when
no events are on in the park due to there being a small amount of people in the precinct (Site
Analysis 1). "There's a whole lot of overlay in terms of transport, public transport access to the
site ... a new railway station was built" (Key Informant 1). Public transport was seen as a
necessity in transporting people to and from the area for the Olympic Games. The area has a

1

l

direct train line which was built for the games (Key Informants 1 and 2). The direct train line runs
infrequently, although this is altered as demand changes for events that occur in Sydney Olympic
Park. The more frequent public transportation mode into the area is a combination of train then
bus. Public Transport was seen as a one of the perceptions from which the 'Green Games' notion

...

could follow (Searle, 2002) .

The connection of a newly redeveloped area to its existing neighbouring urban areas is important
to the successfulness, in terms of vibrancy, of the area, as people need to be able to easily access
an area to use it. Public Transport can help to ease connectivity issues, as they can help to make a
development feel less isolated if there are frequent services into an area. This is seen in a positive
light into Melbourne's Docklands, as there is now a good connection between a busy railway
station and the Docklands, and in a negative light in Sydney, due to the infrequency of the train
timetable between the city and Homebush Bay. Public Transport usage is also an element of
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environmental sustainability, through the mass transport of people who otherwise may have
relied on private vehicle use.

..

5.7

Sustainability Principles used in any Development

After undertaking the research, one case study stood out in terms of the sustainable development
principles used in any development, and this was Homebush Bay, Sydney. Box 5.8 below gives a
summary of the sustainability principles which are continuing to be implemented at Sydney
Olympic Park

Box 5.8: How Sustainability Principles have been implemented at Sydney Olympic Park

,.

It has been well documented that the Sydney Olympic Games in 2000 were to be the worlds first
'Green Games', by which the organisers meant that they would be considered as
environmentally friendly (Searle, 2002). The Olympic Co-Ordination Authority were guided by
the principle of "the long term vision of the site being central to a commitment to best practice
environmental management and sustainable development. This was to be achieved through:
1. Protecting biological diversity
2. Energy conservation
3. Water conservation
4. Waste avoidance and minimisation
5. Pollution management
6. Protection of significant natural and cultural environments
7. Raising environmental awareness in the community"
(Sydney Olympic Park Authority, 2005).
There is debate in the academic literature as to if this 'green' goal was achieved (See Chapter
Two).
The Sydney Olympic Park Authority is attempting to maintain the environmental development
guidelines that were used for the Games- "We try and push the environmental edge" (Key
Informant 1)

,..

Examples of efforts which were, and are continually used to try and establish the green image
are:
• The urban and architectural design of the area was required to incorporate the
conservation of water and energy. Included in this is the Water Reclamation and
Management Scheme, which is Australia's first large scale urban water recycling
system, capable of recycling seven million litres of sewage effluent or stormwater
per day and reclaim it for non-potable uses. It serves all the park venues as well as
the nearby suburb of Newington. All developments in the jurisdiction are required to
connect to the system.
• The roofs in Sydney Olympic Park are installed with solar panels and rainwater
collection technology.
• Olympic Boulevard is lit by 19 solar-power towers 30m tall and fitted with solar
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cells feeding power into the electricity grid. Each tower structure can store enough
electricity to power 38 households per year.
The pavers covering the walkways of the park form a permeable surface that allows
rainwater to flow through to irrigate surrounding trees and grounds.
The Aquatic Centre has an ozone filtration system that reduces the use of chlorine by
75% when compared with standard indoor pool facilities.
The Acer Arena has the largest rooftop solar-power system in Australia. This venue,
Telstra Stadium, and the onsite Novotel Hotel use 100% 'green power'.
During the redevelopment of Homebush Bay for the Olympic Games, the
endangered Frog species, the Green and Golden Bell Frog was found living in the
Brickpit (See Plate 5.4). The frogs' presence stopped construction of a tennis venue
on top of their habitat. As roads were being laid, so too were frog underpasses and
frog fences. Any worker causing the death of a frog was fined $500. The ·colony of
frogs has now more than doubled and there are also six other species of frog in
Sydney Olympic Park.
It is mandatory that all commercial buildings in the jurisdiction are to have at least a
four green star rating.
(Sydney Olympic Park Authority, 2005; Sydney Olympic Park Authority, 2006)

"The green Olympic image that was used has been the kind of development that
we're [continuing] to propose on the site. So it's really been the major sort of precursor to the redevelopment of the area"
(Key Informant 1)
Even though there is continual effort to maintain the Homebush Bay Sydney Olympic Park
precinct development as environmentally responsible, there are perceptions from the community
that since the Olympic Games ended, "the [state] government wants to forget about all the
environmental factors" (Key Informant 2). However, there is acknowledgement from Key
Informant 2 that without the Olympic Games being in Homebush Bay, the area would
environmentally be in poorer condition than its current state:
' "Its ended up far better than it would have otherwise [been], not perfect by any
means, but they still put in a reasonable amount of work ... So we have to balance
up, we don't necessarily like what the ultimate outcome of Olympic Park will be
[Masterplan 2025], but nothing else, probably, would have cleaned up the area."
(Key Informant 2)
Although, there is a feeling stated by Key Informant 2, that the planning process for
development in the area could signify the end of the environmentally friendly nature of the site,
due to the lack of general public input meaning that some areas could be developed:
"[the government] has put a great deal of money into the area over the past decade
or so, and want to recoup this through selling the land off to developers, and by
recouping it they could destroy the recreation areas."
(Key Informant 2)
The Homebush Bay stadium-led urban waterfront regeneration used a wide range of sustainable
development tools in an attempt to reduce the environmental footprint of the development. It is
agreed by key informants interviewed, that were both pro and anti development that the
sustainable mechanisms are a positive outcome of the development.
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Neither New Zealand nor Victorian planning or development legislation has such specific
environmental sustainability requirements as the New South Wales's Olympic Park development
legislation for Homebush Bay. The Victorian Urban Development Authority Act 2003 does not
refer to sustainability at all, whereas the Resource Management Act has a purpose of achieving
,\

sustainable management. Sustainable management has a loose meaning under the act, and it is
left up to people's interpretations and case law for as to what the exact definition is. There are no
specific technical requirements, as per Homebush Bay. VicUrban and the Ministry for the
Environment (The New Zealand ministry responsible for environmental sustainability issues in
planning and development matters) both publish material on how to sustainably develop new
projects. There is however, no legal obligation for projects to abide by these.

I:.

The VicUrban sustainability guidelines stem from their published Sustainability Charter.
VicUrban expects developments within their jurisdiction to abide by the charter. The key facets
of the charter are:
•
•

•
•
•

The need for a city to define a vision that involves its citizens in sharing
aspirations, responsibilities and opportunities
An understanding that economic strategies must not impede basic human rights of
sustenance, hygiene and shelter
Respect for nature, and a commitment to its care
A commitment to addressing environmental problems now and locally, rather than
elsewhere and in the future
A continual process of benchmarking, monitoring and measuring progress.
(VicUrban, 2006: 2)

There are also a number of technical standards which VicUrban and the Department of
Sustainability and Environment encourage Docklands developments to follow, including energy
ratings, solar heating, window glazing, building climatology, building materials and paint types
(Key Informant 5). There is evidence that the guidelines are being followed "I'm working on a
building at the moment and it is very heavily orientated toward environmentally sustainable
design and greenhouse gas emissions and things like that" (Key Informant 5). The Wellington
Waterfront Framework (2001) which guides development in Lambton Harbour makes very little
reference to sustainability. The only point in it which can be argued to relate to sustainable
development is the recognition and posterity of historical buildings in the area. There are no
specific references as to sustainability aims, nor is there any technical standards which would
help to improve the wider environmental quality. The next plan up the New Zealand planning
document hierarchy which could guide the sustainable development principles for Lambton
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Harbour is the Wellington City District Plan. This documents sustainability ethos is also poor, as
it only refers the reader back to the sustainable management definition in the Resource
Management Act 1991. The Ministry for the Environment publishes an urban design protocol,
which provides a platform for sustainable development for any redevelopment project occurring
in New Zealand. It is developer responsibility whether or not to follow the protocol, as there is no
legal obligation to.

It is clear from this section that the Homebush Bay development in Sydney is the most proactive
case in terms of wanting to achieve a sustainable form of development. All its sustainable
development tools are legislated under the Sydney Olympic Park Authority Act 2001. This has
led to a culture of sustainable development occurring at the site. Melbourne's Docklands are
starting to accrue a sustainable development culture similar to Homebush Bay's, yet none of the
guidelines are legislated. Wellington, and New Zealand in general, has a limited sustainable
design protocol, and is an area which requires improvement. There are lessons which can be
learned from Homebush Bay, as Sydney's vision of hosting the world's first environmentally
friendly Olympic Games has seen its Olympic Precinct tum into one of Australia's first largescale environmentally friendly urban regeneration projects.

5.8

Conclusions

A combination of factors is needed to regenerate an area, with the most important being capital,
and often with large spaces earmarked for regeneration, government (either local, state or
national) involvement is required. This section closes the chapter by providing an overview of the
similarities and differences between each case study, and also the successes and problems which
were experienced in each area with stadium implementation and urban regeneration. It also
examines any legacies which sports stadia implementation has served up on the neighbouring
waterfront spaces .
..,

The first part of the conclusion examines the similarities and differences which exist between
each case study. This is done in the summary Table 5.4:
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Table 5.4: Key Similarities and Differences between Case Studies

~

(Y

Similarities
• Land was originally industrial and owned
by the crown.
• Stadium and sports venue development was
the first stage of any regeneration project.
• Very limited amount of public consultation
used.
• Authorities separate from the usual local
government were set up in order to control
the planning and development process.
• Land developed as a single planning area.
• Development occurring in a staged manner.
• Mixed use development.
• Public Private Partnerships used to help
finance development.

Differences
• Industrial activities in Melbourne were
shipping and in Sydney were noxious
type .
• Sydney development adheres to
legislative sustainable development
principles, whereas Melbourne only has
recommended guidelines.
• Connectivity; Melbourne is reasonably
well connected to the city; Sydney is
isolated from neighbouring urban spaces.
• Planning has more pubic authority
control in Sydney.

Similarities
• Land originally industrial and in public
ownership.
• Developed as a single planning area.
• Public Private Partnerships used to help
finance development.

Differences
• Same connectivity issues as highlighted
above between Sydney-Melbourne.
• Stadium not a catalyst of original urban
regeneration plan in Wellington.
• Sydney development adheres to
legislative sustainable development
principles, whereas Wellington has
somewhat ambiguous recommended
guidelines.

Similarities
• Former industrial spaces which had
suffered from the effects of
containerisation.
• Reasonable connectivity with neighbouring
city spaces.
• Developed as a single planning area.
• Public Private Partnerships used to help
finance developments.
• Both guided by sustainability
recommendation guidelines.

Differences
• Preservation of historic buildingswritten into Wellingtons plan and has as
many as possible, Melbourne has one.
• Stadium not a catalyst of original
regeneration plan in Wellington.
• Area planning in Melbourne undertaken
by the private sector.
" Melbourne's sustainability guidelines
more prescriptive and easier to follow
than Wellington's.
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Each case study has individual elements of strength and weakness, but it can be seen, as in
agreement with the literature that overall stadium provide a catalytic opportunity to regenerate
any space proximal to them, and that they can have a symbiotic relationship.

The key areas from the results, which are demonstrated in Table 5.4, as well as being prevalent in
the rest of this chapter are:
•
•
•

•

Good connections are needed into a regenerated area.
An opportunity for a environmentally sustainable development is provided.
Each case study had a similar background, as former site uses were industrial space and
governance of regenerating areas was undertaken in a manner where a subsidiary
organisation formed by the responsible government adheres to specific legislation and
framework derived for the respective area.
There is usually a requirement for private-public type partnerships.

This chapter has provided an increase of knowledge from the review of the academic literature.
When coupled with the review of the academic literature, it provides a basis for a discussion of
the potential effects and opportunities which could occur at Dunedin's waterfront space.

·/
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6

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF HOW KEY FINDINGS
COULD INFORM PLANNING IN DUNEDIN

6.1

Introduction

This chapter aims to evaluate the research aim and objectives, as outlined in Chapter One, with
respect to the Dunedin situation. The current chapter synthesises insights gained through key
informant interviews and site analyses, with the information found in the document analysis and
review of the relevant literature. From the analytical synthesis, understandings of what could
occur in Dunedin are gained, including potential positive and negative outcomes on Dunedin city
from having a stadium located in the urban waterfront area.
l

In essence, this chapter develops and applies lessons from the three case studies that are pertinent
/

to the Dunedin situation, and outlines how they might be adapted at Dunedin's waterfront if the
current new stadium proposal is pursued. The chapter commences with an examination of the

\

Dunedin urban waterfront space, in respect of what activities are occurring in the area, and
considers known development proposals, other than the stadium, for the waterfront area. Then

f

similarities between Dunedin and the three case studies are explored, with reference made to how
the implementation of a stadium could affect the planning and urban fabric of Dunedin and it's

i

waterfront. The following section then discusses the 'best planning practice' that could be used if
-)

stadium-led urban regeneration occurs at Dunedin's waterfront. The fourth section of this chapter
is an analysis of how to connect waterfront developments to existing urban space, and the fifth
section discusses how sustainable development principles can be used in stadium development
and as a flagship project for any subsequent urban regeneration. The reason connectivity and
sustainability have been selected to be discussed individually, rather than as a part of best
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planning practice, is because they have been identified as major issues by the author, and
therefore warrant individual sections. The final section of this chapter synthesises the analysis
and discussion, and from this informed suggestions are made which could be implemented in the
Dunedin situation.

6.2

Site Usage and Development Proposals

In order to consider how the literature review and research results may provide insights for
Dunedin, it is important to consider the similarities and dissimilarities found between the case
study areas, relevant academic literature and the Dunedin situation. This section outlines any
similarities between Dunedin, the case studies, and literature, and also discusses any regeneration
plans which have been proposed for the Dunedin urban waterfront.

Urban regeneration has been classified as a response to the de-industrialisation of city economies
(Hubbard, 1996). Dunedin's waterfront space has, in the recent past, encountered various

\

proposals for development of this industrial area. These proposals have come from both the

I

identified effects of containerisation as stated by Hoyle (2000), Jones (1998), Sairinen and

j'

public and private sector. As discussed in Chapters One and Two, Dunedin has experienced the

Kumpulainen (2006) and Young (1992), with port activities moving to a deep water area. This
movement has led to a reduction in traditional port activities at Dunedin's urban waterfront,
similar to what was found in the Melbourne and Wellington case studies, as well as in the
literature. The containerisation effect felt in Dunedin, has not been to the extent that it was felt in
Melbourne and Wellington, as a light industrial business community continues to operate in the
urban waterfront area, whereas in Melbourne and Wellington, containerisation left brownfield
'holes' in their respective waterfronts. The remaining light industry in Dunedin means that there
is a potential for the gentrification and displacement of this community if any urban regeneration
occurs. However, there is a potential for the possible gentrification and displacement to be
catered for, as additional light industrial space has recently been proposed for the Port Chalmers

-I

area in Dunedin. The Dunedin City Council has also recently considered rezoning land for
industrial purposes near Dunedin Airport and other spaces on the Taieri plains, which gives a
further potential area that the current industry types on the Dunedin waterfront could move to.
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The decline of port activities has led to the space being identified as a potential site for
redevelopment (Dunedin City Council, 2006b). The area is currently used for small scale
economic activities, and due to its present low aesthetic appeal, is not used by Dunedin's wider
public or visitors (Market Economics, 2005). A private proposal in 2002, identified the northern
sector of the Steamer Basin area on Dunedin's waterfront for redevelopment, and accordingly
applied for a plan change to the Dunedin City Council, in order for the development plans to be
catered for. The proposal, named Dunedin Harbourside, has been a source of ongoing
consideration for the Dunedin City Council. It is a 50 year plan, and is identified in Plate 6.1. At
the current time (November 2007) the plan change application has been accepted for adoption by
_.

the Dunedin City Council, and is in the public notification process.

A more recent development proposal for Dunedin is a development of new office space for the
Otago Regional Council, at the southern side of the steamer basin area, and is also identified on

•

Plate 6.1. In the press release published by the Otago Regional Council, it is stated that:
"Concept plans for the site have been drawn up that allow for Harbourside
[differing from the Dunedin Harbourside development] improvements, open spaces
that would give people better access to the harbour, and landscaping that will
increase the attractiveness of the area."
(Otago Regional Council, 2007)
This proposal is in its early stages and no application has been made for resource consent or a
plan change at the current time. The proposal has elements of what a greater regeneration project
could show, and also demonstrates that the Regional Council is interested in redeveloping

>

Dunedin's urban waterfront. The Dunedin City Council has also signified their interest in
developing the waterfront through their public acceptance and backing of the Dunedin
Harbourside proposal.
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Key:
• Proposed Stadium
Site
Dunedin
Harbourside
Development
Proposed Site

•

• Proposed Otago
Regional Council
Office Premises

D Dunedin City
Central Area
•

...

Physical Barriers
between the city
space and
waterfront space

Plate 6.1: Key Dunedin Features
(Source: Wises Maps, 2005)
.J

Plate 6.1 shows the proposed locations of the new stadium, Dunedin Harbourside and Otago
Regional Council offices. It also demonstrates the distances between the proposed stadium site
and the proposed Harbourside redevelopment site (approximately 700 metres), and these two

.,

respective sites with the main Dunedin city space. It also shows that there is a clear barrier in the
form of a railway line between the Dunedin Harbourside development and the city, and the
Dunedin Harbourside development and the stadium. This is an issue which will be further
discussed in the connectivity section of this chapter.

The results demonstrate that Sydney is the least similar of the three case studies to the Dunedin
situation. Nevertheless there are elements of the Sydney case study which are relevant if the
proposed stadium is built in Dunedin and any subsequent urban regeneration occurs. This will be
discussed in greater depth later in this chapter. The dissimilarities which exist between the
Sydney case study and Dunedin include the distance between the respective central city areas and
the stadium-led urban waterfront regeneration areas (in Dunedin it is less than one kilometre, in
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Sydney it is approximately 14 kilometres). The previous use of the Sydney site differs from
Dunedin as well, with heavy, noxious industry types in the Sydney case, and port and light
! '>

industry types in the Dunedin case. There are however, clear similarities which exist between
Dunedin and the Melbourne and Wellington case studies, other than the previously discussed
containerisation process. A further similarity which exists between Melbourne and Dunedin is if
the proposed Dunedin stadium is built, it would be the first significant new development project
in the waterfront space. There were developments such as open space, residential and commercial
areas planned before the advent of a stadium in Melbourne's Docklands, but the projects did not
progress until the stadium had been built (Dovey, 2005), as it was a catalyst for the construction
J.,

of pedestrian and vehicular links between the proximal city space and waterfront space. The
relevant academic literature also provides evidence that new stadia can be a means by which

y

other pre-existing plans are implemented (Essex and Chalkley, 1998; Monclus, 2000; Young,
1992). The Dunedin Harbourside proposal, tabled in 2002, was outlined as a 50 year development
strategy for the area (Dunedin City Council, 2006b ). The Carisbrook Stadium Trust, in the
February 2007 proposal for the Awatea Street Stadium, state that it is hoped if the Dunedin
stadium is to proceed, it will be built in time for the 2011 Rugby World Cup, and therefore would
become the first large-scale redevelopment project completed on the Dunedin urban waterfront. If
the stadium is constructed, it is possible that the Dunedin Harbourside plans may be sped up to
support any stadium-led developments, and therefore add further proof that stadia can encourage
pre-existing plans to be implemented.

,.

It could be argued that a stadium in the proposed A watea Street location might ignite a broader

urban regeneration process, as there are already planned developments for the area, but an issue
exists in that Dunedin's population is significantly smaller than Melbourne's and Wellington's. If
the urban regeneration process does occur in Dunedin, the local authorities, particularly the
Dunedin City Council need to recognise the process so measures can be taken to consider and
adequately plan for any possible effects. For the stadium's impact to be considered fully, the
potential impacts and successes of the Dunedin Harbourside proposal need to be recognised. It is
difficult at this stage to determine the potential success of Dunedin Harbourside, but indications,
such as the Council adopting the plan change as per the process under the Resource Management
Act 1991, demonstrates it is likely that the land will be rezoned for the redevelopment as
proposed (depending on the outcome of the public consultation process). The stadium is unlikely
to hinder the Dunedin Harbourside development, and both proposals could be considered
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complementary, due to both possibly attracting more people into the waterfront space. There has
been no evidence of new stadia hindering planned developments in the literature. There is
however academic evidence that a new waterfront stadium could encourage the Dunedin
Harbourside proposal to be developed at a faster rate. Stadiums are a people magnet when they
host events, and therefore could bring Dunedin's residents and visitors into the waterfront space
for the first time. A similar process occurred in Melbourne, and as stated by Key Informant 6 in
Box 5.5 (see Chapter Five): "The stadium has been the [Docklands] focal point, a fantastic focal
point, just to recognise how close the water is, to realise that that area exists" (Key Informant 6).
There is a potential for a similar impact to occur in Dunedin if the proposed stadium has regular
events scheduled, which are attractive to a wide range of Dunedin's public. It is a stadiums ability
to draw people to it, and its surrounding area when there are events are on that is the key factor
f

for urban regeneration. The presumption behind this is that people attending events at the stadium
will have a reason to go to Dunedin's urban waterfront, and discover how close the main town
centre is to the water, similar to what eventuated in Melbourne's Docklands. A flow of people
through the area may encourage businesses, such as cafes and bars to move to the area, and the
urban regeneration process begins. Therefore, it is vitally important that the proposed Awatea
Street stadium can cater for a wide range of events that entice different people to the stadium, and
have a high usage frequency of these events.

It is important to acknowledge that it is not the Stadium needed to regenerate the area; it is the

events at the stadium drawing people into the area which is the major factor for the urban
regeneration. The University of Otago has indicated that it will expand its campus area to include

.

the proposed stadium. It is proposed that some university buildings will be situated within the
stadium complex. This expansion of the University will be vitally important for the people-flow
at the Dunedin waterfront stadium, as it is a further activity, differing from the more establish
activities which occur at stadia, and therefore could attract more people to use the proximal
waterfront area. A more low-budget type event approach could also be used at the Dunedin
waterfront in an attempt to ignite urban regeneration. The Dunedin City Council could make
space available in the waterfront area for events, such as markets and fairs, to use. However,
these events are likely to be less frequent and less well-attended than events held at a
multipurpose stadium, resulting in the flow of people through the area possibly not being large
enough for the urban regeneration process to start occurring. In order for any urban regeneration
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which may occur to be considered successful, it needs to be planned and managed by an
appropriate method.

6.3

Best Planning Practice for Urban Waterfront Regeneration Projects

I

'

This section highlights and discusses what was found and considered by the author of this
research to be the best and worst aspects of the urban regeneration which has occurred in each
case study. It also uses relevant academic literature to help demonstrate why these aspects are
considered as positive or negative factors in the urban regeneration process. From the evidence
gathered, the best practice approaches are applied to the Dunedin situation, and approaches are
suggested for the practicality of these approaches under New Zealand's planning legislation and
policy. Also discussed in this section is how any negative effects seen in the literature or in the

f

case studies could be avoided or mitigated in Dunedin if the proposed stadium is to proceed.

In order to focus this discussion, the section has been broken into three subsections which follow
the themes highlighted in Chapters Two and Five: planning legislation; consultative processes
·r

used in new developments; and the use of public-private partnerships in urban regeneration

4

.,

projects .

·~

6.3.1

,'-

Planning Legislation and Policy

A common premise which is demonstrated in the results, is all three case study waterfront

';

;

),

which incorporated the development of a new stadium) were developed as a single planning zone.

r

.
'

regeneration spaces (which could be classified as either stadium-led regeneration, or regeneration

This has allowed for commonality in the development of the area, and has meant that each area is
subject to coherent rules. New legislation was enacted for each redevelopment case, although in

>

~

Wellington the Wellington City Council Vesting and Empowering Act 1987, which ensured the
single development zone of the Lambton Harbour area was altered four years later by the

·>

Resource Management Act 1991. The RMA is also the Act which is likely to govern any urban
regeneration on Dunedin's waterfront, and has mechanisms under it that could change the urban
waterfront space into an effective single planning zone. In the short-term, the process for

i

achieving a single planning zone would best be achieved through the plan change process under
Section 73 of the Act, by which zones, as outlined in the District Plan, can be altered and changed
(see Chapter Four). An alternative option is through the Dunedin City District Plan review
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process. Under Section 79 of the RMA, the district plan is to be reviewed by its territorial local
authority 10 years after it became operative and make changes which are deemed necessary. The
Dunedin City District Plan became fully operative in 2006, meaning that it is to be reviewed in
\

2016. Therefore the review could occur within the timeframe of any likely urban waterfront
regeneration process that could have been started from implementing the proposed stadium.
However, if the stadium is to be built before the 2011 Rugby World Cup, the plan change process
could be the preferred process to manage any urban regeneration, as it means a single waterfront
development zone could be created at prior to 2016. It is possible that the Dunedin City Council
(the territorial local authority responsible for the Dunedin City District Plan) may deem changes
necessary for the current waterfront area planning zones, in terms of making the area a single
planning zone which facilitates any urban regeneration process.

_f

The literature and case study results show that city or regional policy and legislation can often
change to facilitate urban regeneration. If an urban regeneration initiative comes from the public
sector, the academic literature demonstrated that usually the government tier responsible for
planning introduces measures to facilitate the process (Hoyle, 2000). This is displayed in all three
case studies. The Sydney case demonstrated what is commonly found in that new legislation is
often required when a city is awarded the Olympic Games (Essex and Chalkley, 1998). An
alternate process from the normal New South Wales planning legislation was enacted at
Homebush Bay in order to ensure that the facilities required for the 2000 Olympic Games could
be constructed on time. However, further alternate legislation was introduced after the games (the
Sydney Olympic Park Act 2001) to facilitate the wanted urban regeneration at Homebush Bay.

The Melbourne and Wellington cases demonstrate more aspects of entrepreneurial governance, as
they were not awarded hosting rights to mega-events when they decided to rebuild their
respective waterfront areas and stadia. The entrepreneurial city has been described as a city trying
to improve its image in an effort to attract people and investment (Bassett et al., 2002; Sairinen
and Kumpulainen, 2006). Melbourne and Wellington have used their redevelopments of
Docklands and Lambton Harbour to transform what was a neglected, post-industrial area, into a
vibrant, attractive space which is used by citizens and visitors. This follows Munoz's (2006)
concept of the entrepreneurial city changing a problematic urban area into an opportunistic urban
area. The political mindset of the government tier responsible for planning is of importance when
considering entrepreneurialism and governance, as there are different ways by which the urban
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regeneration process, when being undertaken partly as a tool to enhance a city's image, can be
achieved. The Melbourne case had an autocratic method, where the government proceeded with
developments without consulting the public, whereas the Wellington case showed how a level of
democracy could be incorporated into entrepreneurial forms of city governance, through the

\

different consultative forums that were established (Doorne, 1998; Key Informant 9). The
opportunity has been presented to Dunedin to marry an entrepreneurial type waterfront
redevelopment at Steamer Basin and the stadium proposal, with the sporting mega-event of
Rugby World Cup 2011. The mega-event could act as an avenue through which Dunedin could
advance and display its city image to a large international audience.

6.3.2
/

Consultative Processes used in New Developments

Mega-event hosting can lead to developments being fast tracked in host cities (Essex and
Chalkley, 2004; Monclus, 2000). Fast-tracking was seen in the Sydney case study. Key informant
2 noted that legislation was written (the Olympic Co-ordination Authority Act 1995) in order to
avoid the normal New South Wales planning processes and help to ease the implementation of
any development associated with hosting the 2000 Olympic Games. Fast tracking of development
sees consultation glossed over (Essex and Chalkley, 2000 and 2004). This is not to say that
consultation did not occur, as in Sydney there were opportunities for public submissions in the
decision making process, but there was no legal duty for consultation to occur, and the
consultation that did occur was considered by a long-term wider Homebush Bay community
member, who submitted about the Olympic Games development, as 'tokenistic' (Key Informant
2). The reason that large projects with restricted timeframes are fast-tracked is because
consultation can be viewed as a time consuming process, and it therefore leaves less time for the
development to be constructed (Monclus, 2000) .
....

Consultation is not avoided just when mega-events are awarded to a city or country, the political
mindset of the government also contributes. This was demonstrated in Melbourne with the
autocratic planning of the Docklands. Docklands was described by Key Informant 6 as a
development that the government wanted so therefore a development that went ahead. The

\>

autocratic planning type has positive and negative aspects to it. Major developments are often
handicapped by a consultative planning process, as the community never reaches a consensus on
their preferred outcome, due to different people in the community having different perspectives
(Key Informant 4), and for large scale urban regeneration projects, such as Docklands, the
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autocratic planning approach could have been necessary. However, there is debate as to whether
the community participatory processes objective is to achieve consensus or rather achieve a
mutual understanding between the community and the developer (Bond, 2002; ThompsonFawcett and Bond 2007). It is also important to gain the community's view of a proposal, as they

\

are the people who understand, and may have a more intimate relationship with the proposed
regeneration site than the practitioners. The practitioners who plan and develop such projects do
not necessarily know everything, and sometimes important aspects can be overlooked when
public consultation is not undertaken. The case study research found two situations where public
participation and consultation in the development process could have improved the development;

.

in Homebush Bay, where the new railway line was not consulted on and therefore did not go far
enough (Key Informant 2) and in Melbourne, where connectivity to the proximal city space was
not considered in the original plans (Key Informant 4 ). It could be that communities struggle to
accept a new development if it has not been consulted on it, as they may feel less ownership of
the space (Newman, 1995).

Communities get used to the way consultation works in their area, and in Dunedin consultation is
undertaken under the Resource Management Act 1991 and the Local Government Act 2002.
These are the same statutory documents that governed the framework used in the Wellington case
study consultation process, and therefore it is appropriate to make some comparative analysis.
Wellington used and has established consultative forums between Wellington Waterfront Limited
and the Wellington community (Doorne, 1998), and Wellington Regional Stadium Trust and its
neighbouring community (Key Informant 10). Wellington Waterfront Limited also commission
phone surveys and is required by law to undertake the RMA consultation process of notifying
resource consents under the rules of the district plan.

Not all people in the community are consulted during the public participation phase of a project.
Structural, economic, cultural and logistical constraints can lead to members or sections of the
community not participating in the process (Thompson-Fawcett and Bond, 2007). It is local
government's responsibility, in this case the Dunedin City Council's, to ensure that communities
have an input on the decisions which affect their surroundings (Renn et al., 1993 ~ Smith and
McDonough, 2001). An equal opportunity needs to be provided for all community members to
participate. It is not the community's responsibility to cater to the needs of the local government
or organisation undertaking the consultation, but the consulting body's responsibility to cater for
112
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the differing needs and requirements of the community (Bond, 2002). The Dunedin City Council
must endeavour to consult the Dunedin community in as many accessible avenues as possible, to
ensure all members of the community have an equal opportunity to offer their personal opinion
on any possible stadium-led urban regeneration. Public participation mechanisms which could be
used in an attempt to achieve equal opportunity consultation, which have been effective in similar
situations are outlined in Box 6.1 below:

Box 6.1: Effective Consultation Methods

,,
1,

7

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consultative forums (Doorne, 1998)
Advertised workshops (Doorne, 1998)
Telephone Surveys (Key Informant 9)
Postal Surveys (Saz-Salazar and Garcia-Menendez, 2003)
Liaison group establishment (Key Informant 10)
Social Impact Assessments (Sairinen and Kumpulainen, 2006)
Charrette (Thompson-Fawcett and Bond, 2007)

Phone surveys, forums, and advertising help to make consultation user friendly. A charrette is a
process which has evolved out of the New Urbanism theory (Thompson-Fawcett and Bond,
2007), and incorporates forums and advertised workshops as suggested by Doorne (1998). The
charrette is a three phase mechanism; the first phase gathers information and publicly advertises a
public interactive event. The second phase is the public interactive event, involving a
multidisciplinary design workshop and lasts over several consecutive days. At the end of the
second phase the information gained is synthesised into a preferred plan. The third and final
phase is the post-charrette implementation phase, and involves feasibility testing, a public review
and plan refinement (Thompson-Fawcett and Bond, 2007). The charrette and has been considered
an effective process when used previously in a New Zealand context (Thompson-Fawcett and
Bond, 2007). It is important to again highlight that not all people will want to be consulted, but it
is imperative, especially in the Dunedin situation, to make sure everyone has the chance, and it
needs to be done as early as possible.

y

Consultation should assess social, cultural, environmental and economic impacts on the
community. It is the planner's role to achieve the optimal balance between these. Frequently,
what is being developed is not considered as needed by all residents of the city (Lee, 2002).
However, in a democratic society such as Dunedin's, it is important to weigh up and balance the
113
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costs and benefits, and the community's opinions, to determine the necessity of any development.
In order for this to be achieved in Dunedin, it needs to be decided whether to present stadium
development and waterfront regeneration as separate issues, or group them together. Key

\

Informant 1 stated that it is important to plan for urban regeneration from the outset of stadium
\

development to avoid the 'white elephant' tag so often associated with new stadia. It has already
been acknowledged that stadia lead to urban regeneration, so the suggestion made is that the
stadium development and waterfront regeneration issues are consulted on jointly. If public
consultation is undertaken using this joint method, the regeneration process, which is likely to
occur anyway if a stadium is to be built, can start earlier and help to improve Dunedin's city
image when the 2011 Rugby World Cup mega-event occurs in the city in four years time. It will
also help to raise awareness in the Dunedin community of the wider impacts of stadium
development.

In an attempt to make the public participation process effective and efficient, Hoyle (2000) has
selected six main themes which he has determined through his research as the community's main
concerns when a waterfront area is being regenerated:

'\

•
•
•
•
•
•

.

Public access to the waters edge.
Prevention of inappropriate development
Enhanced rapprochement between waterfront areas and the urban core.
Increased green space.
Cultivation of difference and sense of community.
Maintenance of links with the past.
(Hoyle, 2000: 404)

If these concerns are addressed from the outset of the community consultation phase, and also

have flexible solutions, it could help in the consultation process. From what Hoyle (2000) has
concluded, it is a matter of identifying the concerns early and then mitigating the concerns at that
early stage of the regeneration project.
'<>

The short time frame with which most stadia developments have, mean questions are raised over
the degree of democracy involved in new stadia projects (Thomley, 2002). This argument was
revealed in the development of the Homebush Bay 2000 Olympic Game infrastructure in Sydney,
\(

where the 'tokenistic' public consultation theme has continued for the subsequent urban
regeneration that has occurred in the area. Dunedin currently has an opportunity to use stadia
development and possible urban regeneration of the waterfront space to enhance its city image on
the global stage through the Rugby World Cup 2011, as well as providing an aesthetically
114
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pleasing and useable space for Dunedin citizens. However, it is important to decipher if this is
what Dunedin's community wants, and if it is what they want, what they would like to have in
the regenerating space. This is why consultation is an important issue, as if an area is being
redeveloped in an attempt to provide the community with potential benefits, it is important to
facilitate ways which ensure the community feels as if they own the space, and is not seen as a
space just for tourists. There is a short time frame within which Dunedin has to make these
decisions, but this should not mean consultation is avoided, as seen in the Sydney and Melbourne
case studies. Dunedin has to publicly consult under the New Zealand planning process, and this
consultation needs to be undertaken as soon as possible, otherwise the enhancement of Dunedin's
..,

city image opportunity could be missed .

6.3.3

Use of Public-Private Partnerships in Regeneration Pro;ects

What was found in the case studies agreed with the literature: local or national governments who
want a space developed do not usually have the resources to develop them (Bassett et al., 2002;
Doome, 1998; Essex and Chalkley, 2004; Hubbard, 1996; Jones, 1998; Lee, 2002; Searle, 2002;
Thomley, 2002). It is worth restating here that the academic literature which focuses solely on
economic benefits of stadium implementation agrees that stadia are not viable economic projects
(Chapin, 2002; Lee, 2002; Searle, 2002) and therefore should only be funded through private
enterprise. However, it has already been argued in this thesis that a new stadium on Dunedin's
waterfront is likely to help regenerate the urban waterfront space, and therefore it could be argued
that public money should be used. Waterfront spaces are highly sought after for development as
residential, commercial and public spaces (Hoyle, 2000; Sairinen and Kumpulainen, 2006;
Young, 1992). Providing the opportunity for the development of a mixed-use type waterfront
space in Dunedin could attract people to invest in the area, and improve on the areas current
aesthetic value. This, in tum, could help to improve Dunedin's city image, as well as providing a
I>

space for citizens to use.

The usual planning approach which has been used when public-private partnerships are
undertaken for urban regeneration projects is that the public authority provides an urban utility
framework, such as roads and footpaths, sewer lines, public parks, and cycle and walkways, and
the private sector develops this framework (Key Informant 4). It is the public authority's
responsibility however, to ensure that the framework is developed in conjunction with what the
community has demonstrated it wants for the area through the consultation process, and one of
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the optimal approaches to achieve this is through the use of a masterplan, which the private sector
must adhere to. There was general agreement about the masterplan notion from Key Informants
1, 3, 4 and 9. In their opinion, if market forces are left to themselves, the regeneration project
could end up with a wall of profit-maximising apartment buildings, and therefore would not be a
space for all Dunedin city residents to use.

The development of Melbourne's Docklands is a situation where the private sector was allowed
to undertake the framework planning, and as is stated in Chapter Five, it did not lead to the
desired outcome that the Victorian Government of the time, wanted. The basic thinking behind
the strategy used was that the private sector could pay for the framework and therefore no public
money would have to be used. Not using public money was also the justification for not
undertaking public consultation. However, the developers were not experienced in the
complexities of infrastructure provision, and so no development took place until the responsible
_x

public authority had (at its own cost) developed the framework. This mistake therefore suggests
that public money being used from the outset to negotiate a masterplan and framework for
developers to use is a compelling way to achieve the desired outcomes when developing an area.

;\

6.3.4

Urban Regeneration Development Mix

The research has shown the extent of urban activity mix that should be incorporated into a
regenerating waterfront area. What all three case studies have achieved, or are attempting to

.>

achieve, is a 'mixed use' type development. This corresponds with what has been called for in the
.,.

literature (Bassett et al., 2002; Hoyle, 2000; Munoz, 2006; Sairinen and Kumpulainen, 2006;
Saz-Salazar and Garcia-Menendez, 2003). The common uses in these mixed activity spaces, as
outlined in the literature, include public space and residential, commercial and cultural uses. Each
case study accommodated such uses. A mix of uses creates a vibrant urban space (Munoz, 2006),
as generally people are active in the area for a different range of purposes, for example
commercial during standard working hours and residential after work hours. Key Informant 9

')

noted that during the Lambton Harbour regeneration project in Wellington, it was important that
small residential enclaves were placed throughout the redevelopment precinct, as it helped to
provide a sense of custodianship throughout the area (see Chapter Five). Melbourne's Docklands
originally had a heavy bias toward residential space in its area, and hence during standard
working hours, the area seemed dull (Site Analysis 2). The more recent developments at
Docklands have been commercial, and perhaps this will help to provide a balance for the times
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when people are in the area. Homebush Bay currently has elements of each use type described in
the literature as seen in mixed use developments. However the major issue facing Homebush Bay
'r

is its lack of connection with its proximal areas and Sydney city. It is an element which is
restricting the urban regeneration project in the area from being viewed by the author as

\

'

successful. It is imperative that if urban regeneration occurs on Dunedin's waterfront, appropriate
amounts of residential and commercial space are developed from the outset, to help ensure the
vibrancy of the area.

Public space has been the dominant feature of waterfront redevelopments worldwide (Jones,
1998). Public space is also a dominant feature in each of the case studies. It is an issue which has
been dealt with flexibly, especially in the Wellington case. In Wellington, there is a strong link
between the amount of public space and the consultation outcomes, and therefore it provides an
example of how the original masterplan should be flexible when it is put out for consultation, as
suggested earlier in this section. The amount of public space in Lambton Harbour increased after
the community consultation process, and it has become an area which the people of Wellington
have embraced (Key Informant 9). Conversely, the consultation process did not change any of the
original plans at Homebush Bay, Sydney (Key Informant 2), and a consequence of this could be a
reason why Homebush Bay is not viewed as successful by the public and academics alike (Searle,
2002). Having a functional public space helps to bring vibrancy to an area (Munoz, 2006), and
with the growing trend of inner city apartment type buildings, which are commonly seen in
regenerated waterfront areas (Doome, 1998; Key Informant 8), the importance of having public
space increases, as these buildings generally have little or no private amenity space associated
with the residential units (Doome, 1998; Sairinen and Kumpulainen, 2006). Lessons from these
experiences can be applied for any regeneration of the Dunedin waterfront. A way of achieving
this could be through a masterplan that ensures areas allocated for public space will not be
eventually developed for other purposes. Designated areas of public space in some waterfront
regeneration projects in North America have been developed for commercial or residential
purposes and has ultimately led to a reduced amount of vibrancy in these areas (Jones, 1998).
Public space is an integral part of waterfront regeneration projects (Bruttomesso, 1993), and is
therefore an initiative the Dunedin City Council should take into account when devising a
masterplan for the urban waterfront. However, scope needs to be retained in a masterplan so the
amount of, and siting of, public space can be altered after the consultation phase to tailor it to
community suggestions.
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With planning for residential space comes a question of affordable housing. If the Dunedin urban
waterfront area does regenerate and become a popular place, the demand for residential and
commercial space could increase, and the market forces could lead to price inflation and
expensive housing (Davies, 2005; Essex and Chalkley, 2004), and endeavours should be made to
avoid this. Measures such as those found in the United Kingdom and Finland, where a percentage
of housing in new developments has to be affordable (Department of Communities and Local
Government, 2006; Saz-Salazar and Garcia-Menendez, 2003) might be applicable in Dunedin.
Questions will also arise over displacement of the commercial and industrial activities which are
currently operating in the urban waterfront area. One way to help alleviate some of these
concerns is to provide space elsewhere in the city where these same activities can be carried out,
however this is still a painful option for the operators and users of these activities. Another option
is to try to find a way to marry the two activity types. Gentrification was an issue that was not
evident in the case study research, as each case study site was already an 'empty' post industrial
space before the development took place. It is worth reiterating at this stage that prior research
has found that gentrification is one of the issues which is overlooked when there is time pressure

>

to complete a project (Chapin, 2002), such as could be the case for the 2011 Rugby World Cup.

To conclude this section, it has been demonstrated that an optimal way of achieving the desired
outcome for regenerating an area is by providing a masterplan for the area from the beginning of
the regeneration process. Masterplanning an area helps to create an economic, environmental,
spatial and social awareness amongst the public, government tier responsible for planning, and
the developer, from the outset of urban regeneration projects (Bassett et al., 2002). A masterplan
should state amounts of public open space and access to the water, as well as shaping boundaries
for any commercial and residential development which are likely to be undertaken by public or
private enterprise (Bassett et al., 2002; Young, 1992). A masterplan for the Dunedin urban
waterfront should be incorporated into any planning for Dunedin's proposed new stadium. More
generally, a masterplan will provide a large degree of certainty as to facilities and urban utilities
as well, but this is probably not so much of an issue in Dunedin as infrastructure already exists at
the potential regeneration site. Nevertheless, the three case studies all have an organisation set up
under the responsible planning government type to manage the different waterfront
redevelopments, and this could be a mechanism that is pursued for any masterplan
implementation in the Dunedin situation.
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Further urban regeneration is likely to occur if Dunedin's proposed new stadium progresses,
particularly with the stadium and Dunedin Harbourside bookend developments both potentially
bringing people to the area. Queries arise however over Dunedin's population size being small.
For a large-scale urban regeneration project to occur, it requires the provision of a large level of
investment, and local government resources are unlikely to be sufficient due to their low rating
base. The Sydney and Melbourne stadium-led urban waterfront regeneration projects were both
able to use a degree of taxpayer money. However, in a New Zealand context, new stadia are a
local government issue, not central government, and therefore taxpayer money cannot be used.
The Dunedin City Council has a pipe dream of developing the Dunedin urban waterfront area and
that stadium can act as a catalyst for this. Stadiums have shown to be a catalyst, including the
Telstra Dome in Melbourne's Docklands, and elsewhere in the literature by Essex and Chalkley
(1998 and 2004), Monclus (2000), Thornley (2002) and Tufts (2004). A reason for this catalyst
effect could be the people flow which stadium events generate. The private sector may see
opportunities from this people flow and provide the financial resources, which the Dunedin City
Council does not have, for regeneration of the waterfront area.

The current research has found that stadium-led urban waterfront regeneration projects have two
major issues which could be significant to the Dunedin situation, and will be discussed in the
following two sections. These are the issues of connectivity of the new waterfront redevelopment
to the existing urban spaces, and how sustainability principles can be used in the design of the
newly regenerated waterfront space.

6.4

Connecting to Existing Urban Space

The potential urban waterfront regeneration space in Dunedin faces similar problems in terms of
connectivity as the Melbourne and Wellington case studies. The reason this issue is not discussed
in the above section on Best Planning Practice for Urban Regeneration Projects is because it is
considered to be a critically important issue for the Dunedin situation. The symbiotic relationship
outlined in Chapter Five that exists between port areas and railways is again apparent in the
Dunedin context, and can be seen in Plate 6.1, earlier in this chapter.

The connectivity to

regenerated urban waterfronts is a topic which has not received much in-depth research earlier in
this thesis, yet it has proved to be a concern which was conspicuous at various levels in the three
case studies examined for this thesis. Dovey (2005) briefly discusses the issue in his book on
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Melbourne's urban regeneration, and aspects of his analysis can be embraced and applied to the
Dunedin situation.

People in Melbourne were unaware of the Docklands space, and this is highlighted in Box 5.5. A
reason that people did not know that the Docklands area existed was because they had no reason
to go there. It can be argued that there is a similar situation in Dunedin, because unless you are
employed in that area, there is no attraction to pull people to this particular Dunedin waterfront
space. Access to the water from this particular area is also difficult, due to buildings restricting
contact between the roads and the water. Walking into the waterfront area will help people to
realise how close Dunedin city is to its waterfront. Having a stadium located in the waterfront, as
well as the proposed Harbourside development will pull people to the area, probably in a similar
manner to how the Telstra Dome pulled people to the Docklands in Melbourne- it gave people a
reason to go to the area. However, a reason for people not currently using the Dunedin
)

waterfront, could be the poor connectivity of it to the proximal urban areas. The Dunedin City
Council, and any developers who may be wishing to build on Dunedin's urban waterfront, should
recognise how barriers, as well as a lack of public space currently stop people from being at
Dunedin's waterfront on a regular basis. There are three bridges which were built in Melbourne,
and are the only connections between the Docklands and the city, but allow for access into the
Docklands, initially to go to the stadium, and now for the wide variety of functions that the
Docklands provides. Connections are a necessity between the Dunedin central city area and its
proximal urban waterfront area.

The connectivity situation in Wellington can also be compared to Dunedin's. However, as Plate
5.3 shows, the main physical barrier in Wellington is a road, and research undertaken by
Wellington Waterfront Limited suggests that "people are quite happy just to run across roads"
;,

(Key Informant 9). The research undertaken by Wellington Waterfront Limited also suggests that
people try and avoid using bridges where possible (Key Informant 9). However, it is important to
provide a range of options, as 'running across roads' may mean that access into the area is denied

·,

for people with disabilities, or have reasons not to be confident to undertake such an exercise.
Bridges are necessary in Melbourne due to the crossing of the train tracks, and this could be
applied to Dunedin as well. However, there is more frequent train usage in Melbourne than
Dunedin, and also a wider breadth of tracks, so therefore bridges may not necessarily be the best
or most feasible method of connection in the Dunedin situation. The best possible solution in all
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Searle, 2002). Achieving environmental design in the Dunedin stadium proposal, if it proceeds,
could impact on people's perception of the project. The Carisbrook Stadium Trust currently has
'possible ecologically sustainable design' features in the proposal; however there is nothing to
state that these features are cemented in the final design. The features indicated in the proposal

.\.

are wind ventilation (meaning less or no power will need to be used for any air-conditioning of
the indoor facility) and the use of rainwater collected from the roof, coupled with grey water
recycling, to be used for irrigation and toilets. It is suggested that the Dunedin City Council
should ensure these 'possible features' become an actual feature of the stadium. As has been in
Dunedin, stadia development attracts the attention of the media and public, and therefore stadia
have the potential to offer a demonstration type project to show the public how sustainable design

,.
7

can be achieved. For example, new stadia which were developed for the 2006 Soccer World Cup
in Germany had all urinals fitted with grey water recycling, and patrons were informed of this
approach, in an effort to demonstrate to the public how water resources can be recycled (FIFA,

.

2006). Furthermore, as demonstrated in Box 5.8, the Sydney Olympic Park development used a
large number of sustainable design approaches in the wider urban regeneration project which are
continuing at their site, and these approaches are a part of the legislation which guides
development at the Homebush Bay location. This is a process which could be followed for any
regeneration of Dunedin's waterfront.

In order to ensure that sustainability measures are used in any urban regeneration, sustainability
goals can be translated into objectives, policies and rules through the district plan plan change

,.
,.

process or the ten year district plan review process. This would be achieved if a plan change or
· review process was undertaken to develop the area as a single planning zone. This opportunity
for new district plan objectives, policies and rules can, in effect, help to decrease the

.

environmental footprint of a new stadium and any consequent urban regeneration which is likely
to occur.

Further sustainable development measures can be contributed through the option of reviving the
Dunedin passenger rail network. The success of using public transport to get to sporting venues
was evident in the three case studies investigated, as the stadiums were all built proximal to
railway lines. Railway is an efficient mode of mass transportation to take large numbers of people
to and from sporting venues. Mega-events have been used in past situations to improve public
transport networks (Essex and Chalkley, 2004), and in the Dunedin situation the infrastructure
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exists for the train network to resume. Mass transport and rail have less of an environmental
impact than having stadium or waterfront users travel to the area by private car.

Hosting sports mega-events is a major opportunity for urban planners to raise awareness of
environmental impacts (Chalkley and Essex, 1999). The Sydney Olympic Games in 2000 were
the first mega-event case where the impact of the event on the environment was considered
.l.,

(Chalkley and Essex, 2000; Searle, 2002; Young, 1992), and the research undertaken in the
Homebush Bay, case study shows that the environmental impacts continue to be mitigated in any
continuing development which occurs in the area. Organisations such as Greenpeace have
disputed the 'Green Games' notion, stating the attempt was a shallow public relations exercise
(Searle, 2002). However, the author of this research considers that any attempt at lessening the
effect of a new development on the environment is better than not attempting to, and with the
measures that have been placed in the development at Sydney Olympic Park, such as facilities

...

running entirely off green power, the green star ratings which buildings are required to comply
with, and the greywater and rainwater retention and recycling systems, the 'Green Games' notion
is not the shallow public relations that Greenpeace stated it is.

There is a major opportunity for Dunedin to use the stadium and any redevelopment as a
demonstration project for environmentally sustainable urban design. There have been few major
projects which have received media coverage like stadium issues have in New Zealand in recent
times, and if the Awatea Street stadium option is pursued in Dunedin, it could show how to use
environmentally sustainable features in new developments. Having a flagship sustainable stadium
development project would be a form of city entrepreneurialism, and help with the city imaging
of Dunedin. Dunedin continues to market itself as the environmental 'nature' city of New
Zealand, and having a large sustainably developed project would help to enhance this image.

6.6

Conclusions and Suggestions

In order to address the research aim and objectives of this thesis, the current chapter has
/

discussed the processes involved in stadium-led urban regeneration and acknowledged those
which need addressing for what might happen in the current Dunedin situation. In brief, the key
informed suggestions for Dunedin, after reviewing the literature and case study findings are:
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If the proposed Awatea Street Stadium option is pursued, it will enhance the possibility of

redevelopment of the Dunedin urban waterfront, as a stadium will attract people to the waterfront
area when events are occurring. Therefore the stadium needs to be multipurpose in order to host a
wide range of events. The majority of these people attending events would otherwise have no
reason to go to the urban waterfront and therefore may not realise the proximity of the waterfront
area to the city. Marriage of the stadium development and subsequent urban regeneration at an
early stage could help to avoid the 'white elephant' tag often associated with stadium

..).

development.

An effective process of managing any redevelopment is via the plan change method under

Section 73 of the Resource Management Act 1991. Such a plan change could make the area a
single planning zone, so specific rules can be drafted for the space. This would make it easier to
manage effects. The earlier that a plan change is drafted the better, as it will help to avoid short-

.

term, reactive planning as occurred in Sydney (Searle, 2002; Key Informant 1). If the decision is
-

made to develop a stadium, it is important that the long term effects are considered from the
outset, to help offset uncontrolled negative urban regeneration effects such as displacement and
gentrification. A masterplan should be used, as it will help to set boundaries for residential space,
commercial space and public open space. All three of these space types are important for the
success of a waterfront development, as the residential and commercial spaces ensure people are
in the new area constantly, and public open space can help the wider community to feel an
increased level of ownership and therefore use of the space.

Genuine consultation needs to be undertaken with the community to discuss any proposed plan
change, and the consultation needs to be done as efficiently as possible. This can help to ensure
that the public are accepting of a project. However, as Key Informant 4 stated, there are many
issues in democratic planning which can handicap development, so it is important that strong
leadership is shown by civic leaders to achieve an appropriate outcome. It is difficult to ensure
that all members of the community offer their personal opinions on a proposal, but it is important
that all community members are afforded the opportunity to do so. Therefore a number of
differing public participation mechanisms may need to be employed. The establishment of
waterfront focussed public organisations has been a key mechanism used to achieve waterfront
development in the three case studies, especially in Wellington, where Wellington Waterfront
Limited have been the key consulting manager for public participation concerning the Lambton
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Harbour development. A similar organisation could be established in Dunedin. Consultation on
the stadium and the likely urban regeneration effects should jointly occur.

It is important that good connections into a new area are planned from the outset. There is a need
for a variety of well sited connections across the Dunedin railway line in order to link the
waterfront and the city. These connections need to be attractive for use, as the ease of connection
into the waterfront from the city will be a major determinant in terms of the vibrancy, and
therefore success (Munoz, 2006), of any waterfront regeneration.

Perhaps the most important opportunity to arise from this current research is that of a

.

demonstration project for environmental sustainability. It is suggested that the ecologically
sustainable design features on the current Awatea Street Stadium proposal are cemented if the
proposal is pursued. The ecologically sustainable design features can then become a set precedent
for any regeneration that subsequently occurs at the urban waterfront, similar to what occurred at

"

Sydney Olympic Park. A mechanism of achieving this would be through specific rules drafted in
a plan change or district plan review process, as previously suggested. If the ecologically
sustainable design option is pursued, Dunedin's urban waterfront has the chance of becoming
New Zealand's first large scale environmentally sustainable development project. Achieving this
would be important for gathering community support, as well as helping to enhance Dunedin's
image as an environmentally friendly nature city.

Implementation of the above suggestions would help to avoid mistakes made in other cities
where stadium-led urban regeneration has occurred, and could help to enhance Dunedin's city
image. The final chapter of this thesis follows, and provides a conclusion to what has been
achieved in the current research.
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CONCLUSION

.
7 .1

Introduction

Urban waterfronts have been used for different functions over time. They were a key component
of the industrial era, containing warehouses and wharves. The decline of the industrial era saw
waterfronts gradually degrade to undesirable places in the city. Since the 1960s various cities
have revived their waterfronts, making them accessible areas, with public, retail and commercial
space, and this thesis has demonstrated that waterfront regeneration is now recognised as a
worldwide phenomenon. Often a catalyst is required to ignite an urban regeneration process, and
stadia have been proven to be a catalyst in many development situations (Thornley, 2002). There
have been a myriad of cities worldwide which have had their urban waterfront regeneration and
stadium-led urban regeneration processes studied. However, these studies have focussed on large,
prominent cities, with little recognition of how these processes do or could occur in smaller, more
peripheral cities, such as Dunedin.

This thesis aimed to examine current Australasian practice to inform the process of potential
stadium-led urban regeneration occurring on Dunedin's urban waterfront. In order to realise the
aim of the thesis, two research objectives were developed; to discern the likelihood of stadium-

r

led urban waterfront regeneration occurring in a small peripheral city, and if it can, is it possible
'
"'
the urban regeneration could be undertaken in a socially and environmentally responsible
manner. This concluding chapter provides a reflection of this thesis, as well as highlighting future
research avenues, the possible uses of the present research findings, and any limitations on the
conclusions drawn.
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7 .2

The Research Aim and Objectives

The evidence in this thesis provides the basis of an argument that new stadia cam act as catalysts
for urban waterfront regeneration in small peripheral cities, as well as the larger prominent cities
which are examined the academic literature (see Chapter Two). The urban regeneration which
has occurred post the 2000 Olympic Games at Homebush Bay, Sydney, has demonstrated that
regeneration can be a process which is environmentally responsible, providing there are strict
directives in the development agenda to ensure ecologically sustainable design. However, there is
more ambiguity surrounding the question of whether urban regeneration can be socially
responsible. It is widely acknowledged throughout the literature that urban regeneration and new
stadia can lead to the gentrification and displacement of pre-existing communities. A process
needs to be found which eliminates any possibility of gentrification or displacement. This thesis
has highlighted two processes which could help to eliminate gentrification and displacement of
>

business communities as a result of urban regeneration: Either providing land for relocation of
the business communities, or using policies, rules and objectives in the development agenda that
allow the regenerating location's current activities to continue alongside any future activities. Of
these two options, the preferred would be to provide land for relocation, to ensure there is no
clash of effects between differing current and future activity types. The given options however
are not the only answer to the gentrification and displacement issue, as relocating activities or
people can be a hassle for those concerned. Further research should be undertaken into this issue.

This thesis has demonstrated how a large amount of private investment is also required for urban
,..

regeneration to begin. The common procedure for regenerating an area is for the public authority
to provide an infrastructural skeleton for the area, and write policy or legislation to determine the
type and restrictions of development and uses in that area. Private investment is then used to fill
the framework within the restrictions which have been outlined for the area. The cities studied to
uncover any stadium-led urban regeneration, by both academics and the current research, are
heavily populated, prominent cities. Smaller, peripheral cities, may not receive the amount of
private investment that the studied cities can attract. However, the literature has shown that
waterfront regeneration is a worldwide phenomenon, and it can be suggested that if the right
mechanisms are in place to support redevelopment of a small city waterfront area, such as local
government backing of any redevelopment, and a possible catalyst in the form of the proposed
stadium, the private developer may see an opportunity to invest. The question of the amount of
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private financial input into these types of regeneration projects is outside the scope of this thesis.
The financial implication of small city stadium-led urban waterfront regeneration should be
examined by an expert in the economic field.

7.3

Achievements of the Research in Fulfilling the Aim and Objectives

As stated previously, this research found that stadium-led urban regeneration does occur, it is a
possibility in a small city, and it can be environmentally responsible. There are areas that have
been touched on in this thesis, and further research into them is necessary. One of these areas is
how to ensure urban regeneration is socially responsible. Suggestions have been made on how to
avoid gentrification and displacement when urban regeneration does occur, but the issue is such
an important area that it could be considered an entire research area. This research are should aim
to find possible answers on how to prevent adverse gentrification and displacement from
occurring.

Second, a study undertaken with an economic perspective would help to supplement the results
and outcomes of this thesis. An economic perspective would help to quantify the wider urban
impacts of having a new stadium regenerate its proximal city area. An economic analysis of the
primary impact of having a stadium located in the proposed site has been completed by the
Carisbrook Stadium Trust. This thesis offers a planning perspective on what the wider impacts
(non-economic physical changes to urban areas which can occur due to the advent new stadia) of
having a stadium located in Dunedin's waterfront space are likely to be. The Dunedin City
t

Council may also need knowledge of the economic impacts in order to be more informed about
the wider impacts that could occur. This thesis has demonstrated that wider impacts do occur
when stadia are built, and it is important that the Dunedin City Council, or any other local
authority considering building a new stadium, recognise the wider impact of urban regeneration.
A plan is needed for urban regeneration from the outset of stadium development, in order to
satisfactorily control any subsequent developments.

The main factor which will lead to urban regeneration of a waterfront area proximal to a stadium
is a stadiums ability to draw people to it, and its surrounding area, when events are on. The
presumption behind this is that people attending events at the stadium will have a reason to go to
the urban waterfront. People at an urban waterfront are interpreted by Hoyle (2000) as a tangible
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sign of a city's vivacity. A flow of people through the area may encourage businesses into the
area, and the urban regeneration process begins. It is important therefore that new stadia can
provide for a wide range of events that entice different people to the stadium. It is important to
acknowledge that it is not the Stadium needed to regenerate the area; it is the events at the
stadium drawing people into the area which is the major factor for the urban regeneration.

A limiting factor which can be reflected on whilst considering the achievements of this thesis is
the lack of primary data, such as interviews, from Carisbrook Stadium Trust and Dunedin City
Council staff who are involved in the stadium and Dunedin Harbourside proposals. Certain
aspects of the research could have been elaborated on. However, the time constraints for
completing this thesis meant that the time required to interview and then analyse comments from
the relevant Carisbrook Stadium Trust and Dunedin City Council staff could not be
accommodated. Data gained from these sources may have provided a more contextual basis for
the research. Nevertheless, this does not mean that the findings of the thesis have been
compromised, as the focus of the research was to learn what had occurred in waterfront stadium
urban regeneration projects elsewhere, and apply these findings to the Dunedin situation. It is
hoped that by giving this thesis to the Dunedin City Council and Carisbrook Stadium Trust, they
will be able to make the leap between the full Dunedin context and this research.

7.4

Closing Remarks

This thesis has attempted to fill a gap in the research concerning the opportunities to make
stadium-led urban waterfront regeneration an environmentally and socially responsible process,
and whether stadium-led urban waterfront regeneration can occur in small, peripheral cities. This
was achieved through examining critical factors where stadium-led urban waterfront regeneration
has occurred in cities around Australasia.

It is intended that this thesis will provide the Dunedin City Council with some idea of what the
likely wider impacts of having a stadium located at the proposed Awatea Street location are, and
that the suggestions outlined in the conclusion to Chapter Six provide measures for addressing
these likely impacts. The suggestion on providing specific objectives, policies and rules in a plan
change application, which concern ecologically sustainable design measures could also be used
by any proposed urban regeneration project in New Zealand. It is important that these measures
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are implemented in order to provide less stress on the natural environment as development
continues in New Zealand. The urban regeneration at Homebush Bay, Sydney, and to a lesser
extent at the Melbourne Docklands, has shown how redevelopment projects can apply
I>

ecologically sustainable design. Therefore, this thesis has also highlighted an area which should
have wider implications for urban design in New Zealand: the use of ecologically sustainable
design mechanisms in urban development.

It is a given that if a stadium is built at Awatea Street, the Dunedin urban waterfront's built
environment will be irreversibly changed. With this knowledge in hand, steps can now begin to
j.

ensure the proposed change to the area is planned as the first large-scale environmentally and
socially responsible urban regeneration project in New Zealand.

I>
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Stadium-led Urban Regeneration: A Possibility in Dunedin?

INFORMATION SHEET FOR KEY INFORMANTS
Thank you for showing an interest in this study. Please read this information sheet carefully
before deciding whether or not to participate. If you decide to participate we thank you. If you
decide not to take part there will be no disadvantage to you of any kind and we thank you for
considering our request.

>

What is the aim of the research?
This project is being undertaken as part of the requirements for the degree of a Master of
Planning. The purpose of it is to assess the possibility that the proposal to relocate Dunedin's
largest sport stadium from its current site in Caversham, to the northern end of the Dunedin City
waterfront, would have on regeneration of Dunedin's urban waterfront. Two specific research
objectives have been formulated to steer the research:
1. To establish if stadium-led urban regeneration will occur in a small, peripheral city.

2. If urban regeneration is likely to occur, can it be socially and environmentally
responsible?
What Type of Participants are being sought?

•
,..

Councillors, Council Staff, Stadium Owners or Trust representatives, Long term residents and
long term business owners, who have intimate knowledge of how the stadium was established,
how it is currently run and knowledge of the effects the stadium has had are of primary
importance. These people will be sought from three stadium locations: Homebush Stadium,
Sydney; Telstra Dome, Melbourne; and Westpac Stadium, Wellington.

What will Participants be asked to do?
Should you agree to take part in this project, you will be asked questions in a semi structured
interview. The questions will focus on the issues surrounding stadium development, the degree of
involvement the public has had in the stadium development process, and the impact the stadium
has had on the surrounding area since it was constructed.

Please be aware that you may decide not to take part in the project without any disadvantage to
yourself of any kind.
Can Participants Change their mind and withdraw from the project?
If participants at any time feel discomfort or that there is potential harm to their person or
organisation, they are free to withdraw from the project. Please be aware that you may decide not
to take part in the project without any disadvantage to yourself of any kind.
What Data or Information will be collected and what use will be made of it?
Should you wish to participate in the research, you will be asked to express your views about
how stadia in your location were constructed and have affected the urban patterns in the area.

This information will then be analysed and recommendations made on best planning practices for
possible stadium-led urban regeneration in Dunedin.
This project involves an open-questioning technique where the precise nature of the questions
which will be asked have not been determined in advance, but will depend on the way in which
the interview develops. Consequently, although the Head of Department of Geography at the
University of Otago is aware of the general areas to be explored in the interview, the Head of
Geography has not been able to review the precise questions to be used.

;r

In the event that the line of questioning does develop in such a way that you feel hesitant or
uncomfortable you are reminded of your right to decline to answer any particular question(s)
and also that you may withdraw from the project at any stage without any disadvantage to
yourself of any kind.

l

>
V

The data collected will be securely stored in such a way that only the student researcher and the
supervisor of the project will have access to it. The data will be assessed to identify key themes
from the research. Any quotations that will be selected from the data and used in the research will
be used anonymously to ensure preservation of confidentiality.
The results of the project may be published and will be available through the University of Otago
Library, but every attempt will be made to preserve participant's anonymity.
You are most welcome to request a copy of the results of the project should you wish. At the end
of the project any personal information will be destroyed immediately except that, as required by
the University's research policy, any raw data on which the results of the project depend will be
retained in secure storage for 5 years, after which it will be destroyed.
What if Participants have any questions?
If you have any questions about this project, either now or in the future, please feel free to contact
either:-

Thomas Anderson
Department of Geography
University of Otago
P.O. Box 56
Dunedin
New Zealand
00 63 479 8767
andth572@student.otago.ac.nz

or

Dr. Michelle Thompson-Fawcett
Department of Geography
University of Otago
P.O.Box56
Dunedin
New Zealand
00 63 479 8762
mtf@geography.otago.ac.nz

Stadium-led Urban Regeneration: A Possibility in Dunedin?

CONSENT FORM FOR KEY INFORMANTS
I have read the Information Sheet concerning this project and understand what it is about. All my
questions have been answered to my satisfaction. I understand that I am free to request further
information at any stage.
I know that:1. My participation in the project is entirely voluntary;

2. I am free to withdraw from the project at any time without any disadvantage;
>

3. The data audio tapes will be destroyed at the conclusion of the project but any raw data on
which results of the project depend will be retained in secure storage for five years, after
which it will be destroyed;

,),c

4. This project involves an open-questioning technique where the precise nature of the
questions which will be asked have not been determined in advance, but will depend on
the way in which the interview develops, and that in the event that the line of questioning
develops in such a way that I feel hesitant or uncomfortable I may decline to answer any
particular question(s) and/or may withdraw from the project without disadvantage of any
kind;
5. The results of the project may be published and available in the University Library but
every attempt will be made to preserve my anonymity.

.

y

I agree to take part in this project.

(Signature of participant)

(Date)

l

Appendix B:
Semi-Structured Interview Topics

,
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~'

INTERVIEW TOPICS
Involvement with the stadium
Role/Nature of the Interviewee
Duration of their involvement/ time living or working in the area

'"

Changes in the area surrounding the stadium
They have personally seen
That they know of
Nature of the changes
Effect of the changes
Form/function changes in the area since stadium development
Would changes have occurred without stadium development? Why?
Waterfront access changes
Has the atmosphere of the waterfront changed? How? -more people in the area/ change of
function in the area
Development
Who was involved in initiating development of the stadium?
Were the same people involved in any subsequent urban regeneration in the area?
How?
Who managed any subsequent urban regeneration?

~

.....
'r'

"
~

,..

.,,
>

,j\

'

,j

'-

~'

Consultation
Affected parties
Who undertook it?
Methods used- how was it undertaken?- Period over which?- just at conception stage; or
hearing stage; or over several years
Influence of it on the decision making process
General issues to close the interview
To what extent is the area better?
What have been the adverse impacts/Changes?
What, if anything, do you think should be done differently if you had the opportunity to
start the process again?
Any lessons can be learnt for future regeneration elsewhere?

1>-

Appendix C:
Site Analysis Checklist
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Site Analysis Checklist
Peoples use of the area

•
•
•

Does the area seem vibrant?
Are there people using the area?
Social Mix

•
•

Is there public space?(Define)
How is public space used? Art,
facilities, accessibility, or not used
for anything. Or do public spaces
need to be adapted to accommodate
local economic, social and cultural
life?
Is it easy to get to and along the
waters edge? Car elimination or
traffic calming, Safety- mother with
pram, blind, car-less.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Comments:

Public space and public
access to the water

V

•
'J

Comments:

Connections to and
through the area

•
•

l

,,,..

Are there clear accessways through
the area? Permeability and
legibility
Is there sufficient public transport
to the area? How often is public
transport?

Comments:

Use of sustainable
development principles

•
•
•

Comments:

Public Transport
Environmentally Sustainable
Design in buildings- Solar panels,
Compact form, Local materials
Protection of local habitats

Signs of identity of the
area

•

•

•

Does the area feel sterile and
indistinguishable to elsewhere or
does it feel unique?- Particular
streets or spaces whose special
character is vital to the identity of
the area. How to define sterile?
Scale, art, imagination, historical
references.
Stimulation or conservation of old
buildings.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Comments:

Mix of uses within the
area

•

How has any development made
use of possible mix uses and
tenures to make the place one
where people live, work and play?
(Flats above shops, workshops in
residential areas etc.)

Comments:

Any improvements which could be made to the area overall:

Final Rating:

y

/30

